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Current large area x-ray detectors for digital breast tomosynthesis (DBT) are based on the 
amorphous silicon (a-Si:H) passive pixel sensor (PPS) technology. However, PPS 
detectors suffer from a limited resolution and high electronic noise. In this dissertation, 
we propose high resolution large area active pixel sensor (APS) x-ray detectors based on 
the complementary metal-oxide-semiconductor (CMOS) and amorphous In-Sn-Zn-O 
(a-ITZO) thin-film transistor (TFT) technologies to improve the imager resolution and 
noise properties. 
 We evaluated the two-dimensional (2D) x-ray imaging performance as measured by 
the modulation transfer function (MTF), noise power spectrum (NPS) and detective 
quantum efficiency (DQE) for both 75 µm (Dexela 2923 MAM) and 50 µm pixel pitch 
(DynAMITe) CMOS APS x-ray detectors. Excellent imaging performance (DQE in the 
range of 0.7 – 0.3) has been achieved over the entire spatial frequency range (0 – 6.7 
mm-1) at low air kerma below 10 µGy using the 75 µm pixel pitch Dexela 2923 MAM 
detector. The 50 μm pixel pitch DyAMITe detector has further extended the spatial 
resolution of the detector to 10 mm-1 with a low electronic noise of 150 e-. Also, a 2D 
cascaded system analysis model has been developed to describe the signal and noise 
transfer for the CMOS APS x-ray imaging systems. We also implemented 
three-dimensional (3D) cascaded system analysis to simulated the 3D MTF, NPS and 
DQE characteristics using DBT radiation conditions and acquisition geometries. The 3D 
cascaded system analysis for the DynAMITe detector was integrated with an object task 
function, a medical imaging display model, and the human eye contrast sensitivity 
function to calculate the detectability index and area under the ROC curve (AUC). It has 
been demonstrated that the display pixel pitch and zoom factor should be optimized to 
improve the AUC for detecting high contrast objects such as microcalcifications. Also, 
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detector electronic noise of smaller than 300 e- and a high display maximum luminance 
(>1000 cd/cm2) are desirable to distinguish microcalcifications of 150 µm or smaller in 
size. For low contrast object detection, a medical imaging display with a minimum of 12 
bits gray levels is needed to realize accurate luminance levels. A wide projection angle 
range (≥ ±30°) combined with the image gray level magnification could improve the 
detectability for low contrast objects especially when the anatomical background noise is 
high. 
CMOS APS x-ray detectors demonstrate both a high pixel resolution and low 
electronic noise, but are challenging to be fabricated in a large detector size greater than 
the wafer scale. Alternatively, current-mode APS (C-APS) based on a-ITZO TFTs was 
proposed for DBT due to the high gain, low noise, and capability to realize a large 
detector area. Specifically, we fabricated a-ITZO TFTs and achieved a high field-effect 
mobility of >30 cm2/Vs. We have also evaluated the electrical performance of a 50 µm 
pixel pitch a-ITZO TFT C-APS combined with an a-Si:H p+-i-n+ photodiode using SPICE 
simulation. The proposed C-APS circuit demonstrates a high charge gain of 885 with data 
line loadings considered. A pixel circuit layout and fabrication process have also been 
suggested. Finally, noise analysis has been applied to the a-ITZO TFT C-APS. A low 
electronic noise of around 239 e- has been established.  
The research presented in this thesis indicates that APS x-ray detectors based on both 










1.1  Introduction to Digital Breast Tomosynthesis (DBT) 
Digital mammography has been the gold standard for breast cancer detection over past 
decades. It enables low cost and fast early breast cancer detection and diagnosis at 
relatively low x-ray radiation doses. However, two-dimensional (2D) mammography 
suffers from severe breast tissue superposition, which can limit the visibility of breast 
lesions [1]. To address this issue, advanced three-dimensional (3D) breast imaging 
technologies are needed.  
As an alternative to standard mammography, digital breast tomosynthesis (DBT) 
has been designed to improve the visibility of the breast volume by using multiple x-ray 
projection views and computer algorithms to reconstruct quasi-3D images of the entire 
breast [2], [3]. During a typical DBT scan, around 9 to 25 projection views are captured 
within a narrow angular range of 15 to 50 (±7.5 to ±25) degrees to create tomographic 
“slices” of the breast volume with thickness of around 1 mm [4], [5]. As a result, the 
enhanced in-depth resolution of DBT reduces tissue overlapping and may thereby 
improve the diagnostic accuracy of breast cancer. The quasi-3D (i.e., the z-resolution, 
around 1 mm, is much worse than x-y focal plane resolution, around 100 μm) nature of 
DBT also enables precise lesion localization. In comparison to DBT, the 3D dedicated 
breast computed tomography (bCT) improves z-resolution (voxel size of about 200 μm), 
while sacrificing the focal plane resolution [6]–[10].  
Since Niklason et al.’s first demonstration of DBT [2], numerous research studies 
have been performed to evaluate the clinical performance of DBT systems [11]–[13], 




distribution etc.) [14]–[17], and improve image reconstruction [18]–[22]. Today all 
these topics are still under active research. Clinical evaluations have demonstrated that 
cancer detectability on DBT is superior to digital mammography [23]. Addition of DBT 
to digital mammography increases diagnosis sensitivity and specificity for breast cancer, 
while reduces recall rates for non-cancer cases [24], [25]. Although DBT has achieved 
improved breast imaging in comparison to digital mammography by addressing the 
tissue superposition issue, several technical barriers still need to be overcome.  
Similar to digital mammography, the focal-plane pixel pitch of current DBT 
systems is restricted to around 100 μm [4], [26]–[28], corresponding to a Nyquist 
frequency of 5 mm-1 [29]. Although smaller detector pixel pitch (70 µm) is used by the 
Hologic Selenia Dimensions system, 2 × 2 pixel binning is used to operate the system in 
the DBT mode. The reconstructed focal-plane pixel size of the Hologic DBT system is 
from 95 to 117 µm [30]. Image information for microcalcifications and fine details 
contained in higher spatial frequency region (> 5 mm-1) is lost. Compared to full-field 
digital mammography (FFDM), DBT improves lesion detection but has not been shown 
to also improve microcalcification detection. Increasing the spatial resolution of DBT 
might result in improvement in microcalcification detection [31], [32]. To preserve the 
relevant diagnostic details, a high resolution DBT imager and system with focal-plane 
resolution corresponding to a pixel pitch of 75 μm or smaller (e.g., 50 µm) needs to be 
developed. 
Another important issue is that, at low x-ray radiation levels for DBT, the high 
detector electronic noise (>1000 e-) of existing commercial systems can induce high 
background image noise, which degrades the contrast-to-noise properties of lesions such 
as microcalcifications and masses. Hence it is also critical to reduce the detector 
electronic noise in DBT.  
Moreover, the DBT mean glandular dose (MGD) is about 1.5 mGy for an average 
(4.2 cm thick) breast with 50% glandular fraction and can be as high as 3.5 mGy for 
thicker, denser breasts [27]. The dose of a single-view DBT exam is about one to two 






1.2  Description of DBT Systems 
Clinical DBT systems consist of a rotatable x-ray source, a compression paddle, and 
a digital x-ray detector on a supportive plate. Figure 1.1 shows the schematic of a 
complete DBT system.  
During a DBT scan, a series of low exposure projection images are captured within 
a limited angular range of ±θ. In general, tungsten (W), molybdenum (Mo) or rhodium 
(Rh) can be used as the target material in combination with an aluminum (Al), Mo or Rh 
filter as the x-ray source [4], [5]. The x-ray source motion for tomosynthesis can be 
either “step-and-shoot” or “continuous” [34]. The step-and-shoot motion reduces the 
image blurring due to the x-ray source movement, while the continuous motion reduces 
the total scan time [5], [34].  
The irradiated x-ray photons impinge either a direct or indirect x-ray detector and 
will be read by an active-matrix array typically based on the hydrogenated amorphous 
silicon (a-Si:H) thin-film transistor (TFT) passive pixel sensor (PPS) technology with 
the appropriate low noise external readout electronics [35], [36]. During image 
acquisition, the detector can be static or rotating (to minimize the scan angle).  
Finally, the obtained projection images are reconstructed to multiple in-focus 
quasi-3D images with a slice thickness (or reconstruction slice gap) of around 1 mm. 
The most common reconstruction algorithm for DBT is the filtered back-projection 
(FBP). To implement FBP, multiple filters (such as ramp filter, apodization filter and 
slice thickness filter) are applied to the projection images before back-projection is 
performed [18], [37], [38]. Iterative reconstruction method such as simultaneous 
algebraic reconstruction technique (SART) can also be used for DBT image 
reconstruction [5], [39]. Both FBP and SART address the inter-plane blurring effect of 
conventional back-projection (BP) method and provide enhanced contrast for small and 
high contrast objects [20], [39]. However, noise can be amplified in the image 
reconstruction process, making the lesion detection challenging especially when the 
detector electronic noise is high. Therefore, a low noise of DBT x-ray detector is very 
desirable. Besides, advanced iterative reconstruction algorithms with weighted 




ratio (CNR) [21], [22]. In this dissertation, the standard FBP method is used for the 3D 
cascaded system analysis as described in Chapter 2 and 4. 
 To date, three clinical DBT systems (GE SenoClaire, Hologic Selenia Dimensions, 
and Siemens MAMMOMAT Inspiration) have been approved by the US food and drug 
administration (FDA) for clinical use. Table 1.1 summarizes the technical specification 
of the three clinical systems produced by General Electric (GE) healthcare, Hologic and 
Siemens [4], [5], [26]–[28], [30].  
The main difference of these three systems is the detector type. The GE SenoClaire 
system uses an indirect conversion detector based on a thallium-doped cesium iodide 
(CsI:Tl) scintillator in combination with an a-Si:H p-i-n photodiode. On the other hand, 
both Hologic and Siemens DBT systems implement a direct conversion detector based 
on the amorphous selenium (a-Se) photoconductor. Details of the direct and indirect 
conversion detectors are discussed in Section 1.3.  
 For the active-matrix array, all three systems are based on the a-Si:H TFT PPS 
technology. The TFT is simply used as a switch to transfer electronic signal (electrons) 
from the photodetector to the readout electronics. The operational principle of the PPS 
array will be discussed in Section 1.3.3.  
Figure 1.1 Schematic of DBT system. A movable x-ray source is rotated within an angular 
range of ±θ and the breast is held between the compression paddle and detector. A series of 
projection images is reconstructed into multiple in-focus slices of images on the z-direction. 




The limitations of the a-Si:H TFT PPS technology include: a relatively large pixel 
pitch of around 100 μm, large electronic noise (greater than 1000 e-) [40], and a slow 
frame rate of 1 to 4 frame per second (fps). Reducing the pixel pitch will result in higher 
image resolution. However, a reduction in both the digital signal and quantum noise will 
be observed, while the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) is affected. Thus, the high electronic 
noise of PPS detectors becomes dominant, leading to noisy images. At the same time, 
improvement of the pixel resolution increases the readout time and total DBT scan time. 
Therefore, 2 × 2 pixel binning (with binned pixel pitch of 140 μm) is used by the 
Hologic Selenia Dimensions system to improve the image contrast-to-noise properties 
and speed up the readout process. In addition, the DBT dose remains to be one to two 
times higher than that of FFDM. It is difficult to reduce the dose due to the high 








Detector type Indirect Direct Direct 
Detector material CsI:Tl / a-Si:H p-i-n a-Se a-Se 
TFT technology a-Si:H TFT a-Si:H TFT a-Si:H TFT 
Detector size (cm × cm) 24×30 24×29 24×30 
Detector pixel pitch (µm) 100 
70 (full resolution)  
140 (2×2 binned) 
85 
Pixel resolution 2394×3062 
3328×4096 (full res.) 
1664×2048 (binned) 
2816×3584 
Focal plane pixel size (µm) 100  95-117 85 
Pixel circuit PPS PPS PPS 
X-ray source (target/filter) Mo/Rh W/Al W/Rh 
X-ray tube motion Step and shoot Continuous Continuous 
Number of views 9 15 25 
Scan time (s) 7 3.7 25 
Frame rate (fps) 1.3 4.1 1.0 
Total scan angle 25° 15° 50° 
Detector motion Static Rotating Static 





Dose (vs. FFDM) 100% 120% 100-200% 




1.3  Passive Pixel Sensor (PPS) X-Ray Detectors 
1.3.1  Direct conversion x-ray detectors 
For direct conversion detectors, as shown in Figure 1.2(a), x-ray photons are 
absorbed by semiconductors such as a-Se and directly converted to electron-hole pairs 
[35], [41]. The electron-hole pairs will be separated by a large electric field E (around 
10 V/μm) and drifted to the anode (for holes) and cathode (for electrons) [42].  
During the x-ray absorption, the quantum detection efficiency (QDE) (also known 
as the attenuation fraction) of a-Se is given by  
  1 exp ,QA L     (1.1) 
where α is the attenuation coefficient and L is the film thickness. The attenuation depth 
δ is defined where the beam is attenuated by 63% (i.e., α×δ = 1). At the mean DBT 
x-ray energy of 20 keV, α is 0.02 μm-1 and δ is 49 μm for a-Se [35]. A thicker a-Se film 
will increase the QDE. However, L must be much smaller than the product of μτE (i.e. 
the mean drift length of carriers before trapping) to ensure efficient carrier collection, 
where μ is the drift mobility of carriers, τ is the mean lifetime of carriers [26]. For a-Se, 
the electron mobility (μe = 0.003 – 0.006 cm
2V-1s-1) is much smaller than hole mobility 
(μh = 0.13 cm
2V-1s-1) [42]. Taking τe = 100 – 1000 μs and E = 10 V/μm, it is obtained 
that L must be smaller than 300 μm. Typically, the a-Se thickness is around 200 μm, 
achieving AQ of 0.98. However, the applied voltage for direct detectors is extremely 
high (V = E×L = 10 V/μm × 200 μm = 2 kV) [35], which affects the TFT and array 
lifetime due to electrical device stressing.  
 The absorbed x-ray energy (Eab) creates electron-hole pairs. The electron-hole pairs 
creation energy (ionization energy), W±, is field-dependent as follows [35], [43], [44] 
 0 / ,W W B E     (1.2) 
where W0 (~6 eV at 20 keV) is the intrinsic ionization energy, B (~440 eV∙V/μm) is the 
field-dependent parameter and E (~10 V/μm) is the electric field [35]. The calculated 
ionization energy for a-Se is around 50 eV. Therefore, for each x-ray photon with 





 After the separation of electron-hole pairs, electrons and holes will drift to the 
cathode and anode, respectively. During this process, the limiting factor is charge 
trapping of electrons and holes, which affects charge collection. The charge collection 
efficiency (ηcc) is given by [35], [45] 
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 (1.3) 
where xh =μhτhE/L, xe =μeτeE/L and Δ = δ/L. Although a thicker a-Se film (large L) 
increases the quantum efficiency AQ, it is observed that ηcc is reduced for larger L. The 
optimized thickness of a-Se photoconductor is 200 – 300 μm by maximizing the product 
AQ×ηcc (~0.95). For L > 300μm, AQ×ηcc decreases due to the reduction of ηcc. This is 
consistent with the requirement that μτE >> L. 
Compared with indirect conversion detectors, direct conversion detectors eliminate 
problems associated with the optical blurring of the scintillator, which is favorable for 
Figure 1.2 Schematics of (a) direct and (b) indirect conversion detectors are shown. An a-Se 
photodiode and a conventional a-Si:H p-i-n photodiode are used for indirect and direct 




high resolution DBT, while the drawbacks include required high electric field and 
relatively slow response due to the very low electron mobility of a-Se.  
 
1.3.2  Indirect conversion x-ray detectors 
For indirect conversion detectors, as shown in Figure 1.2(b), first x-rays are 
absorbed by a scintillating material and converted to photons in the visible light region. 
The optical photons impinge the photodiode and create electron-hole pairs, which will 
be separated to free carriers and collected by corresponding electrodes [46]. The 
conversion process from x-ray photons to electrons is indirect. Indirect x-ray detectors 
commonly consist of a scintillator such as CsI:Tl or terbium-doped gadolinium 
oxysulfide (Gd2O2S:Tb) and an a-Si:H p-i-n photodiode [47], [48]. The scintillators 
have a strong x-ray absorption properties generating >4 × 104 photons/MeV and a fast 
response time in the range of microsecond to millisecond [49], [50]. Therefore, indirect 
conversion detectors are promising to be operated at a low dose condition and a short 
scan time (<4 s) for DBT. Although degradation of the modulation transfer function 
(MTF) at high spatial frequency region is expected due to the scintillator blurring effect, 
this impact can be minimized by implementation of structured phosphor such as CsI:Tl. 
The x-ray and optical photons can be wave-guided in the columnar structure of the 
CsI:Tl scintillator. Hence, the crosstalk between pixels is reduced and the image 
resolution can be improved. Moreover, pixelated CsI:Tl scintillator may be developed 
for further enhancement of spatial resolution [51], [52].  
 In this dissertation, we mainly focus on indirect conversion x-ray detector with the 
CsI:Tl scintillator. The physics of scintillator x-ray absorption, optical photon 
generation and propagation, optical coupling, photodiode carrier generation and 
collection will be discussed in Section 2.2.   
 
1.3.3  Passive pixel sensor pixel and readout circuit 
Today all the clinical approved DBT systems are based on the a-Si:H TFT PPS 
technology. As shown in Figure 1.3, each PPS pixel contains a photodetector (a-Si:H 
p-i-n photodiode or a-Se photoconductor), a pixel capacitor (CPIX, which can be a 




converted electronic signal in the pixel, and an a-Si:H TFT as the switching element.  
The operation of PPS circuit can be separated into three stages: integration, readout 
and reset.  
(i) During the integration stage, the TFT gate voltage (VREAD) is low and the TFT is 
off. The TFT gate voltage is controlled by the row drivers. The photodiode is initially 
reversed biased at a reference voltage (VREF). The x-ray pulse generates electronic 
charges (electrons), which are stored on CPIX.  
(ii) During the readout stage, VREAD is switched to high that turns on the TFT. The 
stored charge on CPIX is transferred to the feedback capacitor (CFB) on the preamplifier 
(as a charge integrator) of the external readout circuit. This will induce a change on the 
output voltage (VOUT). The output voltage is  
 / ,OUT REF IN FBV V Q C    (1.4) 
where ΔQIN is the input charge. Since the same amount of charge is transferred from 
CPIX to CFB, the charge gain (G = ΔQOUT/ΔQIN) is unity. On the other hand, the voltage 
gain (AV =ΔVOUT/ΔVIN) is CPIX/CFB. In general, CPIX is around 1 pF, while CFB is around 
100 pF, thus AV << 1.  
(iii) After readout, the charge stored on CFB is reset to zero by closing the switch 
Figure 1.3 Schematic of pixel circuit and readout electronics of a-Si:H TFT PPS with a 
photodiode (PD). CPIX, CDATA and CFB are the pixel, data line and feedback capacitance, 
respectively. RDATA is the data line parasitic resistance. VREAD, VREF and VOUT are the TFT gate 
voltage, reference voltage of op-amp and output voltage, respectively. SW is the switch on the 




(SW) on the amplifier.  
Although the compact PPS pixel circuit layout and simple fabrication process favor 
massive production for large area x-ray imagers, the main disadvantage of PPS is the 
high electronic noise from the external readout circuit. For a large-area active-matrix 
array with long column bus (data) lines, a large data line resistance (RDATA) and 
capacitance (CDATA) are connected to the input of the amplifier directly. It is known that 
the electronic noise of the external amplifier (σamp) is given by 
 0 ,amp amp amp DATAC      (1.5) 
where σamp0 is a constant (around 250 e
-) and γamp is around 15 e
-/pF [53]. The typical 
value for CDATA is around 50 pF [41]. As a result, σamp is about 1000 e
-. Since the charge 
gain is unity for PPS x-ray detector, this noise is directly added to the total pixel noise, 
which will significantly degrade the image quality.  
To minimize this impact, the input and output circuit must be separated by adding 
an additional amplifier in the pixel, i.e., active pixel sensor (APS).  
 
 
1.4  Active Pixel Sensor (APS) X-Ray Detectors 
1.4.1  CMOS APS x-ray detector 
Recently, x-ray imagers based on the complementary metal-oxide-semiconductor 
(CMOS) APS have been considered as an alternative to a-Si:H TFT PPS x-ray detectors 
in bio-medical imaging applications. CMOS APS detectors overcome the drawbacks of 
conventional detectors by using a pixel amplifier that effectively reduces the noise floor 
[54], [55]. During the past few years, large area CMOS APS x-ray imagers with small 
pixel pitches ranging from 40 to 75 μm, low electronic noise of 50 – 165 e-, dynamic 
range of 63 – 69 dB, fast frame rate of 20 – 30 fps have been developed [56]–[59].  
Detector temporal performance such as lag and ghosting may cause image artifacts 
during the relative fast image acquisition process of DBT. Lag is the residual image 
charge generated in previous exposed frames that remains in electronics in subsequent 




induced by the x-ray exposure [28]. For example, for a-Se based x-ray imagers, both the 
lag and ghosting are caused by the charge trapping, ionization, and recombination 
mechanisms with the subgap bulk and interface trap states of a-Se. Zhao et al. have 
reported 4~5% image lag and ghosting using an a-Se PPS-based DBT system [28]. 
Unlike amorphous materials, the crystalline nature of CMOS APS x-ray detectors limits 
the bulk and interface traps of crystalline silicon (c-Si) to much lower values. As the 
result, a negligible image lag smaller than 0.1% was reported [60]. The ghosting is also 
expected to be minimal, which would not degrade the image. Therefore, CMOS APS 
x-ray detectors appear to be very promising for medical imaging technologies requiring 
fast frame rates (> 5 fps), such as DBT. 
Specifically, the 2D projection image quality of a CMOS APS x-ray imager with a 
75 μm pixel pitch (Dexela 2923 MAM) has been intensively evaluated for breast 
imaging applications such as mammography and DBT [59], [61]–[63]. Naday et al [64] 
and Park et al [63] also evaluated the DBT reconstructed images. As early indicators of 
breast cancer, detection of microcalcifications in sizes below 200 μm is critical but 
challenging for radiologists [65]. It was shown that experimentally important 
microcalcifications with 165 μm diameters (using a CIRS BR3D phantom) could be 
resolved using the Dexela 2923 MAM x-ray detector with a MGD of 2 mGy [66]. 
However, to distinguish smaller microcalcifications, x-ray detectors with a pixel pitch of 
50 μm or smaller and low electronic noise are needed.  
The Multidimensional Integrated Intelligent Imaging (MI-3) Plus consortium has 
developed a novel 50 μm pixel pitch CMOS APS x-ray detector (Dynamic Range 
Adjustable for Medical Imaging Technology), named DynAMITe. Fundamental 
electro-optical properties of the DynAMITe x-ray detector were previously investigated 
[57], [58]. Konstantinidis et al. show that a high contrast-to-noise ratio (CNR) and 
acceptable contrast-detail performance for mammography application can be achieved 
using the DynAMTe x-ray detector [67]. However, the x-ray imaging performance of 
such a high-resolution x-ray detector has not been evaluated for the low dose DBT 
application.  
In this dissertation, both the 75 μm pixel pitch Dexela 2923 MAM [68] and 50 μm 




Most of the CMOS APS x-ray detectors are based on the three-transistor (3-T) pixel 
design. Figure 1.4 illustrates the circuit schematic and driving scheme of the 3-T CMOS 
APS. In each pixel, there are a photodiode, a reset transistor (TRST), a source follower 
(TSF) and a row select transistors (TSEL). Since in general voltage is used as the output 
signal for CMOS APS, the 3-T CMOS APS circuit can be categorized as voltage-mode 
APS (V-APS). The operation of APS is also separated into three stages: reset, 
integration and readout.  
 
(i) During the reset stage, TRST is ON, while TSEL is OFF. The high voltage VDD is 
applied to the photodiode cathode (n+-well) through the inversion channel of the TRST 
and the input voltage VIN is reset to VDD. Since the photodiode p
--well is grounded, the 
n+-p junction is reverse biased by VDD and a depletion region is formed mainly in the 
p--well. The dark current density of the n+-p diode can be described by a combination of 












     (1.6) 
where NA is the doping concentration of the p
--well, Dn and Ln are the diffusivity and 
diffusion length for electrons, ni is the intrinsic carrier density, WD is the depletion width, 
Figure 1.4 (a) Circuit schematic of 3-T CMOS APS pixel and readout electronics with 
cross-sectional view of the c-Si photodiode and TRST are shown. TRST, TSF and TSEL stand for the 
reset transistor, source follower and row select transistor for the pixel, respectively; TBIAS is the 
column bias transistor and CCOL is the storage capacitor for the column bus line. (b) Driving 




τg is the generation lifetime, and so is the surface recombination rate. The first term 
represents the diffusion dark current by the minority carriers across the depletion region; 
the second term is the thermal generation current by the space charge in depletion 
region; and the third term corresponds to the surface recombination current. The typical 
Jdark for CMOS APS is around 10 pA/cm
2. The low dark current level is favorable for 
low noise medical imaging applications such as DBT.  
 
(ii) During the integration stage, TRST is OFF, while the x-ray source is ON. As 
shown in Figure 1.4 (b), pulsed x-ray source is used with integration time of tint (around 
100 ms for DBT). The x-rays generate optical photons in the scintillator. The impinging 
photons generate e-h pairs inside the photodiode depletion region that are separated into 
carriers by the electric field. Then electrons are collected in the n+-well, while the holes 
are removed from p--well through p-substrate to GND. The stored charge in the n+-well 
decreases the potential VIN below VDD. The potential of n










    (1.7) 
where Jphoto is the photocurrent density; APD is the area of photodiode; CPIX is the pixel 
capacitance as a combination of photodiode capacitance and input node parasitic/storage 
capacitance.  
If we neglect the dark current terms, the photocurrent density of c-Si photodiode is 
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  (1.8) 
where α is the absorption coefficient (in cm-1) of c-Si, WD is the deletion width of n
+-p 
junction, R is the total reflectance of the FOP/SiO2 interface and SiO2/Si interface, hνm 
is the mean photon energy of the optical emission spectrum, and Φ is the mean incident 
light intensity. Example of the driving schemes of the reset and integration stages are 
shown in Figure 1.4 (b).  
The parameter external quantum efficiency (EQE) determines the ratio of the 
number of collected carriers by photodiode to the number of the incident photons, which 
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To achieve a large EQE, the total reflectance R has to be minimized, and the 
product of αWD needs to be maximized. The typical EQE value for CMOS APS x-ray 
detector is around 0.6 to 0.7.  
 
(iii) During readout period, both TSEL and the column bias transistor TBIAS are 
turned ON. The readout electronics can be simplified to a column storage capacitor 
(CCOL) and an operational amplifier (op-amp) [70], [72]. The output current following 
through TSF, and TSEL and charges up the column storage capacitor CCOL. The output 
voltage on the column storage capacitor (VOUT) is amplified and read as the output 
voltage VOUT. TBIAS is biased such that it works in the saturation region and its 
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  (1.10) 
where (W/L)BIAS is the channel width over length TBIAS, μn is the electron mobility, Cox 
is the oxide capacitance per unit area, VG,BIAS is the gate voltage and VT,BIAS is the 
threshold voltage of TBIAS.  
Neglecting the on-resistance of TSEL, the output current of APS pixel IOUT is 
determined by the gate-to-source voltage of TSF. Since TSF is operating in saturation 
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where VT,SF is the threshold voltage of TSF, and KSF is given by  









  (1.12) 
where (W/L)SF is the transistor channel width over length of TSF.  
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where k1 = VIN – VT,SF – VCOL(0), and 2 2 /BIAS SFk I K . For sufficient long readout 
time, VOUT is saturated at (VIN – VT,SF – k2). Therefore, in the ideal case, the voltage gain 
of CMOS APS is AV = ΔVOUT/ΔVIN = 1. In reality, AV of around 0.8 is typical for CMOS 
APS circuits.  
The charge gain of CMOS APS, as the ratio of output and input charge variation, is 









  (1.14) 
 Since in general CCOL >> CPIX, this will result in a substantial G. The large charge 
gain is expected to minimize the input-referred electronic noise.  
 If we consider the voltage gain (Aamp) of the external readout amplifier, the 
amplified output voltage (VO) is presented as VO = Aamp VOUT = Aamp (VIN – VT,SF – k2). 
The conversion gain (in volts/electron) of the APS pixel and readout electronics is 
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CPIX is a dominated by the photodiode capacitance (CPD) and is also contributed by 
the pixel storage (CST) and/or the parasitic capacitance (CPAR) at the input node. 
Therefore, to achieve a large conversion gain, the photodiode capacitance needs to be 
reduced. But when reducing the CPD, the number of collected carrier is also be reduced. 
Hence, we need to reach a compromise between CPD and photodiode area. In reality, 
CPD is not a constant but dependent on VIN. Therefore, CG is also a function of VPD, 
which will result in signal nonlinearity. 
Finally, an analog-to-digital converter (ADC) is used to convert the signal in volts 
to a digital number (DN). It should be noticed that for CMOS APS x-ray imager, the real 





 In this dissertation, both the 75 μm (Dexela 2923 MAM) and 50 μm pixel pitch 
(DynAMITe) x-ray detectors characterized for DBT application are based on the 3-T 
CMOS APS. CMOS APS x-ray detectors achieve both high resolution and ultra-low 
electronic noise (due to the high gain) at the same time. These properties are very 
promising for next generation DBT application, but the fabrication of large area CMOS 
APS x-ray detector is complicated and expensive. Sub-detector tiling is also needed to 
realize a CMOS APS detector active area (e.g., 25.6 × 26.2 cm2) suitable for DBT.  
Alternatively, due to the mature and cost-effective fabrication process of TFT array 
over large area, TFT-based APS x-ray detectors can also be introduced to medical 
imaging applications such as DBT. 
  
1.4.2  TFT-based APS x-ray detectors 
In the past decade, TFT-based APS circuits have been studied [53], [73], [74]. 
V-APS circuit similar to CMOS APS may be used for TFT APS. However, it has been 
reported that the readout speed for TFT-based V-APS is slow, with a rise time of around 
250 to 700 μs for a-Si:H TFT V-APS [58]. This readout speed is not sufficient for large 
area DBT x-ray imagers.  
Karim et al. introduced the a-Si:H TFT current-mode APS (C-APS) circuit by 
implementing a charge integrating amplifier (adopted from PPS) as the readout circuit 
[53], [73], [74], [77]. Although the pixel circuit remains the same as V-APS, the readout 
method is different for C-APS. An example circuit schematic of C-APS with readout 
electronics is shown in Figure 1.5 (a). The C-APS circuit has also been investigated for 
polysilicon (poly-Si) TFT APS x-ray detectors [78]–[82]. In this dissertation, among 
others we will focus on developing amorphous oxide semiconductor TFT-based C-APS 
for DBT to realize a high-resolution, high charge gain and low electronic noise [76], 
[83]–[85].  
(i) During the reset and (ii) integration stages, the C-APS circuit operation is the 
same as that of CMOS V-APS.  
(iii) During the readout stage, in the ideal case, if we neglect the on-resistance 
(RON) of the readout TFT (TRD), the source voltage of the amplifying TFT (TAMP) is 




drain-to-source current of TAMP, is used to charge up the CFB on the charge integrating 
amplifier. Therefore, the output charge and voltage are determined by the pixel current. 
This circuit is called “current-mode” APS, where IOUT is dependent on the TAMP gate 
voltage (VIN).  
Detailed driving scheme of the TFT-based C-APS will be discussed in Chapter 7.  
In reality, both RON and the data line resistance (RDATA) could degrade the circuit 
performance. Figure 1.5 (b) shows the C-APS readout circuit schematic for a small 
signal analysis. Specifically, a small input voltage change ΔVIN will lead to an output 
current change ΔIOUT, which is given by 
 ,OUT m GSI g V     (1.16) 
where gm is the transconductance of TAMP and ΔVGS is the gate-to-source voltage change 
of TAMP. For C-APS operating in the saturation region, 
   ,AMPm eff ox GS T
W
g C V V
L
    (1.17) 
where μeff represents the field-effect mobility of TFT, WAMP and L are the channel width 
and length of TAMP, Cox is the gate insulator capacitance, and VT is the threshold voltage 
of TAMP.  
 The input voltage change ΔVIN can be expressed as the sum of ΔVGS and voltage 
Figure 1.5 (a) Schematic of current-mode APS pixel and readout circuits. VIN, VOUT and IOUT are 
the pixel input voltage, output voltage and output current, respectively. CFB are the column 
capacitor and feedback capacitor for voltage-mode and current-mode APS, respectively. (b) 




drop on RON and RDATA, i.e., 
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where WRD is the channel width of TRD, VGS,RD is the gate-to-source voltage of TRD.  
Overall, the readout circuit behaves like a degenerated source follower. Solving 
Equation 1.16 and 1.18, the charge gain of TFT-based C-APS is given by [53] 
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where tRD is the readout time (around 20 µs).  
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To increase the charge or voltage gains of C-APS, it is critical to improve gm and 
μeff of TFTs. The μeff of a-Si:H TFT is below 1 cm
2V-1s-1, which limits the C-APS 
performance. At the same time, RON and RDATA must be minimized.  
Among the candidates of high-mobility TFT technologies, amorphous In-Ga-Zn-O 
(a-IGZO) TFTs are widely considered as the next generation TFT technology for 
active-matrix flat-panel displays (AM-FPDs) and imagers (AM-FPIs) due to their high 
μeff of around 10 cm
2 V-1s-1, low leakage current (IOFF <10
-13 A), improved electrical 
stability and high spatial uniformity [86]–[90]. Recently amorphous In-Sn-Zn-O 
(a-ITZO) with even higher μeff of around 30 cm
2V-1s-1 have also been studied [89], [91]–
[94]. In this dissertation, device characteristics of a-ITZO TFTs are characterized in 
Chapter 6. a-ITZO TFT-based C-APS pixel circuit are designed and evaluated using 
SPICE simulation in Chapter 7. 
Table 1.2 shows the comparison of PPS, V-APS and C-APS circuits. Both V-APS 
and C-APS circuits can achieve a high charge gain to reduce the electronic noise. 
Advanced CMOS technology should be used for V-APS due to the slow readout speed 




favorable to C-APS achieving both a high charge gain and fast readout.  
 
 
PPS V-APS C-APS 
Transistor 
technology 
TFT CMOS or TFT TFT 
Output signal charge voltage current 
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Charge gain (G) 1 CCOL/CPIX >>1 1
1 ( )
m read
m ON DATA PIX
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Electronic noise high low Low 
Readout speed fast 
CMOS - fast  
TFT - slow 
fast 
Table 1.2 Comparison of PPS, V-APS and C-APS circuits. 
 
 
1.5  Dissertation Organization 
This dissertation presents the electrical, optical and x-ray imaging performance of 
high-resolution x-ray detectors based on CMOS (Chapters 2 – 5) and amorphous oxide 
semiconductor TFT (Chapters 6 and 7) APS technologies.  
• Chapter 2 discusses the experimental methods and cascaded system analysis to 
characterize and model the x-ray imaging properties (i.e., modulation transfer 
function (MTF), noise power spectrum (NPS), and detective quantum efficiency 
(DQE)) of CMOS APS x-ray detectors. This chapter is partially based on [68], [69], 
[84]. 
• Chapter 3 presents the measured and simulated (based on 2D cascaded system 
analysis) detector imaging characteristics (2D MTF, NPS and DQE) for both a 75 
µm pixel pitch (Dexela 2923 MAM) and a 50 µm pixel pitch (DynAMITe) CMOS 
APS detectors. This chapter is based on [68], [69]. 
• Chapter 4 discusses the 3D and in-plane MTF, NPS and DQE parameters of the 
DynAMITe detector using the 3D cascaded system analysis model. This chapter is 




• Chapter 5 proposes a task-based model in combination with the 3D cascaded 
system analysis to simulate the detectability index (d’) and area under the receiver 
operating characteristic (ROC) curve, i.e., AUC, for multiple imaging tasks using 
the DynAMITe detector. This chapter is based on [96]. 
• Chapter 6 evaluates the device characteristics and stability of DC sputtered a-ITZO 
TFTs. This chapter is based on [97]. 
• Chapter 7 discusses the SPICE simulation, pixel layout design, fabrication, and 
electronic noise of a-ITZO TFT C-APS circuits for DBT application. This chapter is 
partially based on [85], [98], [99]. 






X-Ray Imaging Performance Evaluation and Cascaded 
System Analysis for APS X-Ray Detectors 
2.1  Empirical Imaging Performance Characterization of 
X-Ray Detectors 
 This section discusses the experimental methods used to characterize the x-ray 
detector x-ray imaging performance parameters: MTF, NPS and DQE in the spatial 
frequency domain. Specifically, the MTF measures the detector signal resolution; the 
NPS describes a combination of x-ray quantum and detector electronic noise; and the 
DQE combines both the signal (in MTF) and noise (in NPS) indicating the detector 2D 
projection imaging performance.  
The experimental methods were used to characterize the detector performance of a 
75 μm pixel pitch Dexela 2923 MAM [68] and a 50 μm pixel pitch DynAMITe [69] 
CMOS APS x-ray detector that are discussed in Chapter 3. 
 
2.1.1  X-ray fluence 
For an x-ray spectrum, the mean x-ray fluence (q
0̅
), defined by the number of 
incident x-ray quanta per unit area, changes as a function of the detector air kerma (Ka). 
The mean x-ray fluence per air kerma (q
0̅
/Ka) in x-rays mm
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fluence per air kerma at each energy E, W is the air work function (33.97 eV), Q is the 
charge liberated in air by one Roentgen (1 R = 8.76 mGy), q is the electron charge and 
(μen(E)/ρ)air is the mass energy absorption coefficient of air. 
 
2.1.2  Modulation transfer function (MTF) 
The MTF measures the change in signal amplitude through an imaging system in 
the spatial frequency domain. The tilted edge technique was used to measure the MTF 
of CMOS APS detectors [101]. An x-ray opaque, polished edge plate (e.g., W foil, 1 
mm thick, 99.95 % pure) was placed in front of the detector at a small tilted angle (1.5 - 
3°) with respect to the detector rows and columns. A number of raw edge images (e.g. N 
= 20 to reduce the random noise) was captured when placing the edge horizontally and 
vertically. A standard gain and offset correction algorithm was applied to remove the 
fixed pattern noise (FPN) by capturing additional 10 frames of flat and dark images 
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where ( , )Edge x y , ( , )Flat x y , and ( , )Dark x y  are the mean edge, flat and dark 
images over n frames. ( , ) ( , )Flat x y Dark x y  is a scaling factor (a constant) as the 
mean pixel value of an offset-corrected flat image. Figure 2.1 (a) shows a gain and 
offset corrected edge image 
1( , )corrEdge x y .  
After that, a second order polynomial fit (S(x, y)) correction was applied to the gain 
and offset corrected images to remove the low spatial frequency trends caused by the 
x-ray field non-uniformity [102], [104]. The detrended edge image is given by 
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where ( , )S x y  is the mean value of the second order polynomial fit S(x,y). Figure 2.1 
(b) shows an example of S(x,y) taking into account the x-ray field nonuniformity.  




generate the oversampled edge spread function (ESF) curves. These ESF curves were 
laterally shifted to the same position and combined (averaged) to reduce the statistical 
noise. The averaged ESF was differentiated to obtain the oversampled line spread 
function (LSF). Finally, a Fourier transform (FT) of the LSF gives the MTF (normalized 
to 1) in the spatial frequency domain corresponding to either spatial x or y direction [62]. 
The process of MTF extraction is summarized by the following expression and shown 
in Figure 2.2.  
    ( ) ( ) ( ) .
d
MTF u FT LSF x FT ESF x
dx
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  (2.4) 
 
2.1.3  Noise power spectrum (NPS) 
The NPS describes the change in signal variance through an imaging system in the 
spatial frequency domain. A subtraction algorithm was applied for gain and offset 
correction. The corrected flat image I(x, y) using the modified gain and offset correction 
algorithm reported by Konstantinidis et al. [103] 
Figure 2.1 An example of (a) gain and offset corrected edge image, Edgecorr1, and (b) second 
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where Flat1(x,y) and Flat2(x,y) are two frames of the raw flat image. Figure 2.3 (a) 
shows an example of the gain and offset corrected flat image.  
The NPS was measured based on the IEC standard [104]. First, overlapping regions 
of interest (ROI) of 256 × 256 pixels were selected from a central area (1280 × 1280 
pixels) of the gain and offset corrected flat image. Then a second order polynomial fit 
(S(x,y)) was performed to the corrected flat-field image (I(x,y)) to remove the low 
frequency (background) trends. The 2D NPS profile can be calculated from the sum of 
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Figure 2.2 An example of extracted (a) oversampled edge spread function, (b) averaged edge 
spread function, (c) line spread function and (d) modulation transfer function from corrected 




where ∆x and ∆y are the pixel pitches in x and y directions, NROI is the number of ROIs, 
Nx and Ny gives the number of rows and columns in each ROI (Nx = Ny = 256). We 
selected three frames of corrected images with 1280 × 1280 pixels each to realize more 
than four million independent pixels to get an accuracy of 5% on the NPS results that 
corresponds to 10% accuracy on the DQE values [104]. In each frame, several (i.e., 9 by 
9) ROIs of 256 × 256 pixels each were selected with a shift of 128 pixels 
(half-overlapping ROIs according to the IEC 62220-1-2 standard). Therefore, NROI = 9 × 
9 × 3 = 243.  
Figure 2.3 (b) presents an example of extracted 2D NPS(u, v). Data from seven 
rows and columns on both sides of the zero-spatial frequency (a total of 14 lines) was 
extracted and averaged, resulting in the horizontal and vertical 1D NPS. The 1D 
normalized NPS (NNPS) was calculated by NNPS(u) = NPS(u) / d(DN)2, where d(DN) 
is the mean large area output signal in digital number. The above steps were repeated to 
extract 1D NNPS for various x-ray exposure levels.  
The mean signal d(DN) and mean variance σ2(DN2) were also experimentally 
determined from the flat field images captured for NNPS calculation using the 
following expressions [105], [106] 
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Figure 2.3 An example of (a) gain and offset corrected flat image I(x, y) and (b) extracted 2D 
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where M and N are the pixel numbers in x and y directions, L (= 10) is the number of 
flat field images, di,j̅̅̅̅  and (σi,j̅̅̅̅ )
2 are the mean signal and variance at position (i, j) over L 
frames, respectively. 
 
2.1.4  Detective quantum efficiency (DQE) 
DQE is the ratio between the square of output (SNRout)
2 and input signal-to-noise 
ratio (SNRin)
2. Since (SNRin)
2 is the x-ray fluence (q
0̅
) multiplied by the pixel area (apix)
2, 
DQE indicates the dose efficiency. The 1D DQE (e.g., horizontal, at x or u direction) 
can be calculated by [104] 
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2.2  2D Cascaded System Analysis for Indirect CMOS APS 
X-Ray Detectors 
To investigate detector key parameters such as the MTF, NPS and DQE, cascaded 
system analysis is a very useful tool. This technique has been widely used to examine 
the 2D imaging performance of x-ray detectors [46], [47], [107], [108]. In such analysis, 
the signal and noise propagation and blurring within the x-ray imaging system are 
divided into a series of gain and spreading stages.  
In this dissertation, the 2D cascaded system analysis is used to characterize the 
detector 2D x-ray imaging performance of both the Dexela 2923 MAM (75 µm pixel 
pitch) and DynAMITe (50 µm pixel pitch) CMOS APS x-ray detectors.  
Figure 2.4 shows the scheme illustration of signal and noise transfer for gain and 
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  (2.10) 
where iq and gi̅ are the mean signal and gain of stage i. Si and σgi are the noise power 
spectrum and gain variance of stage i. u and v stand for the spatial frequencies in x and 
y directions, respectively. Sadd is the additive noise power spectrum such as the detector 
electronic noise.  
 The spreading stages can be categorized into “stochastic” or “deterministic” 
spreading stages. A stochastic spreading stage can distribute an x-ray or optical quanta 
randomly with a distance described by the point spread function (PSF) in the spatial 
domain (or a transfer function Ti(u,v) in the spatial frequency domain). Examples of 
stochastic spreading stages are scintillator and fiber optic plate (FOP) blurring. On the 
other hand, a deterministic spreading stage describes sampling of an optical quanta by a 
pixel aperture. The noise power spectra of stochastic and deterministic spreading stages 
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Based on the above theory, a 9-stage 2D cascaded system analysis model is 
Figure 2.4 Schematic of the signal and noise transfer for gain and spreading stages using 




developed as follows.  
 
2.2.1  2D cascaded system analysis model 
Stage 0: Incident x-ray quanta. The input x-ray signal (mean x-ray fluence, 0q ) is 
proportional to the input air kerma (Ka) at detector surface. The mean x-ray fluence per 
input air kerma, 0 / aq K  (in x-rays/mm
2 per μGy) can be obtained using the incident 
x-ray spectrum (Φ(E)) and the mass energy-absorption coefficient of dry air (μen/ρ)air in 
cm2/g as a function of x-ray energy E (Equation 2.1). 
 
Stage 1: X-ray absorption by CsI:Tl scintillator (gain stage). The first gain stage 
of the system describes the mean x-ray absorption by the scintillator (g
1̅
). For cascaded 
system, g
1̅
 is generally determined by the quantum detection efficiency (QDE), 
representing the mean number of absorbed x-rays per incident x-ray quanta [47], [109]. 
However, as the scintillator is an energy integrator rather than a photon counter [110], 
the energy absorption efficiency (EAE), defined by the mean energy absorbed per 
incident unit of energy, gives a better estimation of the maximum detectability of the 
system for x-ray energies below the K-absorption edge of iodine at 33.2 keV [59]. 
Hence, we used EAE to calculate the x-ray absorption by scintillator. g
1̅































  (2.12) 
where Φ0(E) is the x-ray energy spectrum as a function of x-ray photon energy (E), T0(E) 
is the transmission (0.85 – 0.95) of the scintillator protection layer, t is the scintillator 
thickness (150 – 200 μm for CsI:Tl scintillator used for CMOS APS x-ray detector), μ(E) 
and μen(E) are the linear attenuation and energy absorption coefficients of the scintillator, 
respectively [110].  
In general, EAE is scintillator thickness dependent, i.e., a thicker CsI:Tl layer 
produces a higher EAE. However, at the same time, the long optical path in the 
scintillating material degrades the MTF and DQE at high spatial frequencies due to the 




Stage 2: Optical photon generation and emission in scintillator (gain stage). The 
absorbed x-rays are converted into optical photons in the scintillator. The conversion 
process can be divided into three consecutive stages: a) the excitation of electrons in the 
atomic inner shell, and relaxation and creation of a large number of electron-hole (e-h) 
pairs through an avalanche process; b) carrier migration and further relaxation leading 
to formation of excitons, having an energy smaller than the bandgap; and c) e-h 
recombination and light emission (photoluminescence) [111], [112]. In general, to create 
an e-h pairs, an average energy (Eeh) greater than compound’s bandgap (Eg) is required. 
The number of optical photons generated inside the scintillator by an absorbed x-ray 
photon with energy E is given by [111], [112] 
 ( ) ( ) ,ph eh
eh
E
N E N E S Q S Q
E
        (2.13) 
where Neh(E) is the number of e-h pairs generated by a single x-ray photon with energy 
E, S is the transfer efficiency of the e-h pair energy to the luminescent center inside the 
bandgap, Q is the luminecense quantum efficiency, and Eeh is the average energy 
required to create one e-h pair. The optical yield (in photons/keV), the number of optical 
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For CsI:Tl, Eeh is around 2.5Eg and Eg is 6.4 eV [49]. S and Q are dependent on the 
material manufacturing technology. Assuming S and Q are equal to 1 (ideal case), the 
calculated maximum ηopt of CsI:Tl is 62 photons/keV, which is within the range of 
reported experimental values ranging from 52 to 66 photons/keV [112], [113]. 
In the cascaded system analysis, opt of 55 – 58 photons/keV was used. 
The fraction of generated photons that can escape from the scintillator (esc(z)) is 
associated with the vertical distance z to the bottom interface between the scintillator 
and a fiber optic plate (FOP) as the substrate [114]. The light output in number of 
escaped optical photons per absorbed x-ray quanta of energy E at position z is given by 
g2(E,z) = opt×E×esc(z). The mean light output (number of optical photons) per 
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where IS is the Swank factor quantifying the noise associated with x-ray to photon 
conversion process [46], [115].  
 
Stage 3: Scintillator scattering (stochastic blurring stage). The lateral scattering of 
optical photons in the scintillator can introduce optical cross-coupling between imager 
pixels leading to image blur and degradation of image quality. This is the first blurring 
stage that spatial frequency is included in the cascaded system. In this dissertation, we 
propose two methods to extract the transfer function of this stage (T3).  
Method 1: The scintillator scattering can be approximated by a Lorentzian fit to the 
experimental data [47] 
   
1
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
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where H3 can be obtained by fitting the experimental MTF data, u and v are the spatial 
frequencies in x and y direction, respectively. 
   It is known that CsI:Tl forms needle-shaped crystal columns that prevent the optical 
cross-coupling. Sharma et al. studied the impacts of CsI:Tl structure and optical 
properties of the scintillator MTF (T3) through Monte Carlo simulations [116]. It was 
observed that the scintillator MTF would increase with a larger bulk absorption 
coefficient, reduced surface roughness, smaller inter-column distance and suppressed 
columnar wall crossover in the first monolayer of the scintillator in contact with the FOP. 
In this work, all these effects are simplified to a factor H3, i.e., a smaller H3 value will 
lead to an improved T3(u,v).  
This method was used to extract T3 for the DynAMITe x-ray detector to be 
discussed in Section 3.2 [69].  




exponential decay function to fit the measured system one dimensional (1D) MTF [68] 
 ( ) exp( / ) ,MTF u A u B C      (2.18) 
where A, B and C are fitting parameters. Then the combined scintillator (Stage 3) and 
the FOP (Stage 5) blurring function (T3×T5) can be calculated by dividing the fitted 
system MTF by the transfer function of the pixel aperture T7(u,v) as described in Stage 
7. Note that this method extract the product of T3 and T5, thus Stage 5 can be neglected 
if the exponential decay function is used.  
This method was used in the cascaded system analysis for the Dexela 2923 MAM 
CMOS APS x-ray detector (Section 3.1) [68].  
 
Stage 4: Optical coupling of the fiber optic plate (gain stage). In general, the 
CsI:Tl scintillator is attached to the CMOS image sensor by a FOP. The optical photons 
that escape from the scintillator impinge the FOP. The optical coupling efficiency (g
4̅
) 
defined by the fraction of photons transmitted through the FOP is given by [117] 
 24 (1 ) ,F R Cg NA T L F    (2.19) 
where NA (~1) is the numerical aperture of a fiber optic, TF (0.65 – 0.8) is the 
transmittance of fiber optic core, LR (~0.1) is the Fresnel reflection optical loss at the 
surface and FC (~0.75) is the fill factor of the fiber optic core [117], [118]. Calculated 
g
4̅
 of 0.44 – 0.55 was used for the cascaded system analysis.  
Taking the above stages into consideration, the NPS at stage 4 is given by [47] 
 
2
4 0 1 2 4 4 2 2 3( , ) 1 ( ) ( , ) ,gS u v q g g g g g T u v       (2.20) 
 
Stage 5: Image blurring by the fiber optic plate (stochastic blurring stage). In 
addition to the scintillator, the FOP also blurs the image [118]. Equation 2.17 can be 
also used to model the FOP blurring (T5(u,v)) by changing H3 to H5 of around 0.06 to fit 
the data from Jain et al [118]. Since the FOP blurring is a stochastic spreading stage 
[107], the NPS at stage 5 can be written as 
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  (2.21) 





Stage 6: Photon absorption and electron generation by photodiode (gain stage). 
For CMOS APS x-ray detectors, the optical photons that escaped from the FOP are 
absorbed by the c-Si photodiode. Photo-induced carriers are generated in the depletion 
region and electrons are captured by the N+ well. The gain of this stage (g
6̅
) represents 
the number of electrons collected per incident photon, i.e., the external quantum 
efficiency (EQE) of photodiode (Equation 1.9). The NPS at this stage is 
 
2
6 5 6 0 1 2 4 6 6( , ) ( , ) (1 ),S u v S u v g q g g g g g     (2.22) 
 
Stage 7: Pixel presampling and blurring (deterministic blurring stage). The 
imager pixel blurring associated with the photodiode active area is expressed as [47], 
[119] 
 
7 ( , ) sinc( ) sinc( ) ,pd pdT u v a u a v     (2.23) 
where apd
 is the effective pitch of the photodiode. We assume that the photodiode active 
area is square. Then apd is given by 
 ,pd pixa a FF   (2.24) 
where apix is the pixel pitch and FF is the pixel fill factor (area ratio of the photodiode 
and entire pixel). A smaller apd will lead to a greater T7(u,v) and thus MTF(u,v) at high 
spatial frequencies. Therefore, a high-resolution detector (e.g. 50 – 75 μm pixel pitch) is 
needed for DBT to distinguish fine details (such as microcalcifications) associated with 
high spatial frequencies.  
As this spreading stage is deterministic, the NPS of stage 7 is given by 
 
4
7 6 7( , ) ( , ) ( , ).pdS u v a S u v T u v   (2.25) 
Up to this stage, all the spreading stages have been described. The system 
presampling MTF can be written as 
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Stage 8: NPS aliasing. The limiting spatial frequency (Nyquist frequency, fNyq) is 
given by 1/(2apix) because of aliasing. The fNyq for 75 and 50 μm pixel pitch is 6.7 and 
10 mm-1, respectively. This stage represents the NPS aliasing of the detector. The NPS 
after aliasing is given by [46], [108], [119] 
 8 7 8 7
,
( , ) ( , )** ( , ) ( , ),
m n pix pix
m n




      (2.27) 
where m and n are integers, and III8(u,v) is a Fourier transform of the sampling grid (i.e., 
a 2D comb function) [108]. 
 
Stage 9: APS conversion gain and read noise: For CMOS APS x-ray detectors, the 
last stage of the 2D cascaded system describes the electron-to-DN conversion process 
and includes additional read noise for CMOS APS. The conversion gain (CG) in DN/e- 
of CMOS APS is defined as the ratio between the variations in output (in DN) and input 
signals (in e-). The mean variance (MV) analysis method is widely used to extract CG 
and σR for CMOS image sensors [57], [62], [106]. The total variance of the digital 
signal (σS
2) as a function of output digital signal d(DN) is given by 
 2 2 2 2( ) ( / ) ( ) ( ),S RDN CG DN e d DN DN 
    (2.28) 
where the conversion gain CG(DN/e-) and the read noise σR(DN) can be extracted from 
the slope and intercept of the mean variance curve. Note that this method is commonly 
used with the optical illumination, thus the detector is tested using a light source without 




The above analysis only holds for linear signal and noise responses. Cascaded 
system analysis also requires that the x-ray imaging system has a linear response [47]. 
However, it has been reported that signal and noise response of CMOS APS detectors 
are nonlinear mainly due to the detector nonlinear sensitivity (V/e-) [106], [120]. Thus, 
the extracted CG(DN/e-) and cascaded system analysis could result in error [106]. This 
issue can be addressed by applying the nonlinear compensation method described in 
Section 2.2.2 [106], [121]. A signal conversion gain (S(e-/DN)) and a noise conversion 
gain (N(e-/DN)) are extracted and adapted to the cascaded system analysis separately. 





    2 2 2 4 28 9, 0 1 2 4 6 9,( , ) ( , ) ,pix R N pd g NNPS u v S u v a g a q g g g g      (2.29) 
where g9,N(DN/e
-) = 1/N(e-/DN) is the noise conversion gain in DN/e- and (σg9,N)
2 is the 
variance of g9,N. For the DynAMITe detector, σg9,N = 0.35×g9,N was obtained from 
previous work [58]. In general, σR for CMOS APS x-ray detectors is in the range of 100 
to 350 e-.  
The mean variance can be extracted by the following integral [119]  
 2 2
,





DN NPS u v dudv

     (2.30) 
Note that σ2(DN2) is the mean variance of signal under x-ray exposure, while 
σS
2(DN2) in Equation 2.28 is the mean variance of signal under light illumination.  
The final stage digital output in DN is given by 
 2
0 1 2 4 6 9,( ) ,pd Sd DN a q g g g g g   (2.31) 
where g9,S(DN/e
-) = 1/S(e-/DN) is the signal conversion gain in DN/e-.  
The normalized noise power spectrum, NNPS(u,v), is given by 
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If the signal and noise nonlinearity is ignored (i.e. g9,S = g9,N and σg9,N = 0), the 
NNPS can be simplified as 
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  (2.9) 
At the same time, the detector output SNR (SNRd) is given by 
 / .dSNR d    (2.34) 




and DQE of CMOS APS x-ray detectors (in Chapter 3). 
 
2.2.2  Signal and noise nonlinearity 
In cascaded system analysis, it is assumed that the signal and noise propagations are 
linear, which is valid for PPS based detectors. However, for CMOS APS x-ray detectors, 
the detector performance is affected by the signal and noise nonlinearity [106]. 
Therefore, the cascaded linear system analysis must be modified to address the 
nonlinearity issue for CMOS APS x-ray detectors. 
The signal nonlinearity originates from both the sensitivity (V/e-) nonlinearity at the 
sensing node and the voltage gain (V/V) nonlinearity [121]. Now we neglected the V/V 
nonlinearity and only considered the V/e- nonlinearity, as it has a very small impact for 
CMOS V-APS detectors based on Equation 1.13. 
Since the photodiode capacitance (CPD) varies under different reverse bias, V/e
- 
nonlinearity is expected. CPD at a low signal (d(e
-) ≈ 0) is expressed as 
  
1/2
2 2(0) ,PD pd bi RST
S A






  (2.35) 
where εS is the dielectric constant of silicon, NA is the doping concentration of the P
- 
epitaxial layer, Vbi is the built-in voltage of the p
--n+ junction, VRST is the reset voltage. 
The total capacitance at the input sensing node (i.e. CPIX) is the sum of CPD and a 
constant parasitic capacitor (CPar) and/or storage capacitor (CST). Therefore, CPIX as a 
function of d(e-) can be estimated by 
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   (2.36) 
It is well known that the conversion gain of CMOS image sensors is proportional to 
q/CPIX(d(e
-)). Thus the signal conversion gain g9,S(DN/e
-) can be extracted by g9,S(0) × 
(CPIX(0) / CPIX(d(e
-))), where g9,S(0) can be obtained using the MV analysis at very low 
signal region.  
The method to extract the noise gain is described as follows [106], [121]: It is 




exposure, i.e. S(e-/DN) = N(e-/DN). We extracted the conversion gain for the 
DynAMITe x-ray detector at low illumination S1(e
-/DN) by linear fitting of the MV 
curve adopted from Ref. [57]. The signal at the sensing node at the lowest exposure 
level is d1(e
-) = d1(DN) × S1(e
-/DN). Since signal nonlinearity only occurs at the CMOS 
APS level, linear response is expected for d(e-). Hence, the electron signal at x-ray 
exposure level n (dn(e

















     (2.37) 
where σshot,n(DN) is the corresponding optical shot noise for the x-ray exposure level n. 
The variance (σshot,n(DN))
2 can be obtained from the MV graph [57] by (σS,n(DN))
2 – 
(σR(DN))
2 based on Equation 2.28.  
We can also get the signal gain Sn(e
-/DN) by  
 ( / ) ( ) ( ).n n nS e DN d e d DN
     (2.38) 
Finally, second order polynomial fits can be applied to the discrete Sn(e
-/DN) and 
Nn(e
-/DN) to realize continuous S(e-/DN) and N(e-/DN). Then g9,S(DN/e
-) and 
g9,N(DN/e
-) (as shown in Equation 2.29) are 1/S(e-/DN) and 1/N(e-/DN), respectively.  
 
 
2.3  3D Cascaded System Analysis for Indirect CMOS APS 
X-Ray Detectors 
2.3.1  3D cascaded system analysis model 
Since DBT is a quasi-3D imaging technology, the DBT image quality is influenced 
by the system geometry and reconstruction algorithms [4], [122]. Therefore, the 3D 
imaging performance should be evaluated for the CMOS APS detectors. However, to 
empirically investigate the 3D imaging performance, proper DBT x-ray source and 
phantom studies are required. To deal with this issue, the 3D cascaded system analysis 




Previously, 3D cascaded system analysis models have been developed and validated 
for both cone-beam computed tomography (CT) and DBT [37], [38], [119], [123]–[125]. 
In this section, the developed 2D cascaded system model as discussed in Section 2.2 is 
extended to the 3D spatial frequency space. To implement the 3D cascaded system 
analysis, first the 2D MTF, NPS and DQE characteristics are measured and simulated at 
various projection angles (θi) ranging from 0 to 30°. This angle range covers the typical 
projection angles currently used for DBT systems. We used the FBP reconstruction 
method to convert the 2D MTF, NPS and DQE at each θi to the 3D spatial frequency 
domain (fx, fy, fz). The FBP is a standard image reconstruction method currently used for 
clinically approved Hologic Selenia Dimensions and Siemens MAMMOMAT 
Inspiration DBT commercial systems [4]. The implemented 3D cascaded system model 
is used to investigate the impacts of projection angle range, MGD, fiber optic plate 
optical coupling efficiency, focal spot blurring effect, pixel size and scintillator 
pixilation on the 3D imaging performance of a CMOS APS detector. 
In this dissertation, the validated 3D cascaded system analysis model developed by 
Zhao et al. [37] in combination with the 9-stage 2D cascaded system analysis model [69] 
as discussed in Section 2.2 is used to simulate the 3D MTF, NNPS and DQE parameters 
of CMOS APS x-ray detector. A complete flowchart of the 14-stage 3D cascaded system 
analysis model is described in Figure 2.5. Specifically, the beam obliquity (stage 10), 
focal spot blurring (stage 11), reconstruction filters (stage 12) and 3D sampling (stage 
13 and 14) are added.  
Detailed illustration of stages 0 to 9 were described in Section 2.2.1 assuming the 
projection angle is perpendicular to the detector surface (i.e., θi = 0). Considering 
various θi values used for DBT, stages 0 to 2 should be modified. At an oblique angle θi, 
the x-ray fluence is modified as q
0̅
(θi) = q0̅∙ cos(θi). The scintillator x-ray energy 
absorption efficiency (g
1̅


































  (2.39) 
where t/cos(θi) is the optical path in the scintillator with a thickness of t.  






at θi can be described by modifying Equation 2.15, 
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We assume that the oblique incident angles will not influence the stages that 
follows, since the optical path and moving direction of the optical photons escaped from 
the scintillator is random.  
 
Stage 10: Beam obliquity. The impact of oblique incident angles (θi) on MTF is 
included in this stage to describe the MTF blurring (T10(u,θi)). It should be noted that 
T10(u,θi) only affects the MTF on the direction of rotation (x or u direction). The transfer 
function of the oblique incident angle blurring stage can be calculated by integrating the 
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  (2.41) 
Figure 2.5 Illustration of the 3D cascaded system analysis. Stages 0 – 9 describes the 2D 
cascaded system model for the APS x-ray detector. Stages 10 – 14 describes the beam obliquity, 




The angle-dependent detector 2D MTF is given by MTF(u,v,θi) = MTF(u,v) × 
T10(u,θi). Experimentally T10(u,θi), also known as the MTF associated with the oblique 
incident angle (MTFob), can be measured by 
 
10( , ) ( , ) ( , ) ( ,0),ob i i iMTF u T u MTF u MTF u      (2.42) 
where MTF(u,θi) and MTF(u,0) are the measured MTF(u) using projection angles of θi 
and 0 degrees, respectively. 
The signal and noise power spectra are Ψ10(u,v,θi) = MTF(u,v,θi) and S10(u,v,θi) = 
NNPS(u,v,θi), respectively. The log-normalization has been taken into account during 
the normalization of NPS [119].  
 
Stage 11: Focal spot blurring. It was reported that the focal spot blurring can be 
the dominant system blurring factor for x-ray detectors with a pixel pitch smaller than 
100 μm operated in the DBT mode [28]. In general, there are two focal spot blurring 
components that need to be considered: the focal spot size (af) and the focal spot travel 
distance during a single x-ray projection. Since the CMOS APS detector is operated in a 
step-and-shoot tube motion mode, the focal spot travel distance can be neglected. Only 
the focal spot size is considered in this study. The focal spot size blurring transfer 
function can be determined by [127] 
 
11( , , ) sinc ( ( ) ) sinc ( ( ) ) ,i f i f iT u v a u a v        (2.43) 
where the focal spot size projected on the detector surface at projection angle θi is given 
by 
 2 1( ) / ( cos ),f i fs ia a d d       (2.44) 
where afs is the source output focal spot size, d1 is the distance of x-ray source to the 
center of rotation, d2 is the distance of detector to the center of rotation at θi = 0. We 
used d1 = 61 cm and d2 = 4 cm in the 3D cascaded system analysis. For focal planes 
located at different d2 values the effective af should be adjusted, i.e., reduced focal spot 
blurring for smaller d2.  
The signal and noise power spectra at stage 11 are given by 
 11 10 11( , , ) ( , , ) ( , , ),i i iu v u v T u v         (2.45) 




As the focal spot blurring only affects the signal spectrum (MTF) without any 
impact on the NPS [37], it would be expected to have a significant influence on DQE.  
 
Stage 12: Reconstruction filters. This stage includes the ramp (HRA), spectrum 
apodization (HSA)
 and interpolation filters (HIN) that are used for FBP. Before applying 
the filters to the signal and noise power spectra, Ψ11(u,v,θi) and S11(u,v,θi) should be 
converted to the 3D space coordinated by (fr, fy, θi). The coordinates (fr, fy, θi) represents 
the tilted plane at θi perpendicular to the projection x-ray beam, while (u,v) gives the 
detector surface plane. The coordinates (fr, θi) define the DBT system rotational plane. 
The relationship between (fr, fy, θi) and (u,v,θi) is described as fr = u/cos(θi) ≈ u and fy = 
v. In this dissertation, fr can be approximated by u, since those large fr values at wide θi 
will be filtered by the slice thickness filter to be discussed in Stage 13.  
The ramp filter is a high-pass filter with the amplitude proportional to |fr|. It is used 
to compensate the non-uniform spoke density at each fr given by N / (θ∙fr), where N (= 
21 views) is the number of projection views and θ is the total angle range (e.g. θ = 40° 
for an incident angle range of ±20°). Without the ramp filter, it was found that the 3D 
MTF drops rapidly because of the normalization by the spoke density [37]. The ramp 
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where fr,Nyq is the Nyquist frequency on the fr direction. For examples, the DynAMITe 
detector with a 50 μm pixel pitch will lead to fr,Nyq of 10 mm
-1.  
The spectrum apodization filter is a smoothing low-pass filter to eliminate the high 
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where A defines the window width. A = 1.5 is used in the calculation for the DynAMITe 
detector [37], which will result in HSA = 0.25 at fr = fr,Nyq = 10 mm
-1. HRA(fr) and HSA(fr) 
duplicate at fr ± n∙2fr,Nyq (n is an integer), if |fr| > fr,Nyq.  
The 2D interpolation filter is used to approximate a continuous image, where the 
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The signal and noise power spectra at stage 12 are given by [37], [119] 
 12 11( , , ) ( , , ) ( ) ( ) ( , ),r y i r y i RA r SA r IN r yf f f f H f H f H f f         (2.50) 
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Stage 13: Conversion from 2D to 3D. Using the FBP reconstruction method, the 
filtered Ψ12 and S12 planes at each θi will be reconstructed to the 3D frequency domain 
with the Cartesian coordinates of (fx, fy, fz), where the (fx, fy) spatial frequency planes are 
parallel to the detector surface (u, v) and fz is perpendicular to the detector. The typical 
reconstruction slice thickness (dz) is around 1mm for DBT corresponding to fz,Nyq = 
1/(2dz) = 0.5 mm
-1. As discussed in stage 14, the z-direction 3D NPS aliasing (occurs at 
fz = n ∙ 2fz,Nyq) will dramatically increase the NPS at high fr and fy values. To prevent this 
effect, a slice thickness filter (HST(fz)) should be added to limit the z-direction aliasing. 
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where B is a parameter controling the width of the filter. In the calculation, B = 0.05 is 
used such that B∙fr,Nyq = fz,Nyq = 0.5 mm
-1. In other words, MTF and NPS components at 
z-frequencies fz > fz,Nyq are removed. Hence, the z-direction NPS aliasing will not affect 
the 3D imaging performance.  
The 3D signal spectrum and NPS are given by [37] 
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where N / (θ×fr) is the spoke density and fz = fr × sin(θi). Then the calculated Ψ13 and S13 
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Stage 14: 3D sampling of the voxel matrix. The final stage describes the 3D 
sampling and NPS aliasing effect associated with the reconstructed voxel dimensions of 
dx = dy = apix and dz = 1 mm. Considering a typical tomographic reconstructed slice at 
about 4 cm above detector, this should lead to an insignificant geometric magnification 
M = (1 + d2/d1) = 1 + 4/65 = 1.07, where d1 is the detector to focal plane distance and d2 
is the source to detector distance. Since the spatial frequency axes are not scaled down 
by this magnification value (≈1), the geometric magnification should not greatly affect 
the spatial resolution. In this study, the magnification factor was ignored. The aliased 
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where i, j and k are integers and III(fx, fy, fz) is a 3D sampling function. Since the slice 
thickness filter was applied to the reconstruction, the impact of z-direction NPS aliasing 
is eliminated in this study. The signal spectrum does not change during this process, 
Ψ14(fx, fy, fz) =Ψ 13(fx, fy, fz). 
The 3D MTF and NNPS and DQE are given by 
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where the Ψ14 is normalized to unity as the 3D MTF and the term θfr/N is used to 
normalize the spoke density for the 3D DQE calculation [119].  
For DBT, one slice of the reconstructed tomographic image contains information of 
fz ranging from -fz,Nyq to +fz,Nyq. Therefore, we evaluate the in-plane MTF, NNPS and 
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where the dz (= 1 mm) term is used to normalize the in-plane DQE as dz = 1/(2fz,Nyq). 
The in-plane DQE is considered as an average of the 3D DQE over fz.  
The integrated in-plane MTF, NNPS and DQE are used to evaluate the CMOS APS 
detector 3D imaging performance for DBT as discussed in Chapter 4.  
 
2.3.2  Mean glandular dose (MGD) 
The MGD calculation for DBT can be also included in the cascaded system analysis 




g iMGD X D N RGD
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     (2.63) 
where X is the breast surface exposure in roentgen (R) per projection, DgN0 is the 
normalized glandular dose in mGy/R for the zero-degree projection (θi = 0), and RGD(θi) 
is the relative glandular dose coefficient at each projection angle.  
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where ξ(E)-1 is the exposure per x-ray fluence [110], and tb is the thickness of the 
compressed breast. The factor 0.00876 was used to convert the x-ray exposure unit from 
gray to roentgen. To simplify the calculation, we fixed the incident x-ray spectrum Φ(E) 
at 28 kVp. In the clinical use, the tube voltage may vary for different breast thickness. 
The normalized glandular dose for mammography and tomosynthesis has been 
reported for specific x-ray spectra for various anode/filtration [129]–[131]. Boone 
reported the DgN0 values can be extracted from any arbitrary x-ray spectrum by the 
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  (2.65) 
where DgN(E) stands for the mono-energetic normalized glandular dose. In this work, 




 At each projection angle θi, RGD(θi) for a cranio-caudal (CC) view was computed 
using the parameters provided by Sechopoulos et al [132]. The MGD for a medio-lateral 
oblique (MLO) view is not evaluated in this work. 
 The MGD calculation will be considered for 3D cascaded system analysis in 
Chapter 4. The impact of MGD on detector 3D imaging performance will be discussed 
in Section 4.4.3.  
 
 
2.4  Summary 
This chapter presented the experimental methods to evaluate the 2D x-ray imaging 
performance (MTF, NNPS and DQE) of CMOS APS x-ray detectors. The 2D MTF, 
NNPS and DQE parameters can also be simulated using 2D cascaded system analysis. 
The experimental and simulation method will be used to evaluate the CMOS APS x-ray 
detector performance in Chapter 3. We will use the 3D cascaded system analysis (as an 
extension of the 2D model) to simulate the 3D x-ray imaging performance and impacts 





Two-Dimensional X-Ray Imaging Performance of 
CMOS APS X-Ray Detector for DBT 
3.1  X-Ray Imaging Performance Evaluation for 75 μm 
Pixel Pitch CMOS APS X-Ray Detector 
 In this section, the 2D x-ray imaging performance of a large area (29×23 cm2) 
CMOS APS x-ray detector (Dexela 2923 MAM (Perkin-Elmer, London)) with a pixel 
pitch of 75 μm is characterized and modeled. We have developed a cascaded system 
model for CMOS APS x-ray detectors using both a broadband x-ray radiation and 
monochromatic synchrotron radiation. The experimental data including MTF, NNPS 
and DQE will be compared with simulated results using the cascaded system analysis 
model. Both a high full well (HFW) and low full well (LFW) modes of the Dexela 2923 
MAM CMOS APS x-ray imager will be characterized and modeled.  
 
3.1.1  75 μm pixel pitch CMOS APS x-ray detector (Dexela 2923 MAM) 
The Dexela 2923 MAM CMOS APS x-ray detector used in this work is based on a 
3-T CMOS V-APS technology. Detailed technical description of this x-ray imager (such 
as the transistor dimension and pixel layout) is not provided in open literature.  
It is known that the Dexela 2923 MAM x-ray detector offers an option to switch 
between the HFW and LFW modes [59], [62], [63]. The full well capacity is defined as 
the maximum number of electrons that can be stored on the sensing node. The HFW 
mode is designed to achieve a high full well capacity (NHFW ~ 1.6 × 10




high dynamic range (~73 dB), but at the expense of higher electronic noise (360 e-) [59], 
[62]. In comparison, the LFW mode has a relatively lower full well capacity (NLFW ~ 0.5 
× 106 electrons), smaller dynamic range (69 dB), and lower electronic noise (165 e-) 
[59], [62]. The LFW is more sensitive to small signal, but is limited in dynamic range. 
In general, switching between HFW and LFW modes can be achieved by adding an 
additional input storage capacitor (CST) to the photodiode capacitance (CPD). If we 
consider CPD is approximately constant under various reverse bias, the full well capacity 
can be described as NHFW = (CST+CPD)×VDD/q and NLFW = CPD×VDD/q for HFW and 
LFW modes, respectively. Assuming that VDD is in the range of 1~3 V, the 
corresponding total input capacitance for HFW (CST+CPD) and LFW (CPD) modes of 
Dexela 2923 MAM CMOS APS x-ray imager can be calculated to be 85~255 fF and 
27~81 fF, respectively. For the LFW mode, the small CPD will result in a larger 
conversion gain; reported values in the literatures are 8.4×10-3 digital numbers per 
electron (DN/e-), and 0.026 DN/e- for HFW and LFW modes, respectively [62]. 
 
3.1.2  Experimental method and cascaded system analysis model 
The MTF, NPS and DQE parameters were measured using both broadband (by 
Patel et al. [63]) and monochromatic synchrotron radiations (by Konstantinidis et al. 
[59]). Figure 3.1 shows the schematics of broadband [63] and a monochromatic 
synchrotron radiations [59]. In both cases, the IEC standard recommendations were 
followed for measurements of MTF, NPS and DQE parameters [104]. 
The x-ray source for the broadband radiation is a W anode with Be exit window 
filtration of 0.76 mm thickness, and an external Rh filter of 0.05 mm thickness [63]. An 
additional 1.4 mm Al filtration was added to match the half value layer (HVL) of 0.75 
mm Al specified in IEC 62220-1-2 for mammography [104]. The x-ray tube voltage was 
set at 28 kVp.  
The x-ray beams of monochromatic synchrotron radiation were generated from one 
of the bending magnets of the storage ring (Figure 3.1). The x-ray photon energy (17 
keV) was selected using a double-crystal Si monochromator [59]. 
The experimental methods for MTF, NNPS and DQE measurement were described 




150 μm CsI:Tl scintillator and a monochromatic synchrotron radiation with a 200 μm 
CsI:Tl scintillator [59], [63]. The key parameters used in the cascaded system analysis 
for the Dexela 2923 MAM CMOS APS x-ray detector are listed in Table 3.1. At Stage 3, 
the exponential decay function (Method 2) was used to fit the experimental MTF data 
for both the broadband and monochromatic cases. For cascaded system analysis, the 
NNPS and DQE parameters can be calculated using Equation 2.33 and 2.9, respectively. 
Signal nonlinearity is considered in both cases. However, to utilize the signal and 
noise nonlinearity model discussed in Section 2.2.2, detailed mean variance analysis for 
the Dexela 2923 MAM detector needed. In this section, a simplified method is proposed. 
To compensate for the signal nonlinearity, a signal nonlinearity factor f (from 0 to 1) as 
a function of Ka can be extracted from the derivative of signal response curve [47]. The 
NNPS is thereby modified to 
 
Figure 3.1 Schematic of the broadband x-ray and monochromatic synchrotron generation. The 
broadband x-ray and monochromatic synchrotron radiation spectra as a function of energy and 
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(Broadband, 28 kVp) 
Value 
(Monochromatic, 17 keV) 
Description 
𝑞0̅̅ ̅/Ka 5975 x-rays/mm
2/μGy 4083 x-rays/mm2/μGy Mean fluence/Air Kerma 
ḡ1 0.72 0.89 Mean x-ray absorption 
ḡ2 612 543 Scintillator quantum gain 
IS 0.91 0.90 Swank factor 
εg2 59.5 59.3 Scintillator Poisson excess 
A 0.97 1.05 Fitting parameter A forMTF 
B 3.10 4.50 Fitting parameter B for MTF 
C 0.03 -0.05 Fitting parameter C for MTF 
ḡ4 0.55 0.55 FOP coupling efficiency 
ḡ6 0.60 0.60 Photodiode EQE 
apix 75 μm 75 μm Pixel pitch 
apd 68.7 μm 68.7 μm Effective photodiode pitch 
FF 0.84 0.84 Pixel fill factor 
σR 
360 e- (HFW) 
165 e- (LFW) 
360 e- (HFW) 
165 e- (LFW) 
Additive electronic noise 
Table 3.1 Key parameters used in the cascaded system model for the Dexela 2923 MAM 
CMOS APS x-ray detector. 
 
 
3.1.3  Experimental and modeling results 
Figure 3.2 shows the experimental and simulated data of system MTF for Dexela 
2923 MAM CMOS APS x-ray imager (HFW and LFW modes) using a broadband x-ray 
radiation with a 150 μm CsI:Tl scintillator and a monochromatic synchrotron radiation 
with a 200 μm CsI:Tl scintillator. The exponential decay function provides a good fit to 
measured system MTF within the Nyquist frequency region (<6.7 lp/mm-1). The 
broadband x-ray radiation shows a lower MTF curve in comparison to the 
monochromatic synchrotron radiation, although the CsI:Tl thickness is thinner (150 μm). 
Konstantinidis et al. demonstrated using monochromatic synchrotron radiation that 
MTF changes as a function of energy, when the used x-ray energy is below the CsI:Tl 




due to different CsI:Tl scintillators used for monochromatic and broadband radiations. 
 Figure 3.3 show the experimental data [63] and simulated data of NNPS and DQE 
parameters for the Dexela 2923 MAM CMOS APS x-ray imager using a clinical 
broadband x-ray radiation of 28 kVp for HFW (a, b) and LFW (c, d) modes, respectively. 
In both cases, a DQE of greater than 0.7 and ~0.3 can be achieved at a low spatial 
frequency of 0.5 mm-1 (DQE(0.5)) and Nyquist frequency of 6.7 mm-1 (DQE(fNyq)), 
respectively. 
Without signal nonlinearity, the simulated DQE (for both HFW and LFW modes) at 
zero spatial frequency (DQE(0)) saturates at a value of ~0.65 at Ka > 60 μGy, which is 
lower than the experimental results (>0.7). On the other hand, the simulated DQE with 
signal nonlinearity fits well the experimental data at low spatial frequencies (< 3 mm-1). 
The small variation is mainly due to the measurement errors. At the same time, we 
recognize there is a deviation of ~19% between experimental and simulated DQE at 
spatial frequencies >6 lp/mm. This deviation can originate from underestimated 
electronic noise and neglected FOP blurring stage in the simulation. The simulation best 
match the experimental results at low Ka (<10 μGy). The deviation at higher Ka values 
may result from nonlinear signal and noise properties. 
The evaluated Ka for the HFW mode (from 1.69 to 118.9 μGy) covers a wide range; 
Figure 3.2 Measured and fitted MTF for Dexela 2923 MAM CMOS APS x-ray imager using a 
broadband x-ray radiation with a 150 μm CsI:Tl scintillator and a monochromatic synchrotron 




this is possible due to a high full well capacity (1.6 × 106 e-) and a high dynamic range 
(73 decibels (dB)). However, at DBT Ka levels (1.69 and 7.34 uGy) the DQE values for 
HFW mode are low, due to the high electronic noise (360 e-). Even though the dynamic 
range of LFW mode is lower (69 dB), higher DQE values can be achieved for Ka from 
1.69 to 60.1 μGy, which is suitable for DBT application. Therefore, based on this study, 
we suggest that the LFW mode should be used for low dose clinical applications such as 
DBT, while the HFW mode is suitable for digital mammography, since it can detect 
larger signals. 
 Figure 3.4 show the experimental data adopted from a previous study [59] and 
simulated data of NNPS and DQE parameters for the Dexela 2923 MAM CMOS APS 
x-ray imager using monochromatic synchrotron radiation of 17 keV under HFW (a, b) 
and LFW (c, d) modes, respectively. Ka levels from 29.7 to 227.1 μGy and from 12.8 to 
60.6 μGy were used for HFW and LFW modes, respectively, which corresponds to 
digital mammography. The DQE at low frequencies increases as a function of Ka, which 
Figure 3.3 Experimental (symbols) and simulated (lines) data of NNPS and DQE parameters 
for the Dexela 2923 MAM CMOS APS x-ray imager HFW (a, b) and LFW modes (c, d) under 




indicates existence of signal nonlinearity. 
Considering the signal nonlinearity, a negligible deviation (around 5%) between 
simulated and experimental measured DQE at spatial frequencies <1 mm-1 was achieved. 
We still observed a deviation of about 10% for at high spatial frequencies (>5 mm-1) 
region. The results show that DQE(0.5) and DQE(fNyq) are ~0.8 and ~0.4, respectively. 
In summary, the 75 µm pixel pitch Dexela 2923 MAM CMOS APS x-ray detector 
demonstrates a high DQE of 0.2 to 0.65 at a very low air kerma of 1.69 µGy (using a 
broadband x-ray radiation with a tube voltage of at 28 kVp). The Nyquist frequency was 
limited at 6.67 mm-1. To resolve small objects such as microcalcifications smaller than 
150 µm, the detector spatial resolution needs to be further improved. Therefore, a 
high-resolution CMOS APS x-ray detector with a 50 µm pixel pitch and low electronic 
noise is very desirable for DBT application.  
 
 
Figure 3.4 Experimental (symbols) and simulated (lines) data of NNPS and DQE parameters 
for the Dexela 2923 MAM CMOS APS x-ray imager HFW (a, b) and LFW (c, d) modes under 




3.2  X-Ray Imaging Performance Evaluation for 50 μm 
Pixel Pitch CMOS APS X-Ray Detector 
3.2.1  50 μm pixel pitch CMOS APS x-ray detector (DynAMITe) 
The wafer scale (12.8 × 13.1 cm2) DynAMITe (Dynamic Range Adjustable for 
Medical Imaging Technology) CMOS APS x-ray detector was fabricated using the 
standard 0.35 μm CMOS technology [133]. Since the detector is two-side buttable, a 2 × 
2 tiling of sub-detectors can cover a large area of 25.6 × 26.2 cm2 suitable for DBT 
application [57]. 
 The studied DynAMITe detector is dynamic range (DR) adjustable and can operate 
in either a) high DR, full pixel mode (P mode, 100 μm pixel pitch), or b) a high 
resolution, subpixel mode (SP mode, 50 μm pixel pitch). This is realized by activating 
either a pixel photodiode (P diode) in a 100 × 100 μm2 full pixel area or a subpixel 
photodiode (SP diodes) in a 50 × 50 μm2 subpixel area [57]. The characteristics of 
DynAMITe P and SP modes are summarized in Table 3.2 [57], [58]. 
 
 P mode SP mode 
Pixel pitch (μm) 100 50 
Pixel resolution 1280 × 1312 2560 × 2624 
Full well capacity (e-) ~1.9 × 106 ~2.8 × 105 
Conversion gain (DN/e-) 3.4 × 10-3 0.02 
Read noise (e-) 780 ~150 
Dynamic range ~2435, (68 dB) ~1867, (65 dB) 
External quantum efficiency (%) 54 64 
Pixel fill factor 0.7 0.7 
Maximum full frame rate (fps) 90 30 
Table 3.2 Parameters and characteristics of DynAMITe P and SP cameras. 
 
The switch between P and SP modes is not dynamic, i.e., either P or SP mode can 
be selected before an x-ray exposure. This will allow to switch between 100 and 50 μm 
pixel pitch. The SP mode achieves a small pixel pitch of 50 μm, large conversion gain of 
around 0.02 DN/e-, low σR of around 150 e
- and frame rate of 30 fps [57], [58]. These 




Although not being characterized here, the existence of P mode offers the detector a 
possibility of being used to achieve high DR (68 dB) and fast frame rate (90 fps), that 
could be required for applications such as x-ray diffraction measurements [134]. 
In this work, we focus exclusively on the DynAMITe detector working in the SP 
mode with a pixel pitch of 50 μm. A 150 μm thick CsI:Tl scintillator with FOP was 
integrated on top of the DynAMITe sensor.  
Figure 3.5(a) shows a top view schematic representation of a CMOS APS x-ray 
detector. The entire pixel area consists of a photodiode active area and an area 
containing all the electronics such as transistors and bias lines. For DynAMITe SP 
detector, the pixel pitch (apix) is 50 μm giving a total pixel area of 2500 μm
2, while the 
fill factor (FF = 0.7) is the ratio of photodiode active area (1750 μm2) to the total pixel 
area. In the cascaded system analysis, we assume that the photodiode active area is 
square. Hence, an effective photodiode pitch (apd) of 41.8 μm is defined such that apd
2 
equals to the photodiode area.  
The DynAMITe SP detector is also based on the standard 3-T CMOS APS 
technology. Figure 3.5(b) shows the circuit schematic of conventional 3-T CMOS APS 
with readout electronics [55]. RST, SF, RS and Bias represent the reset transistor, source 
follower, row select transistor in each pixel and bias transistor in the column circuit, 
respectively. The operation of CMOS V-APS was discussed in Section 1.4.  
The readout of DynAMITe detector is based on the rolling shutter method [135]: 
the rows of pixels are reset and read in a sequence. After the reset of row N, the readout 
process of row 1 begins. The integration time (around 0.2 s for DBT) is determined by 
the time gap between reset and readout for a row. Correlated double sampling (CDS) is 
not used for DynAMITe SP detector. 
The DynAMITe detector has been designed according to the radiation 
hardness-by-design methodology. All the in-pixel transistors have been designed with 
source and drain physically enclosed using an Enforced Layout Geometry (ELG) to 
reduce the edge leakage, which is generated in the transition area between thin gate 
oxide and the thick field oxide [136], [137]. The radiation hardness of this detector has 
been evaluated through x-ray radiation damage testing and shows a damage threshold of 





3.2.2  Experimental method and cascaded system analysis model 
The DynAMITe SP x-ray detector was characterized by measuring the MTF, NNPS 
and DQE at various air kerma levels. Figure 3.6 shows the experimental setup used for 
such measurements. A W anode x-ray tube with an inherent Al filtration of 1.4 mm was 
used as the x-ray source. An external filtration of 1.1 mm Al was added to reach a total 
filtration of 2.5 mm Al for MTF, NNPS and DQE measurement and simulation. 
According to the IEC standard for mammography [104], the tube voltage was set at 28 
kVp and the HVL was measured as ~0.83 mm Al using the Raysafe Xi dosimeter, which 
contains Al filtration internally and calculates automatically the HVL. The DynAMITe 
SP x-ray detector was placed at 60.5 cm from the x-ray source. The source to detector 
distance is similar to those DBT systems in clinical use (~65 cm) [4]. In this experiment, 
both the x-ray source and detector were in stationary positions.  
The x-ray fluence per air kerma (q
0̅
/Ka) is 7009 x-rays mm
-2 μGy-1, which was used 
in the cascaded system analysis. This number was calculated using the SPEKTR 
software [139] for the W/Al x-ray source with 28 kVp tube voltage. Briefly, this 
Figure 3.5 (a) Top view schematic representation of CMOS APS x-ray detector with 50 μm 
pixel pitch. apix and apd are the pixel pitch and effective photodiode pitch, respectively. (b) 
Circuit schematic of DynAMITe SP CMOS APS detector. RST, SF, RS and Bias represent the 
reset transistor, source follower, row select transistor and column bias transistor, respectively. 
CPD, CPar and CCol are the photodiode capacitance, parasitic capacitance, and column 




software simulates the normalized x-ray spectrum with the added filtration (Φ0,norm in 
Equation 2.1); then (q0/Ka) at each energy E is calculated. Finally the q0̅/Ka is calculated 
by integrating (q0/Ka) over Φ0,norm. The HVL was also calculated by SPEKTR to be 
0.824 mm Al, which is consistent with the measured value for the x-ray source used. By 
replacing the detector with a dosimeter (Raysafe Xi), Ka values for various exposure 
conditions were measured. 
 
Parameter Value  Description 
q
0̅
/Ka 7009 x-rays/mm2/μGy Mean x-ray fluence/air kerma 
ḡ1 0.55 Mean x-ray absorption 
ḡ2 580 Scintillator mean quantum gain 
IS 0.87 Swank factor 
εg2 85.7 Scintillator Poisson excess 
H3 0.29 Scintillator blurring fitting parameter 
ḡ4 0.44 FOP optical coupling efficiency 
H5 0.06 FOP blurring fitting parameter 
ḡ6 0.64 Photodiode EQE 
FF 0.7 Pixel fill factor 
apix 50 μm Pixel pitch 
apd 41.8 μm Effective photodiode pitch 
g9,S 0.024 – 0.023 DN/e- Signal conversion gain of CMOS APS 
g9,N 0.025 – 0.022 DN/e- Noise conversion gain of CMOS APS 
σR 145 e-  Additive read noise 
Table 3.3 Parameters used in the cascaded system model for the DynAMITe SP detector. 




 The experimental methods used for MTF, NNPS and DQE measurement were 
discussed in Section 2.1. Also the 9-stage cascaded system analysis model discussed in 
Section 2.2.1 was used to calculate the MTF, NNPS and DQE parameters. At stage 3, 
the Lorentzian fit method (Method 1) was used to simulate the scintillator blurring 
effect. In addition, the signal and noise nonlinearity (Section 3.2.2) was characterized 
and included in the cascaded system model. All the parameters extracted and used for 
the cascaded system analysis are summarized in Table 3.3. 
 
3.2.3  Experimental and modeling results 
Figure 3.7 illustrates the experimental and simulated MTFs up to fNyq of 10 mm
-1 at 
x-ray tube voltage 28 kVp. Simulated MTFs representing the scintillator spreading 
(T3(u,v)), FOP blurring (T5(u,v)) and pixel sampling (T7(u,v)) based on cascaded system 
analysis are also shown. Thanks to the pixel pitch of 50 μm, the fNyq achieved for 
DynAMITe SP detector is doubled in comparison to current clinical systems with pixel 
pitches of ~100 μm (fNyq of ~ 5 mm
-1) [4]. It can be seen that for such a high-resolution 
x-ray imager, the limiting factor for spatial resolution (i.e. system presampling MTF) is 
the scintillator scattering rather than the pixel blurring. Therefore, from this work, we 
Figure 3.7 Experimental (circles) and simulated (solid line) system MTF. The stage MTFs 




can conclude that for imagers with higher resolution, the signal transfer property of 
CsI:Tl or any other scintillator needs to be improved. Impact of using pixelated 
scintillator to improve detector spatial resolution was evaluated and discussed in Section 
4.4.5. 
As discussed in Section 2.2.2, signal and noise nonlinearity should be included in 
cascaded system analysis to accurately model the detector NNPS and DQE parameters. 
Figure 3.8 shows the extracted signal and noise gain (S(e-/DN) and N(e-/DN), Equation 
2.37 and 2.38) using the DynAMITe x-ray detector at detector exposure up to 127 μGy. 
It can be seen that the noise gain N(e-/DN) increases at large x-ray exposure, while the 
signal gain S(e-/DN) remains approximately constant. A second order polynomial fit was 
applied for N(e-/DN) and g9,N(DN/e
-) was calculated as 1/ N(e-/DN). At low x-ray 
exposure, g9,N(DN/e
-) ≈ g9,S(DN/e
-). At large x-ray exposure, g9,N(DN/e
-) < g9,S(DN/e
-), 
i.e., a lower output noise but a larger output signal. As a result, the signal-to-noise 
property should be enhanced and an improved maximum DQE is expected.  
The measured and simulated (a) 1D NNPS and (b) DQE at a wide Ka range from 
1.3 to 109.5 μGy are shown in Figure 3.9. Signal and noise non-linearity was included. 
Figure 3.8 Extracted DynAMITe CMOS APS signal S(e-/DN) and noise N(e-/DN) conversion 
gains (symbols) at detector air kerma up to 127 μGy. A second order polynomial is used to fit 




For typical DBT detector exposures (Ka >17.6 μGy), the DynAMITe SP x-ray detector 
achieves a DQE of >0.5 and around 0.1 at low spatial frequencies (<1 mm-1) and fNyq = 
10 mm-1, respectively. The DQE at low spatial frequencies (DQE ≈ 0.5) is similar to a 
prototype Siemens direct conversion DBT system [140], while the maximum spatial 
resolution (fNyq) is extended from ~5 to 10 mm
-1. The DQE at the fNyq = 10 mm
-1 does 
not vanish, demonstrating that the studied imager is capable to distinguish 
microcalcifications in the dimension of 100 μm.  
At low x-ray exposures (Ka <5.4 μGy), the DQE drops especially in the high spatial 
frequency region (>5 mm-1). It was found that the drop in DQE at low exposure levels is 
due to the electronic noise because in these levels the detector system is not 
quantum-limited.  
Figure 3.9 Experimental (symbols) and simulated (lines) (a) nonlinear system NNPS and (b) 
nonlinear system DQE for detector air kerma ranging from 1.3 to 109.5 μGy. For comparison, 




For comparison purpose, we also simulated the NNPS and DQE using linear 
cascaded system analysis. As shown in Figure 3.9 (c) and (d), if both the signal and 
noise are considered linear, the DQE at low spatial frequency saturates at a value (~0.45) 
smaller than the experimental results, when a high exposure (>17.6 μGy) is used. At Ka 
= 109.5 μGy and spatial frequency of 0.5 lp/mm, the NNPS and DQE differences 
between linear and nonlinear cascaded system analysis are 14% and 12%, respectively. 
Although not obvious in Figure 3.9, the NNPS variation is nontrivial leading to clearly 
visible DQE drop at spatial frequencies close to zero. Hence, signal and noise 
non-linearity should be included in the cascaded system analysis (especially for higher 
Ka) to precisely describe the NNPS and DQE variations as a function of the spatial 
frequency. 
Unlike the conventional PPS x-ray detectors [46], [108], in which the signal and 
noise response is linear, the DQE of DynAMITe SP CMOS APS x-ray imager does not 
saturate at high exposure values. Instead, the DQE increases with Ka for the entire 
spatial frequency range. This increase can be addressed by introducing the CMOS APS 
signal (g9,S(DN/e
-) = 1/S(e-/DN)) and noise gains (g9,N(DN/e
-)=1/N(e-/DN)) to the 
cascaded system analysis. After the detector nonlinearity compensation is considered, 
both simulated NNPS and DQE fit well the experimental data.  
Figure 3.10 Experimental extracted (circles) and simulated (lines) electronic signal at the 




 We extracted the experimental input referred electrical signal (d(e-)) at the sensing 












̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ , is consistent with experimentally extracted data for Ka up to 127 μGy. 
Therefore, the gain parameters used in the simulation are validated. In addition, linear 
signal response is observed up to stage 6 of the cascaded system. The signal nonlinearity 
only occurs on the CMOS APS level (stage 9). 
 Figure 3.11 shows the measured and simulated mean output signal d(DN) and mean 
variance σ2(DN2) at various x-ray exposure levels. In comparison to signal (R-value ≈ 
0.9993), mean variance nonlinearity over Ka is observed (R-value ≈ 0.997). This finding 
is consistent with the large variation in N(e-/DN) as shown in Figure 3.8. The mean 
signal and variance extracted experimentally and theoretically are consistent with each 
other. Hence, we demonstrated that the nonlinear compensation operated in cascaded 
system analysis is necessary and results in reliable analysis. The total system gain (Gtotal) 
of ~25 DN/μGy was extracted from the slope of d(DN) vs. Ka curve. 
 
3.2.4  Electrical properties of CMOS APS x-ray detector 
In general, linear cascaded system analysis is applied to simulate the x-ray imaging 
Figure 3.11 Experimental (symbols) and simulated mean output signal in DN (squares) and 
pixel mean variance in DN2 (circles) for detector air kerma ranging from 1.3 to 127 μGy. 




performance of flat-panel x-ray detectors, while the electrical properties such as full 
well capacity (FW), DR and read noise of x-ray detectors are not evaluated. In this study, 
the nonlinear cascaded system analysis enables direct extraction of the electrical 
properties without additional optical or electrical measurements. 
Figure 3.12 shows the total noise in RMS electrons at Ka from 1 nGy to 1 mGy. σ(e
-) 
is extracted by σ(DN)×K(e-/DN). At a very large Ka (>285 μGy), the CMOS APS x-ray 
detector is saturated and σ(DN) drops as (g9,N(DN/e
-))2 decreases fast with Ka. σ(DN) 
data for Ka > 285 μGy should not be considered. Here to extract the FW and DR, a 
constant conversion gain (K = 0.024 e-/DN) was used, so that σ(e-) is proportional to 
σ(DN). 
The full well capacity of a CMOS image sensor is given by FW(e-) = 
K(e-/DN)×dmax(DN) = dmax(e
-), where dmax(e
-) is determined when σ(DN) (i.e. σ(e-)) 
reaches the maximum. At Ka,max = 285 μGy, dmax(DN) = 6667 DN, hence the FW of 2.8 
× 105 e- was obtained.. 
The dynamic range is defined by the ratio of maximum (Ka,max) and minimum input 
signal (Ka,min). Ka,min is normally defined when the SNRd reaches zero decibel, i.e. signal 
Figure 3.12 Experimental (circles) and simulated (solid line) RMS pixel total noise for 
DynAMITe SP detector at air kerma ranging from 10-3 to 103 μGy. The detector signal-to-noise 
ratio (SNRd) (dash line) is also shown. Detector full well capacity (FW), read noise and 




equal to noise. As shown in Figure 3.12, the SNRd were calculated by Equation 2.24 and 
we got Ka,min = 0.14 μGy. Thus DR = 20 log(Ka,max/Ka,min) = 66 dB was extracted. Since 
the signal conversion from Ka to d(e
-) is linear, the DR can also be calculated by DR = 
20 log(FW(e-)/σR(e
-)) = 66 dB. 
The electronic read noise (σR ~ 145 e
-) can be directly acquired from the noise floor 
at low exposure (Ka< 0.1 μGy) levels.  
The extracted FW, DR and σR values from the nonlinear cascaded system analysis 
are consistent with the experimental and published results obtained by MV analysis (2.8 
× 105 e-, 66 dB, ~150 e-, respectively) [57], [58]. Therefore, we demonstrated that the 
proposed cascaded system analysis in combination with signal/noise nonlinearity can be 
used as an efficient tool to evaluate the electrical properties of 50 μm pixel pitch CMOS 
APS x-ray detectors. 
 
3.2.5  Temporal noise of the DynAMITe SP x-ray detector 
For low dose DBT application, when Ka < 10 μGy, the temporal noise (read noise) 
of CMOS APS x-ray imager can be the limiting factor for imaging performance. 
Thereby, to further improve the detector performance, the temporal noise of DynAMITe 
SP detector needs to be evaluated. In general, the total temporal noise of CMOS APS 
pixel circuit (σpixel) consists of reset noise (σreset), dark current shot noise (σdark), thermal 
noise for SF (σth,SF), RS (σth,RS) and Bias transistors (σth,Bias), and transistor flicker noise 
for RST (σfl,RST), SF (σfl,SF) and RS (σfl,RS) [141]: 
 
2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
, , , , , , ,pixel reset dark th SF th RS th Bias fl RST fl SF fl RS                 (3.2) 
where all the temporal noise components are in electrons and input referred to the 
sensing node.  
The reset noise is described as 
 2 ,reset PIXkTC q    (3.3) 
where k is the Boltzmann constant, T is the temperature, CPIX (~40 fF) is the total input 
capacitance. In general, reset noise is given by (kTCPIX)
1/2/q. However, since the double 
sampling technique currently used for DynAMITe detector is uncorrelated (i.e. two 




should be doubled [53]. To reduce or eliminate the reset noise, 4-T CMOS APS with a 
pinned photodiode in combination with correlated double sampling (CDS) should be 
developed [142].  
The dark current shot noise is given by 
 
2
int / ,dark dark pdJ a t q    (3.4) 
where Jdark (~10 pA/cm
2) is the dark current density of c-Si photodiode, (apd)
2 is the 
photodiode area, and tint is the integration time (~0.15 s).  
The thermal noise of SF, RS and Bias transistors was reported [120]. The input 
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where AV is the voltage gain (in V/V) of the SF (~0.8), CCol is the transistor in the 
column line, gm,SF, gd,RS and gm,Bias represent the transconductance of SF, channel 
conductance of RS and transconductance of Bias transistor, respectively. 
The flicker noise (σfl,RST, σfl,SF and σfl,RS) was calculated by adopting the 
non-stationary time domain model [143]: 
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where W and L are the transistor channel width and length, Cox is the gate oxide 




λ stands for the transition rate for an electron to occupy a trap state, λH and λL are the 
highest and lowest transition rate respectively, gm,RS is the transconductance of RS, CM2 
= (1+gm,SF/gd,RS)CCol, CM3 = (1+gd,RS/gm,SF)CCol, Cλ(t,τ) represents the auto-covariance 
function of the trap electron number N(t), and g(λ) is the distribution of λ, Cλ and g(λ) 
are given by [143] 
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   (3.12) 
where tox is the thickness of transistor gate oxide, Nt is the gate oxide trap density. 
Taking standard parameters for 0.35 μm CMOS technology, the flicker noise of RST, SF 
and RS were calculated.  
All the temporal noise elements of CMOS APS pixel circuit are shown in Figure 
3.13. After adding up all the components, σpixel of 116 e
- is obtained. The 50 μm pixel 
pitch CMOS APS pixel noise is mainly due to the reset kTC noise, σreset ~ 114 e
-, while 
dark current shot noise, thermal and flicker noise show negligible contributions to the 
total noise. The calculated σpixel deviates from the previously extracted read noise σR of 
~145 e-. The difference indicates the presence of a large readout circuit noise of ~87 e- 
in the system. The FPN was removed by the image correction algorithm during the 
evaluation of imaging performance and excluded from the temporal noise analysis; 
hence it will not contribute to the extracted total read noise. Most likely, the reset noise 
(114 e-) and noise from external readout circuit electronics (87 e-) contribute the most to 
the extracted σR of ~145 e
-. 
 If in the future, the external readout circuit noise can be reduced by better circuit 
design, the temporal noise is still limited by σreset. To minimize σreset, CDS has been 
widely used in CMOS image sensor industry [55], [144]. To realize real CDS, 4-T 
CMOS APS pixel design in combination with a pinned photodiode (PPD) should be 
used [145]. Within a single frame, CDS will read both a reset (dark) and an x-ray photon 
induced signal row by row (or column by column). The integration time of CDS with 
4-T CMOS APS is determined by the time period between the PPD reset stage and 




Therefore, to implement such x-ray imaging technology, an extended (but not 
necessarily continuous) x-ray pulse width (including both the integration and readout 
times) is required, because the integration stage shifts during the readout process in each 
row (or column). A much lower σread of around 50 - 100 e




3.3  Summary 
 The 50 µm pixel pitch DynAMITe CMOS APS x-ray detector achieves both a high 
spatial resolution (fNyq) up to 10 mm
-1 and a low electronic noise of around 150 e-. 
Maximum DQE of around 0.55 has been demonstrated at a low DBT Ka of ~10 µGy. In 
addition, the 2D cascaded system analysis model has been validated by simulating both 
the x-ray imaging performance and detector electrical properties. The noise properties 
of the DynAMITe detector have also been studied.  
 So far, CMOS APS x-ray detectors show very high 2D x-ray imaging performance 
as measured by the 2D MTF, NNPS and DQE. In the next chapter, the 3D DBT imaging 
performance of the DynAMITe CMOS APS x-ray detector will be evaluated using the 
3D cascaded system analysis.  





Three-Dimensional X-Ray Imaging Performance of 
CMOS APS X-Ray Detector for DBT 
4.1  Introduction 
The 2D x-ray imaging performance of the DynAMITe CMOS APS x-ray detector 
has been measured and evaluated using cascaded system analysis in Chapter 3. Since 
DBT is a quasi-3D imaging technology, the DBT image quality is influenced by the 
system geometry and reconstruction algorithms [4], [122]. Therefore, the 3D imaging 
performance should be evaluated for the CMOS APS detectors. 3D cascaded system 
analysis for CMOS APS detectors was developed and is presented in this Chapter.  
Previously, 3D cascaded system analysis models have been developed and validated 
for both cone-beam CT and DBT [37], [38], [119], [123]–[125], [146]. In this study, the 
previously developed 2D cascaded system model for the DynAMITe detector is 
extended to the 3D spatial frequency space. To implement the 3D cascaded system 
analysis, first the 2D MTF, NPS and DQE characteristics of the DynAMITe detector are 
measured and simulated at various projection angles (θi) ranging from 0 to 30°. This 
angle range covers the typical projection angles currently used for DBT systems [4]. We 
used the FBP reconstruction to convert the 2D MTF, NPS and DQE at each θi to the 3D 
spatial frequency domain (fx, fy, fz). The implemented 3D cascaded system model is used 
to investigate the impacts of projection angle range, MGD, fiber optic plate optical 
coupling efficiency, focal spot blurring effect, pixel size and scintillator pixilation on the 





4.2  Experimental Setup 
During a DBT scan, multiple projection images are collected at oblique projection 
angles. Oblique incident of x-ray photons on the detector will lead to resolution loss 
(MTF degradation at high spatial frequencies) [126]. It was also established that the 
off-axis incident x-ray beams do not affect the NPS [147]. Thus, DQE will be degraded 
by the square of MTF term. Therefore, it is important to evaluate experimentally the 
detector 2D MTF, NPS and DQE at oblique incident angles.  
The angle-dependent 2D imaging performance of the DynAMITe detector was 
characterized by measuring the MTF, NPS and DQE parameters at oblique x-ray 
incident angles. As shown in Figure 4.1, a tomosynthesis bench-top system with a rotary 
stage was used to rotate the detector from 0 to 30° (incident x-ray beam is perpendicular 
to the detector at 0°). The detector is angulated together with the rotary stage, while the 
x-ray source is stationary. The x-ray source to detector distance is 65 cm and the center 
of rotation is located at the detector surface. This setup is empirically equivalent to a 
typical DBT system with a rotating x-ray source and fixed detector.  
The used x-ray source was a tungsten (W) anode with an inherent aluminum (Al) 
filtration of 1.4 mm and a focal spot size of 3 mm. This focal spot size is larger than that 
of clinical DBT systems (typically 0.3 mm). However, since the tilted edge plate for 
MTF measurement was placed directly on top of the CMOS APS x-ray detector, the 
large focal spot size should not affect the measured MTF results. An external filtration 
of 1.1 mm Al was added to reach a total filtration of 2.5 mm Al and half value layer of 
around 0.83 mm Al according to the IEC standard for mammography [104]. A tube 
voltage of 28 kVp with a mean x-ray fluence per air kerma ratio (q
0̅
/Ka) of 7009 x-rays 
mm-2 μGy-1 was used [69]. The air kerma was fixed at Ka = 20 μGy for all projection 
angles. A sufficient large Ka value was used here to enhance the impact of oblique 
incident angles on the 2D detector performance.  
The tilted edge technique was used to measure the 1D (horizontal and vertical) 
MTF of the DynAMITe detector at each projection angle θi [101]. A polished W edge 
plate was attached to the detector surface at a small tilted angle (1.5 - 3°) with respect to 




transmission of x-ray photons through the edge may affect the MTF. This is considered 
as a source of uncertainty in this study. At each projection angle, a number of raw edge 
images (Nedge = 20) and flat field images (Nflat = 10) were captured at fixed Ka = 20 μGy 
(measured at zero degree projection angle) to reduce the random noise. Additional 10 
frames of dark images (Ndark = 10) were also collected for offset correction. At each θi, 
the MTF extraction follows the discussion in Section 2.1.2. The 1D presampling MTF 
in either x (horizontal MTF(u)) or y direction (vertical MTF(v)) was calculated from the 
fast FFT of the oversampled LSF as the derivative of ESF [59], [69], [148]. The 
horizontal presampling MTF at θi is given by 
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  (4.1) 
After that, the same process was repeated to measure the vertical presampling MTF 
at each θi, i.e. MTF(v, θi) by rotating the tilted edge by 90°. The rotatory plane is 
parallel to the x direction (i.e. the detector rotated horizontally).  
Figure 4.1 (a) Side-view and (b) top-view schematics of the bench-top system used to 
characterize the detector MTF, NNPS and DQE parameters. The detector is located on top of a 




The MTF component associated with the beam obliquity is given by 
 ( , ) ( , ) ( ,0).ob i iMTF u MTF u MTF u    (4.2) 
The NPS was measured from the gain and offset corrected flat-field images 
following the IEC standard [104] (as previous discussed in Section 2.1.3). The 2D NPS 
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where I(xj, yj, θi) is the corrected flat-field image at θi within a 256 × 256 region of 
interest (ROI), S(xj, yj, θi) is a 2D second order polynomial fit for I(xj, yj, θi) to remove 
the low frequency trends, ∆x and ∆y are the pixel pitches in x and y directions (∆x = ∆y 
= 50 μm), M is the number of ROIs (M = 243 to reach at least three million independent 
pixels [104]), Nx and Ny are the number of columns and rows in each ROI (Nx = Ny = 
256) [59], [69], [104]. The 1D horizontal (NPS(u)) and vertical NPS (NPS(v)) were 
extracted and averaged from seven lines on either side of zero spatial frequency.  
The horizontal NNPS was calculated by NNPS(u, θi) = NPS(u, θi) / d
2, where d is 
the mean pixel signal in digital number (DN). The same process was used for vertical 
NNPS(v, θi). 
The 1D DQE at each θi was calculated using the measured MTF and NNPS data. 


















  (4.4) 
where q
0̅
 is the mean x-ray fluence measured at θi = 0 (q0̅= 7009 x-rays mm
-2 μGy × 
20 μGy = 1.402 × 105 x-rays mm-2). Taking into account the fact that q
0̅
 is angular 
dependent, calculated zero frequency DQE(0) at θi is expected to be reduced by a factor 
of cos(θi). Although q0 is spatial variant, we consider that the mean value of q0̅ over a 
large area is approximately constant.   
 The angle-dependent 2D MTF, NNPS and DQE parameters were used for the 3D 






4.3  Angle-Dependent X-Ray Imaging Performance of the 
DynAMITe Detector 
The 2D MTF, NNPS and DQE parameters for the 50 μm pixel pitch DynAMITe 
CMOS APS detector at oblique incident angles ranging from 0 to 30° were measured 
and simulated. Both the horizontal (parallel to the rotary plane) and vertical (parallel to 
the rotary axis) MTF parameters were extracted. In Figure 4.2, it is observed that beam 
obliquity only blurs the horizontal MTF (x or u direction in this study). The vertical 
MTF is not affected by oblique projection angles (x-ray source moving on the horizontal 
direction).  
Figure 4.3 (a) shows the horizontal MTF component associated with the beam 
obliquity, i.e., MTFob(u,θi), extracted from measured MTF data by Equation 4.2 and 
cascaded system analysis by Equation 2.41. A scintillator thickness t of 150 μm was 
used in the calculation, which agrees with the scintillator thickness used in the prototype 
CMOS APS detector. The result demonstrates that a wide x-ray projection angle (e.g., 
θi > 20°) will reduce the MTF by more than 40% especially at high spatial frequencies 
greater than 5 mm-1. Therefore, for a 50 μm pixel pitch CMOS APS detector with a 
Nyquist frequency of 10 mm-1, it is necessary to characterize the 2D angle-dependent 
detector response and include it in the 3D cascaded system analysis.  
As shown in Figure 4.3 (b), since MTF(u,θi) = MTFob(u,θi) × MTF(u,0), the 
detector spatial resolution, MTF(u,θi), is degraded by the beam obliquity. On the other 
hand, both the experimental and simulation results (Figure 4.3 (c)) indicate that the 
NNPS(u,θi) is not greatly influenced by θi. As a result, based on Equation 4.4, the 
angle-dependent DQE(u,θi) at high spatial frequency range is degraded by the 
MTF2(u,θi). Also we expect that DQE(u,θi) at zero spatial frequency, i.e., DQE(0,θi), 
will be reduced by a factor of cos(θi) due to the reduction of x-ray fluence at θi. The 
modeled angle-dependent 2D MTF and NNPS data were used as the input at stage 11 
for the 3D cascaded system analysis.   
Previously, the 2D angle-invariant cascaded system analysis model was validated 
for the DynAMITe detector [69]. Specifically, the gain stages and detector nonlinearity 




zero-degree MTF, NNPS and DQE at various air kerma values were also validated.  
Figure 4.2 Experimental (a) horizontal (x-direction) and (b) vertical (y-direction) MTF 
parameter at x-ray projection angles ranging from 0 to 30 degrees. Simulation results are not 
shown in this figure. 
Figure 4.3 Experimental (symbols) and simulated (lines) horizontal x-direction (a) MTF 
associated with the oblique incident angles, (b) detector MTF, (c) NNPS and (d) DQE 




Before implementation of cascaded system analysis to the 3D spatial frequency 
domain, it is critical to verify the 2D angle-dependent model. The maximum absolute 
errors (Δx = |xsim – xexp|) between the simulated and experimental MTF and DQE values 
(within entire spatial frequency range for all projection angles) are 0.04 and 0.05 (mean 
absolute errors are 0.011 and 0.015 for MTF and DQE), respectively. The maximum 
absolute errors occur at low spatial frequencies (<1 mm-1). This is mainly due to the 
non-ideal MTF Lorentz fitting (stage 3) at low frequencies. We believe that the absolute 
errors are small and should not affect the results presented in this paper.  
The relative errors (σerror = |xsim – xexp| / xsim) between the experimental and 
simulated MTF, NNPS and DQE results at x-ray projection angles of 0, 10, 20 and 30 
degrees are shown in Figure 4.4. At higher spatial frequencies (8 – 10 mm-1), due to the 
very small MTF values, a negligible absolute error (e.g., 0.01) will lead to a large 
relative error. Hence, spatial frequencies greater than 8 mm-1 (corresponding to MTF 
Figure 4.4 Relative errors (%) between simulated and measured MTF, NNPS and DQE 
parameters at x-ray beam projection angles of (a) 0°, (b) 10°, (c) 20° and (d) 30°. Spatial 




smaller than 0.1) are omitted in Figure 4.4. The relative error of the MTF parameter is 
<4.6%. The NNPS parameter shows a relative error of <20%. In the cascaded system 
analysis, NNPS was calculated by multiplication of the square of several transfer 
functions (T2(u,v)). Thus, the errors in MTF simulation is accumulated and amplified as 
the NNPS error. The NNPS deviation trend for cascaded system analysis was also 
observed in other studies [46], [109]. Since the MTF and NNPS errors in the cascaded 
system analysis are correlated, the DQE error can be reduced (proportional to 
MTF2/NNPS). The relative errors of the DQE parameter are <8.7% under various angles 
and spatial frequencies. The DQE errors are within the accepted precision (10%) based 
on the IEC standard [104]. Hence, the angle-dependent cascaded system analysis 
demonstrates acceptable agreement with the experimental results. The verified 
angle-dependent 2D cascaded system analysis will be used as the input for the 3D 
cascaded system analysis.  
 
 
4.4  3D X-Ray Imaging Performance of the DynAMITe 
Detector 
4.4.1  3D MTF, NNPS and DQE 
As described in Section 2.3, the 3D MTF, NNPS and DQE in the (fx, fy, fz) space 
was calculated in combination with the FBP reconstruction. A typical DBT x-ray tube 
voltage of 28 kVp was used. The detector air kerma (DAK) was 8.57 μGy to realize a 
MGD of 1.5 mGy. If a 4.5 cm breast tissue with 50% glandularity is considered, this 
will lead to an entrance surface air kerma (ESAK) of 0.24 mGy and a MGD of 1.5 mGy 
for 21 projection views. The MGD calculation was described previously elsewhere [68], 
[69]. Focal spot size of 0.3 mm is used for 3D cascaded system analysis. The impact of 
focal spot size will be discussed in Section 4.4.4.  
Figure 4.5 shows the simulated 3D MTF, NNPS and DQE (Equations 2.57 – 2.59) 
in the (a) x-y plane (fx, fy), while fz = 0 and (b) x-z plane (fx, fz), while fy = 0. Although 




cascaded system analysis model based on FBP reconstruction method have been 
validated previously by others with a good agreement between calculated and 
experimental results [38]. Therefore, the 3D MTF, NNPS and DQE presented in this 
work should be reliable. The obtained result demonstrates that a high spatial resolution 
of around 8 mm-1 in the x-y plane can be achieved. The x-z plane MTF, NNPS and DQE 
vanishes at low spatial frequencies with angles greater than the maximum projection 
angle. This is associated with the acquisition geometry (limited projection angle range) 
of DBT and will lead to poor image quality at low spatial frequencies. The impact of 
projection angle range on the 3D imaging performance will be discussed in section 4.4.2. 
In addition, modified ramp filters may be used to preserve some of the information at 
low spatial frequencies [127] and reduce aliasing artifacts [149].  
Figure 4.6 (a) shows the calculated in-plane MTF(fx, fy), NNPS(fx, fy) and DQE(fx, 
fy) by integrating the 3D MTF, NNPS and DQE over fz (Equations 2.57 - 2.59). The 
Figure 4.5 Calculated 3D MTF, NNPS and DQE in the (a) x-y plane: (fx, fy), while fz = 0 and (b) 




in-plane MTF, NNPS and DQE are considered as the figure of merits to characterize the 
3D detector performance for DBT. The horizontal in-plane MTF, NNPS and DQE 
(Figure 4.6 (b)) are extracted from Figure 4.6 (a) by taking fy = 0. In the following 
sections, only the in-plane MTF, NNPS and DQE are shown (to simplify the complexity 
of the presented figures) as the figure of merits to describe the 3D imaging performance 
of the DynAMITe CMOS APS detector.  
Although the 2D detector MTF and DQE is degraded by the oblique incident angles 
at high spatial frequencies, it does not affect the 3D imaging performance significantly. 
This is because fz is limited within a narrow range from -0.5 to 0.5 mm
-1. As a result, as 
shown in Figure 4.5 (b), the impact of wide angle, high frequency regions are 
eliminated. The maximum in-plane DQE achieved by the DynAMITe CMOS APS 
detector is close to 0.5; this value is mainly limited by the scintillator absorption (g
1̅
(θi = 
0) that is around 0.56). The maximum in-plane DQE is comparable to the 2D DQE of 
Figure 4.6 (a) In-plane MTF, NNPS and DQE calculated by integrating 3D MTF, NNPS and 




the Siemens MAMMOMAT a-Se direct conversion DBT system [28]. To improve the 
in-plane DQE, a thicker scintillator could be considered. However, such thicker 
scintillator could increase the scintillator blurring effect and affect the image resolution. 
Another possible solution will be proposed in Section 4.4.5. It is also shown that the 
horizontal in-plane DQE is proportional to fx in the low spatial frequency region (< 2 
mm-1), which is associated with the limited projection angle range for DBT.  
 
4.4.2  Impact of projection angle range 
The impact of projection angle range (from ±15° to ±30°) on 3D MTF, NNPS and 
DQE are evaluated. The 28 kVp tube voltage, 21 projection views and 1.5 mGy MGD 
are kept constant. Based on the simulation results (not shown), a wider blank gap (e.g. 
Figure 4.6 (a)) appears in the middle of the in-plane MTF, NNPS and DQE and a wider 
“triangular” blank region (e.g. Figure 4.5 (b)) can be observed at low fx values of the x-z 
plane MTF, NNPS and DQE, if a narrower projection angle range (e.g. ±15°) is used. 
The blank regions indicate loss of image information in the low spatial frequency region, 
which can be associated with large, low contrast mass detection in DBT [38]. As shown 
in Figure 4.7, increase of the projection angle range will shift the peak of in-plane MTF 
to lower frequencies and improve the in-plane DQE at low frequency region. This is 
consistent with the experimental and cascaded system modeling results reported by 
Zhao et al (2009). Based on our simulation results, we can confirm that a wider DBT 
projection angle range will result in better detection of low contrast objects such as 
masses [15], [38]. However, more projection views will result in a higher MGD, which 
is not desirable from the patient point-of-view. A possible solution to address this 
problem would be to have non-uniform dose distribution at different projection angles. 
It was also reported that a modified ramp filter with a non-zero flat transfer function 
(HRA) at low frequencies can be used to improve the low-frequency reconstructed image 
quality [127]. The evaluation of the reconstruction filters impact is not considered in 
this study. In the following sections, the projection angle range is fixed at ±20° for 
consistency.  
Also, shown in Figure 4.7, the in-plane DQE at high spatial frequency region 




angle range and the FBP image reconstruction method will not affect the 3D imaging 
performance of a CMOS APS detector at high spatial frequencies, which is desirable for 
subtle microcalcification detection. Hence, we can conclude that to detect small features, 
the DBT detector requires to have both a high resolution and low noise characteristics. 
This can be realized, for example, using the CMOS or amorphous oxide TFT-based APS 
technology [83]–[85].   
 
4.4.3  Impact of mean glandular dose 
The current MGD used for DBT is around 1.5 mGy for an average breast with 50% 
glandularity [27], [132], [150]. In this study, the impact of dose on the 3D imaging 
performance is evaluated by varying the calculated MGD values from 0.5 to 1.5 mGy 
(Figure 4.8). As expected, dose does not change the in-plane MTF, but is inversely 
proportional to the normalized NPS. It can be observed that the in-plane DQE only 
decreases slightly, by about 5 and 15% averaged over the entire spatial frequency range, 
if MGD is reduced from 1.5 mGy to 1.0 and 0.5 mGy, respectively. This result indicates 
that the 3D imaging performance of the detector under investigation does not decrease 
significantly at very low dose. Therefore, possible dose reduction could be achieved 
using the 50 µm pixel pitch CMOS APS x-ray detector, because the low electronic noise 
Figure 4.7 Horizontal x-direction in-plane (a) MTF, (b) NNPS and (c) DQE for projection angle 





of this detector (σR ~ 150 e
-) is not the dominant noise component at low dose exposures. 
The noise at low doses (i.e., 0.5 – 1.5 mGy) is quantum noise limited. Under this 
condition, we expect the image quality to be approximately proportional to the square 
root of the x-ray fluence (i.e. dose). On the other hand, if the electronic noise is high 
(e.g., a-Si:H TFT PPS detectors with σR > 1000 e
-), the imager noise at low exposure is 
dominated by the electronic noise floor. Thus, image signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) 
decreases rapidly, if a very low dose is used. Hence, a high-resolution CMOS APS 
detector is a very promising technology for next generation low dose DBT system.  
 
4.4.4  Impact of focal spot size 
In DBT, the impact of focal spot blurring effect should be considered. Figure 4.9 
shows a comparison between the calculated in-plane and x-z plane MTF, NNPS and 
DQE with a source focal spot size (afs in Equation 2.44) ranging from 0 to 3 mm. As 
described in Equation 2.43, a large afs will lead to a large effective focal spot size on the 
detector (af) that blurs the MTF laterally. Since the focal spot size will not affect the 
NNPS, the in-plane DQE is decreased by the square of MTF over the entire spatial 
frequency range, if afs is greater than 1 mm. To maintain a good image quality, an x-ray 
tube focal spot size of 0.3 mm or smaller should be used. This conclusion is consistent 
Figure 4.8 Horizontal x-direction in-plane (a) MTF, (b) NNPS and (c) DQE for MGD ranging 




with the DBT industry practice using a focal spot size of 0.3 mm [151].  
Another type of focal spot blurring is due to the focal spot motion during an x-ray 
pulse. This effect, evaluated by Zhao and Zhao (2008), shows reduction in DQE on the 
fx direction. In this study, the focal spot motion blurring effect is eliminated by using the 
standard step-and-shoot x-ray tube motion. Such tube motion provides better visibility 
of microcalcifications due to the improved MTF at high spatial frequencies [34]. 
 
4.4.5  Impact of pixelated scintillator  
The maximum in-plane DQE achieved using the DynAMITe detector in 
combination with the 150 µm CsI:Tl scintillator is around 0.5. It is well-known that the 
maximum DQE is associated with the scintillator thickness. In general, a thicker 
scintillator can improve the quantum detection efficiency and thus the zero-frequency 
DQE. On the other hand, the MTF at high spatial frequencies would be degraded due to 
the optical signal cross-talk between adjacent pixels [115]. The ideal scintillator should 
achieve both a high x-ray absorption with minimum blurring.  
To prevent the scintillator optical blurring, pixelated scintillators have been 
proposed and evaluated [152]–[155]. Pixelated scintillators can be fabricated by (a) 
patterning a pre-deposited CsI:Tl film [152], (b) thermal evaporation CsI:Tl on a 
Figure 4.9 Horizontal x-direction in-plane (a) MTF, (b) NNPS and (c) DQE for focal spot size 





pre-patterned pixelated substrate [51], [156] or (c) filling scintillating phosphors in 
pixelated molds (2D wells) [157]. It has been reported by different groups that pixelated 
scintillators improve the MTF and DQE at high spatial frequencies [51], [52], [152], 
[155]–[157]. In this work, the impact of scintillator pixelation on the 3D imaging 
performance is evaluated.  
In the 3D cascaded system analysis for non-pixelated scintillator having thickness 
of 150 μm, a Loreantz fit was used to simulate the 2D transfer function associated with 
scintillator blurring effect (T3(u, v)). To describe the signal transfer of pixelated 
scintillator, T3(u, v) is modified as T3(u, v) = sinc(asc∙u) × sinc(asc∙v), where asc is the 
scintillator pixel pitch [52]. It should be noted that we assume that the optical cross-talk 
between adjacent pixels is completely removed (ideal case) by the scintillator pixelation. 
This could be realized by using the 2D mold or fill the gap with reflective oxides [152], 
[153], [157]. In addition, a scintillator performance correction factor (γsc) is multiplied 
by the scintillator absorption (g
1̅
); γsc may include the combined impacts of scintillator 
fill factor (defined by the active scintillator area over the entire scintillator pixel area) 
and/or the reduction in scintillator absorption. In this study, we consider a scintillator 
pixel pitch asc = apix = 50 μm and a γsc in the range of 0.8 to 1.  
Figure 4.10 shows the in-plane and x-z plane MTF, NNPS and DQE for the 50 μm 
pixel pitch DynAMITe CMOS APS detector with a standard non-pixelated scintillator as 
the reference and a 150 μm thick pixelated scintillator having asc = 50 μm and γsc = 1. It 
is obvious that the 3D MTF, NNPS and DQE expand over both fx and fy directions. As 
shown in Figure 4.10, the in-plane MTF and DQE of detector with the pixelated 
scintillator improves significantly (by more than 0.2) in the high spatial frequency range 
(fx > 5 mm
-1). Therefore, the spatial resolution of the reconstructed images is expected 
to be improved, which is a promising feature for microcalcification detection. On the 
other hand, a limited γsc (e.g., 0.8) will reduce the in-plane DQE (Figure 4.10 (a)) 
without affecting the in-plane MTF (Figure 4.10 (a)). Thereby, it is critical that the 
scintillator has a high fill factor and x-ray absorption to maintain a high DQE. Hence, 
using a thicker pixelated scintillator would be desirable, since no degradation in spatial 
resolution is expected in such case. From the cascaded system model, it is indicated that 






0.66) in comparison to the 150 μm thick scintillator. We believe that the pixelated 
scintillator in combination with the low-noise CMOS APS detector should be suitable 
for microcalcification detection with sizes ranging from 100 to 150 μm. Also a DBT 
system based on the CMOS APS detector will allow radiologists to better visualize the 
shape of microcalcifications with the image information contained in the high spatial 
frequency range for observer studies. Another suggested approach to improve the spatial 
resolution is to use the direct conversion amorphous selenium (a-Se) photodetector in 
combination with the CMOS APS backplane [142], [158].  
 
 
4.5  Summary 
This chapter implemented the 3D cascaded system analysis to evaluate the 3D x-ray 
imaging performance of the CMOS APS x-ray detector. The detector demonstrates both 
high in-plane resolution up to around 8 mm-1 and in-plane DQE of around 0.5. The 
impacts of projection angle range, mean glandular dose, and focal spot size were 
evaluated. Pixelated scintillator is recommended to further improve the spatial 
resolution of the CMOS APS x-ray detector.   
Figure 4.10 Horizontal x-direction in-plane (a) MTF, (b) NNPS and (c) DQE for standard 
non-pixelated scintillator and 50 μm pixelated scintillators with a fill factor of unity and 0.8. 




In Chapter 5, the developed 3D cascaded system analysis described above is 
integrated with the task-based modeling and detectability index calculation by 
introducing various task functions [119], [123], [125], [146], [159], [160] to evaluate the 






Task-Based Modeling of a High-Resolution Medical 
Imaging System for DBT 
5.1  Introduction 
Although promising imaging performance has been achieved by CMOS APS x-ray 
detectors, system level observer studies using these detectors are very limited [66], 
[161]. This is due to the non-existence of a fully integrated CMOS APS prototype 
medical imaging system, immature DBT image reconstruction algorithms for the 
high-resolution detector, and insufficient human observer studies.  
Task-based image quality assessments with mathematical model observers enable 
development, evaluation, and optimization of medical imaging systems without costly 
prototypes and time consuming human observer studies [162]–[167]. Cascaded system 
analysis in combination with the Fourier domain representation of imaging tasks and 
observer models provides a framework for task-based modeling used for various 
medical imaging applications [119], [123], [125], [146], [160], [168], [169].  
Various observer models such as channelized Hoteling model, prewhitening (PW) 
model, PW model with eye filter and internal noise (PWEi), non-prewhitening (NPW) 
model, NPW model with eye filter (NPWE), and NPW model with eye filter and 
internal noise (NPWEi), have been evaluated and compared for task based modeling 
[125], [170]–[173]. Gang et al. and Richard et al. studies show a reasonable agreement 
with human observer performance using the NPWEi as model observers for both 
tomosynthesis and CT, while the simple PW model seems to overestimate the observer 




NPWE model observer and detectability index for microcalcifications in DBT images of 
patients [174]. Castella et al. also reported good match with human observer data for 
mass detection in tomosynthesis using the NPWEi model [175].      
In this chapter, the NPWEi model is adopted to evaluate the task-based image 
quality assessments of the 50 µm pixel pitch DynAMITe CMOS APS detector for DBT 
application. However, human observer studies are needed in the future to determine the 
best observer model for DBT. In Chapters 2 – 4, we have measured and modeled the 2D 
and 3D MTF, NPS and DQE characteristics of the DynAMITe detector [69], [95]. The 
detector has demonstrated an in-plane spatial resolution of around 8 mm-1 (at DQE of 
around 0.1) with low electronic noise of around 150 e-. A 2 by 2 tiling of four 
sub-detectors will cover a large active area of 25.6 × 26.2 cm2 with an ultra-high (5120 
× 5248) detector resolution as shown in Figure 5.1. It was reported that distributed row 
drivers and dedicated edge pixel design allow a butting gap of less than 70 µm for 
CMOS APS x-ray detectors [176]. The butting gap (70 µm) is slightly wider than the 
pixel pitch of the DynAMITe detector (50 µm). We believe the narrow butting gap 
(around one pixel) would not affect the image quality significantly. Alternatively, 
amorphous oxide semiconductor TFT APS active matrix array can be used to realize a 
large detector active area suitable for DBT without sub-detector tiling. The proposed 
amorphous oxide semiconductor TFT and APS circuit will be discussed in Chapter 6 
Figure 5.1 Schematic of 2 by 2 tiling of four CMOS APS sub-detectors with an active area of 




and 7.  
To fully utilize the detector resolution (5k-resolution), a compatible 5k ultra-high 
definition (UHD) medical imaging monitor needs to be developed in the future. Today’s 
DBT medical imaging displays (e.g., Barco MDMG-5221) have a resolution of 2048 x 
2560 and a DICOM calibrated maximum luminance of 1000 cd/m2. Since medical 
imaging displays are used as the intermediate device between reconstructed DBT digital 
images and observers, their impacts on the task-based object detectability should be 
studied. In addition, the human eye contrast sensitivity as a function of display 
luminance should be also considered [177].  
The task-based model for the DynAMITe CMOS APS detector in combination with 
a medical imaging display module and model observers is used to evaluate image tasks 
of detecting subtle, high contrast objects (such as microcalcifications) and large, low 
contrast objects (such as masses) for DBT application. The impacts of various 
parameters associated with the x-ray radiation, object size and contrast, x-ray detector, 
Figure 5.2 Flowchart of the task-based detectability index and AUC calculation. Oxyz and 
FFT[Oxyz] represent a binary object in spatial and Fourier domain; µobj and µbg are the linear 
attenuation coefficients for the object and background materials, respectively; Sbg is the 




medical imaging display, and human eye contrast sensitivity are evaluated using the 
task-based model.  
 
 
5.2  Task-Based Model 
The task-based model developed in this study consists of four modules: A) an x-ray 
source and detector module, B) an object module, C) a display module, and D) an 
observer module. Figure 5.2 shows the flowchart of the task-based detectability index 
(d’) and area under the receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve (i.e., AUC) 
calculation. The following provides a detailed description of each module.  
 
5.2.1  X-ray source and detector module 
The x-ray source and detector module describes the 2D and 3D imaging 
performance (i.e., MTF and NPS) of the DynAMITe CMOS APS detector. The 
detector’s 2D MTF, NPS and DQE parameters were characterized at various x-ray 
projection angles (up to ±30°) using an x-ray source with a W anode and a total 
filtration of 2.5 mm Al at 28 kVp based on the IEC standard for mammography [104] in 
Chapter 3 [69], [95]. In Chapter 3, we have also developed a 2D cascaded system 
analysis model for the DynAMITe CMOS APS detector presenting a good agreement 
with experimental results [69]. Figure 5.3 shows an example of the calculated 2D (a) 
MTF, (b) NNPS and (c) DQE characteristics. A focal spot size of 0.3 mm is included. 
The studied 50 µm pixel pitch DynAMITe detector demonstrated a high Nyquist 
frequency of 10 mm-1 and a maximum DQE of around 0.5 at a low detector air kerma of 
8.57 µGy.  
Taking into account the x-ray beam obliquity [126] and reconstruction filters for 
FBP method [37], [119], a 14-stage 3D cascaded system analysis model was developed 
to calculate the 3D MTF, NPS and DQE of the DynAMITe detector in Chapter 4 [95].  
It should be noted that in this chapter, the 3D MTF, and NPS are unnormalized to 
ensure consistency between signal and noise power for detectability index calculation.  
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where MTF(u,v) = T3·T5·T7 is the 2D MTF up to stage 9, (u, v) defines the spatial 
frequencies of the CMOS APS detector, (fr, fy) defines the spatial frequency plane 
perpendicular to the incident beam for each projection, fr = fx/cosθi = fz/sinθi, and N/(θfr) 
is the spoke density at fr.  
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where NPS(u,v,θi) is the 2D NPS cascaded through a series of gain and spreading stages 
0 to 9, III14 is a 3D sampling function for the reconstructed voxel matrix. Details of the 
2D and 3D cascaded system analysis for the DynAMITe detector were discussed in 
Chapter 2 and 4.  
Figure 5.4 shows the calculated 3D MTF in (a) horizontal x-y plane (MTFxy) and (c) 
vertical x-z plane (MTFxz) and NPS in (b) horizontal x-y plane (NPSxy) and (d) vertical 
x-z plane (NPSxz). An x-ray tube voltage of 28 kVp and a detector air kerma of 8.57 
µGy were chosen to realize a total mean glandular dose (MGD) of 1.5 mGy for 21 
projection views within an angular range of ±20°. The reconstructed voxel size is 50 µm 
Figure 5.3 Calculated 2D (a) MTF, (b) NPS and DQE parameters using an x-ray tube voltage of 





× 50 µm × 1 mm. Maximum spatial frequencies of 10 mm-1 and 0.5 mm-1 have been 
achieved in the fx (and fy), and fz directions, respectively. The empty triangular regions at 
low fx values are due to the limited projection angle range for DBT. Without further 
notation, the above radiation and acquisition conditions were used in the task-based 
modeling discussed in Section 5.3 and 5.4. 
The 3D MTF and NPS characteristics were weighted by a 3D task function (Wtask) 
describing imaging tasks for detecting an object (i.e., lesion of interest). The 3D NPS 
parameter contains both the quantum noise (SQ) of the imaging system and the 
electronic noise (SE) of the detector (i.e., NPS = SQ + SE). In addition, the 3D anatomical 
background (structural) noise of the object (Sbg) is added to the 3D NPS as discussed in 
Section 5.2.2. 
 
5.2.2  Object module 
The detection task describes the ability of a medical imaging system to distinguish 
between two binary hypotheses: h1(x, y, z) denotes the “existence” of an object at a 
Figure 5.4 3D MTF in (a) x-y plane (fz = 0) and (c) x-z plane (fy = 0); 3D NPS in (b) x-y plane 




certain location in the spatial domain, while h2(x, y, z) denotes the “absence” of the 
object. The task function is a combination of object function (Oxyz) in the spatial 
frequency domain and the object contrast (C). It should be noted that this is all for the 
“signal known exactly” (SKE, i.e., known shape, location, and amplitude) evaluation. 
The object function Oxyz in the spatial domain can be expressed as Oxyz = h1(x, y, z) 
– h2(x, y, z) [167], [169]. The Fourier transform (FT) of Oxyz, i.e. FT{Oxyz}, represents 
the distribution of an object (lesion of interest) in the spatial frequency domain. In this 
study, binary spheres with various dimensions are chosen as Oxyz indicating detection of 
spheres on uncluttered background [125]. Figure 5.5 demonstrate (a) an example of the 
Oxyz (i.e., a single sphere with a diameter of dobj = 150 µm) shown in the x-y plane and 
(b) FT{Oxyz} in the (fx, fy), assuming a sharp sphere boundary; Figure 5.5 (c) and (d) 
show Oxyz the FT{Oxyz} of six uniformly distributed spheres as shown in Figure 5.5 (a). 
A smaller sphere in the spatial domain will result in a broader distribution in the spatial 
frequency domain. Further discussion of sphere dimensions can be found in Section 5.3.  
The object contrast C for human or model observers is commonly defined by the 
Figure 5.5 (a) Oxyz (when z = 0) and (b) FT{Oxyz} (when fz = 0) of a single sphere with a 




difference between the linear attenuation coefficients of object (µobj) and background 
(µbg) materials [125], [178], i.e., C is proportional to Δµ = |µobj – µbg|. This is valid only 
if the conversion from the linear attenuation coefficient to the display luminance is 
linear. Although the digital image (in digital numbers, DNs) is considered linear to µ for 
tomosynthesis, the relationship between image DNs and display luminance levels is 
nonlinear for medical imaging displays [179]. Therefore, to accurately model the 
observer performance, a display module is included in this study. The conversion from 
the linear attenuation coefficients (µobj and µbg) to display luminance levels (Lobj and Lbg) 
will be discussed in Section 5.2.3.  
In addition to the signal and contrast of the object, the anatomical background noise 
of breast tissue should also be included in the model. It has been reported that the 3D Sbg 







   (5.3) 
where κ denotes the magnitude of breast tissue variation (associated with glandularity) 
and β (typically ~3) is the degree of correlation, f = (fx
2 + fy
2 + fz
2)1/2 is the spatial 
frequency in the 3D Fourier domain, and α is 1 mm to maintain unit of the equation. In 
this study, β = 2.76 was chosen based on experimental results by Gang et al [125]. The 
impact of Sbg magnitude (κ) will be studied in Section 5.5. Without further notation, κ is 
assumed to be 10-6 mm3 in this dissertation [181].  
For the NPWEi model, Sbg is weighted by the 3D MTF and added to the 3D NPS of 
the CMOS APS imaging system. Hence the total equivalent 3D NPS of the system is 
given by 
 .total bg Q E bgS NPS MTF S S S MTF S         (5.4) 
 
5.2.3  Display module 
For CT and tomosynthesis, it is assumed that the digital signal of reconstructed 
images is proportional to the tissue’s linear attenuation coefficient. However, for 
medical imaging displays, digital numbers (DNs) of the reconstructed DBT images are 
transferred to display luminance by a nonlinear DICOM grayscale standard display 




[179]. Since the human eye contrast sensitivity is associated with the object luminance, 
the grayscale standard display function is included in the task-based model.  
The grayscale standard display function was derived from Barten’s human visual 
contrast sensitivity model [179], [182], [183]. Specifically, Barten’s model (also 
discussed in Section 5.2.4) determines the just-noticeable luminance difference (JND) 
as the threshold modulation that is just visible to human eyes between two adjacent 
luminance levels (Lj and Lj+1), i.e., JND = (Lj+1 – Lj)/(Lj+1 + Lj) [179]. Therefore, the 













  (5.5) 
In this work, the display gray level for a material with a linear attenuation 
coefficient of µ is determined by j = 2N ·(µ/µmax), where N is the number of bits in gray 
codes, µmax is the corresponding maximum linear attenuation coefficient. In this work, 
µmax is fixed at 15.9 cm
-1 referring to the linear attenuation coefficient of 
microcalcifications (CaCO3) at a mean x-ray energy of about 20 keV [184]. At each 
gray level, the luminance Lj was scaled by the maximum luminance of display (Lmax). In 
addition, the ambient luminance (Lamb) is added to the total luminance.  
Figure 5.6 shows the grayscale standard display function for a medical imaging 
display with 10 bits (210 = 1024) gray levels, Lmax of 1000 cd/m
2 and Lamb = 0. A 
nonlinear relationship between display gray levels and display luminance is clearly 
shown. The impacts of display gray levels, display maximum, and ambient luminance 
will be discussed later in this chapter.  










  (5.6) 
where Lobj and Lbg are the display luminance for lesion and background materials, 
























  (5.7) 




or model observers [178]: 
  FT .task xyzW C O    (5.8) 
To accommodate the detector high resolution (5120 × 5248), we assume in this 
study the same resolution for the display to explore the image quality for future medical 
imaging displays, although such a high resolution medical imaging display is not 
currently available. The display total area (Adisp) is given by 
 
2 ,disp dispA N M a     (5.9) 
where N·M represents the display resolution (5120 × 5248) and adisp is the display pixel 
pitch. Without further notation, adisp is assumed to be 165 µm, which is compatible with 
a high definition Barco MDMG-5221 mammo tomosynthesis monitor. The display pixel 
pitch is also associated with the angular spatial frequency (fdeg) in cycles per degree for 
observers as discussed in Section 5.2.4. 
 It should be emphasized that the detector resolution, display resolution and display 
size are beyond the standard of available systems/products on the market. The aim of 
this work is not to evaluate an existed medical imaging system, but to explore possible 
implementation and requirements for ultra-high-resolution CMOS APS x-ray detectors 
and medical imaging displays for future DBT application. The proposed display module 
Figure 5.6 Grayscale standard display function for a medical imaging display with 10 bits 





is not currently validated, since 5k-resolution medical imaging displays are currently not 
available.  
 
5.2.4  Observer module 
The observer module of the developed task-based model takes outputs of Lobj, adisp 
and Adisp from the display module and generates a contrast sensitivity function as model 
observers. The contrast sensitivity of human eye is defined as the inverse of the 
threshold modulation of a sinusoidal luminance pattern, when the tested pattern reaches 
50% probability of detection. The Barten’s contrast sensitivity model depends on a large 
number of physical quantities such as MTF, quantum efficiency, signal-to-noise ratio, 
and integration time of the eye; angular size and luminance of the image; and neural 
noise [177], [182], [183]. A mathematical approximation of the complicated physical 
model has been reported by Barten and demonstrated reasonable agreement with 
published measurement results [177]. The mathematical contrast sensitivity expression 
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  (5.10) 
where fdeg is the angular spatial frequency in cycles per degree of visual angle, L is the 
mean luminance of the image averaged by the image areas of object and background, 
and X0
2 is the angular size of the image.  
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where Aobj is the object area on the display.  
The image angular dimension or viewing angle X0 in degrees is given by 
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  (5.12) 




medical imaging display with a 5120 × 5248 resolution and pixel pitch of 165 µm is 
81.1°. This angular size is large because of the very large display dimensions used in the 
evaluation. It should be noted that we are evaluating properties for advanced medical 
imaging display that is not available for clinical practice. Although the image angular 
size of 81.1° is wider than the typical values using standard medical imaging displays, 
the increase in the contrast sensitivity function E is negligible based on Barten’s results, 
when X0 is greater than 10° [177].  
Figure 5.7 shows the contrast sensitivity function (E as a function of fdeg) of human 
eye at L ranging from 1 to 1000 cd/m2 and X0 = 81.1°. It is demonstrated that human 
visual system is most sensitive to angular frequencies ranging from 1 to 10 
cycles/degree. Besides, the contrast sensitivity increases at higher L indicating better 
sensitivity for brighter (high contrast) objects.   
To be consistent with the 3D cascaded system analysis and the object module, the 
angular frequency fdeg (in cycles per degree) in Barten’s model should be converted to fx 
and fy (in mm
-1). The conversion from fdeg to fx and fy can be expressed as 
    1, deg tan 1 mm ,x y view disp pixf f d a a     (5.13) 
where dview is the viewing distance in mm, adisp is the display pixel pitch, apix is the 
detector pixel pitch and λ is a display zoom factor (default 1) describing the zoom-in 
feature of displays when viewing subtle lesions. The term tan-1(1 mm/dview) converts 
cycles/degree to mm-1, and (adispλ/apix) is a scaling factor to map display spatial 
frequencies to the reconstructed slice image’s spatial frequencies fx and fy. 
The zoom factor is equivalent to a multiplication of the display pixel pitch (i.e., 
display λ × λ pixel binning) without changing the total display size Adisp. The effective 
display resolution is (5120/λ × 5248/λ). For simplicity, image interpolation is not 
considered here. Also, the impact of image zoom-in on image sharpness and noise is not 
evaluated.  
It should be noted that the contrast sensitivity function E was applied to the 
reconstructed slices. Therefore, 3D MTF, NPS and Wtask should be integrated over fz 






5.2.5  Detectability index and AUC 
The detectability index provides a task-based performance that combines the noise 
equivalent quanta (NEQ = MTF2/NPS) and Wtask. The simplest observer model is 
described by a pre-whitening (PW) model that decorrelates the image noise [125]. 
Among various observer models studied, the NPWEi model agreed best with observer 
studies at various x-ray radiation conditions [125], [169]. The NPWEi model does not 
decorrelate the image noise. In addition, human eye contrast sensitivity function E and 
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  (5.14) 
where MTF and Stotal are the 3D MTF and total NPS with anatomical background noise, 
Wtask is the task function describing the object size and luminance contrast, E is a 2D 
human eye contrast sensitivity function, Ni is the internal uncorrelated white noise, 
which is proportional to the zero-frequency Stotal [164] 
Figure 5.7 Calculated contrast sensitivity function for a display luminance L ranging from 1 to 















  (5.15) 
 In addition, the task-based detectability index d’ can be related to the area under the 
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 The AUC describes the probability that a classifier will rank a random chosen 
positive test higher than a randomly chosen negative one. As shown in Equation 5.16, 
AUC is ranging from 0.5 (a very poor test or pure guessing) to 1 (a perfect test or 
completely obvious for observers) [125]. Therefore, in this work, AUC was used to 
score the task-based assessments.  
 
 
5.3  Detectability Index and AUC for Various Objects 
The calculated d’ and AUC are determined by a large number of parameters 
associated with x-ray radiation, object, detector, and display performance. First, imaging 
tasks should be specified for DBT. Figure 5.8 shows the calculated d’ and AUC using 
the DynAMITe CMOS APS x-ray detector (NPWEi model) in combination with a high 
resolution medical imaging display for detecting a single sphere with various sphere 
diameters (dsp) and linear attenuation coefficients (µobj). The linear attenuation 
coefficient of the breast tissue is fixed at µbg = 0.7 cm
-1 considering a mean x-ray energy 
of 20 keV. µobj above or below µbg will result in increased d’ and AUC. The x-ray 
radiation and acquisition conditions were fixed at W/Al anode/filtration at 28 kVp, 21 
projection views within ±20°, and MGD = 1.5 mGy. The focal spot size used in 
simulation is 0.3 mm. We observed that using a simple PW model [125] to repeat the 
simulation (data not shown) leads to both higher d’ and AUC for all imaging tasks. The 
finding is consistent with Gang et al. data [125].    
d' and AUC demonstrate the same trend with higher values appear at large dsp and 
high µobj. As expected, high AUC can be achieved for large and high contrast objects. 





challenging. These imaging tasks include lesions of interest such as microcalcifications 
(small, high contrast objects) and masses (soft lesions) for DBT as labeled on Figure 5.8. 
In the following sections, AUC for both small, high contrast objects and large, low 
contrast objects are calculated. On the other hand, d' shares very similar information as 
AUC, which is neglected below.  
 
 
5.4  AUC for Small, High Contrast Objects 
5.4.1  Object size and display pixel pitch 
The ability to detect small, high contrast objects is determined by the object 
dimension (dsp), luminance contrast associated with µobj, and display zoom factor (λ). 
High contrast (µobj = 15.9 cm
-1 and C = 0.99) microcalcifications with different 
dimensions (dsp ranging from 100 to 200 µm) were evaluated. Besides, AUC of 
detecting a single sphere and a cluster of six spheres as shown in Figure 5.5 were 
compared.  
Since human eyes are sensitive to a narrow range of angular frequencies (fdeg from 1 
to 10 cycles/degree), the displayed image size should be carefully modulated to reach 
Figure 5.8 Calculated (a) detectability index and (b) AUC for a medical imaging system based 
on the DynAMITe CMOS APS detector for a sphere with various diameter and mean linear 





maximum detectability. As shown in Equation 5.13 and discussed in Section 5.2.4, this 
can be controlled by changing the display pixel pitch (adisp) and λ. In general, to enhance 
the image quality of such small objects, the displayed images should be zoomed in, 
which will result in a part of the image displayed on the monitor.  
Figure 5.9 (a) – (c) shows calculated AUC for a single sphere with dimension from 
100 to 200 µm using adisp ranging from 50 (same as the DynAMITe detector) to 250 µm 
(to explore the impact of display pixel pitch on AUC) and a display zoom factor λ of 1 
to 40. The maximum AUCs achieved for distinguishing single 100, 150 and 200 µm 
spheres are 0.58, 0.72 and 0.85, respectively. At the same time, AUC increases when 
using larger adisp and λ. Figure 5.9 (d) – (e) repeated the calculation of (a) – (c) by 
replacing the single sphere to a group of six spheres (as shown in Figure 5.5). It is 
clearly shown that the AUC values for detecting a group of microcalcifications are 
higher than that of viewing a single object. The high-resolution imaging system 
demonstrates a satisfactory image quality (AUC > 0.9) for detecting clusters of 
microcalcifications greater than 150 µm using adisp of 165 µm and λ > 10. adisp values 
smaller than 100 µm will not help improve the image quality due to the limited 
sensitivity of human eye at high spatial frequencies [182].   
On the other hand, AUC of 0.68 is achieved to detect 100 µm microcalcifications. 
To further improve the detectability for such small objects without increasing the MGD, 
the CsI:Tl scintillator may be replaced by a pixelated thicker scintillator (e.g., 250 µm). 
The thicker pixelated scintillator is expected to enhance both the x-ray absorption and 
reduce the scintillator blurring and optical cross-talk between adjacent pixels [52], [95], 
[155]. Calculated AUC (not shown) can be improved to 0.72 with the pixelated 
scintillator. Another possible option to further improve image resolution for subtle 
object detection is to combine CMOS APS x-ray detector with direct conversion 
detectors such as a-Se or mercury iodide (HgI2) [142], [158], [185]. But in such case the 
uniform coverage of direct conversion photoconductors over the butting gap between 
sub-detectors (Figure 5.1) can be a problem. Alternatively, direct conversion detector in 
combination with amorphous oxide semiconductor TFT APS arrays can be used without 
the tiling issue. Further studies will be needed to establish the best solution to address 





5.4.2  Detector electronic noise 
The main advantage of CMOS APS x-ray detectors over conventional PPS 
detectors is its low electronic noise. Figure 5.10 shows the calculated AUC for detecting 
six spheres (simulated microcalcifications) with 150 µm in size using detectors with 
various electronic noise (σread) ranging from 150 to 1000 e
-. It is shown that the 
maximum AUC value drops from 0.9 to 0.74 by increasing σread to 1000 e
-. Michell et al. 
reported AUC for microcalcifications of about 0.79 using a Hologic PPS system with 
MGD ranging from 1.66 to 1.90 mGy for a standard breast [186]. This AUC value is 
close to the estimation for an x-ray detector with high electronic noise (AUC ≈ 0.74 for 
σread = 1000 e
-). The detector electronic noise of around 300 e- or smaller is desirable to 
achieve high AUC values. Zoom-in of the displayed image will not improve the 
Figure 5.9 Calculated AUC for detecting a single sphere with diameters of (a) 100 µm, (b) 150 
µm, and (c) 200 µm at various display pixel pitch (adisp) and zoom factor (λ). (d) – (f) shows the 




detectability index significantly for a detector with high electronic noise (e.g., 1000 e-). 
The spatial noise due to the fluctuation of display luminance is neglected in the 
task-based model. The impact of anatomical background noise (Sbg) on AUC will be 
discussed later.  
For DBT application with a 50 µm pixel pitch detector, σread < 300 e
- is sufficient to 
detect small (e.g., 150 µm) microcalcifications. Such low noise level could be achieved 
by CMOS APS x-ray detectors [68], [158], [187], [188] or APS detectors based on 
amorphous oxide TFTs [84], [85]. The electronic noise of amorphous oxide TFT APS 
x-ray detectors need to be further studied using fabricated prototype imager.  
The low electronic noise of the DynAMITe CMOS APS detector also features 
possible dose reduction for DBT. In this study, we considered a detector surface air 
Figure 5.10 Calculated AUC for detecting six spheres with diameters of 150 µm. The electronic 




kerma of 8.57 µGy, which is corresponding to a MGD of 1.5 mGy considering a 4.5 cm 
thick breast with 50% glandularity. The MGD calculation was discussed in a previous 
work [68]. To evaluate the impact of MGD, we reduced the detector air kerma to 5.71 
and 2.86 µGy (corresponding to MGD of 1.0 and 0.5 mGy) and calculated AUC for 
high contrast objects (e.g., microcalcifications) with 150 µm diameter using the 
DynAMITe detector. The calculated maximum AUC values are 0.85 and 0.76 using σread 
of 150 e- and MGDs of 1.0 and 0.5 mGy, respectively. Hence, this study indicates that 
possible dose reduction (to 1.0 mGy) can be achieved using the low noise CMOS APS 
x-ray detector without a significant degradation of AUC (a reduction of 0.05).  
 
 
5.5  AUC for Large, Low Contrast Objects 
Based on the task-based analysis, the high resolution medical imaging system has 
demonstrated good reconstructed image quality (as measured by the detectability index 
and AUC) for small, high contrast microcalcifications. Another lesion of interest for 
breast cancer detection is the large (in comparison to small microcalcifications), low 
contrast mass (e.g., C <0.1). It should be noted that mass size can be ranging from 1 mm 
to several centimeters [189]. We selected the lower end (2 mm) as a challenging 
imaging task. Simulation result (not shown) shows that AUC increases (by about 0.05) 
for larger sphere size (e.g., dsp of 4 mm). In this section, AUC for detecting large, low 
contrast objects is evaluated. Object linear attenuation coefficients µobj ranging from 0.6 
to 0.85 were considered, while the background material’s (breast tissue) linear 
attenuation coefficient µbg was fixed at around 0.7 cm
-1. The mean attenuation 
coefficient for low contrast objects is around 0.84 cm-1 corresponding to that of masses 
at a mean x-ray energy of 20 keV [190].  
  
 
5.5.1  Number of display gray levels 
For viewing low contrast objects, the display gray levels’ window width may be 




to more display gray levels distributed within the low image DN range, while the 
maximum displayable image DN is reduced. This can be realized by magnifying the 
image gray codes by a factor χ. Since we assumed that the image gray levels are 
proportional to the linear attenuation coefficients, it is equivalent to change µobj and µbg 
to χµobj and χµbg, respectively.  
Figure 5.11 shows the calculated (a) display luminance contrast (C) and (b) AUC 
for a 2 mm single sphere with µobj ranging from 0.6 to 0.85 cm
-1 and image gray level 
magnification χ of 1 to 5. The total number of display gray levels is 10 bits (or 1024). A 
projection angle range of ±20° and MGD of 1.5 mGy were used. Without gray level 
magnification (χ = 1), an AUC value of 0.81 can be achieved for masses with µobj of 
0.84 cm-1. The AUC can be further improved to 0.95, if χ >2 and C > 0.08.  
However, fluctuation of the contour boundaries can be observed in Figure 5.11 (a) 
and (b) due to the limited number of display gray levels (10 bits), which could lead to 
Figure 5.11 Calculated (a) display luminance contrast and (b) AUC for detecting a large sphere 
with diameters of 2 mm using a display with 10 bits gray levels. (c) and (d) shows the contrast 




inaccurate display luminance. Most of current DBT medical imaging displays (e.g., 
Barco MDMG-5221) have a gray level of 10 bits, which may not be sufficient to realize 
accurate image luminance especially for low contrast objects. On the other hand, the 
output signal (DNs) of the DynAMITe detector is 14 bits. To accommodate display gray 
levels, the 14 bits signal levels has to be truncated to 10 bits for the display. This will 
result in luminance inaccuracy and error in contrast especially for low contrast objects 
(when the luminance is low).  
To address this issue, 12 bits (e.g., EIZO LCD GS521-CL-BK mammography 
display) or higher medical imaging displays would be preferred. Figure 5.11 (c) and (d) 
shows the C and AUC results using 12 bits gray codes. Smooth contour boundaries can 
be realized indicating accurate display luminance levels for low contrast object 
detection. 
 
5.5.2  DBT projection angle range 
Another important parameter for detecting low contrast objects is the geometrical 
x-ray projection angle range θ. In previous discussion, θ was fixed at ±20° for 21 evenly 
distributed projection views (MGD = 1.5 mGy). As shown in Figure 5.4 and also 
described in Chapter 4 [95], a limited θ will result in image information lost in the low 
Figure 5.12 Calculated AUC for a 2 mm sphere (mass with µobj = 0.84 cm-1) using a projection 





spatial frequency range (<1 mm-1), which is associated with the Wtask for detecting large 
spheres.  
Figure 5.12 shows the calculated AUC parameters for detecting a 2 mm sphere with 
µobj of 0.84 cm
-1 using θ ranging from ±5° to ±40°. Image gray level magnification 
factors χ of 1 and 2 were chosen. Regardless of χ, AUC values increase with the θ. To 
maximize the AUC, θ of ±30° or greater is preferred for mass detection. This finding is 
consistent with the contrast-detail test using a CIRS DBT phantom [15]. At θ = ±30°, 
AUC values of 0.85 and 0.99 were achieved with χ of 1 and 2, respectively. Image gray 
level magnification could increase AUC by around 0.15 to 0.2 at all projection angle 
ranges. 
 
5.5.3  Anatomical background noise 
It should be noted that the anatomical background noise (Sbg) of the object could 
also affect the detectability and AUC. In previous sections, β = 2.76 and κ = 10-6 mm3 
were used. Determination of β and κ requires empirical measurements of Sbg for a 
specific object or phantom [181]. In this study, κ as the magnitude of Sbg was varied 
from 10-6 to 3 × 10-6 mm3 to explore the impact of Sbg on AUC for large, low contrast 
sphere detection.  
Figure 5.13 Calculated AUC for a 2 mm sphere (mass with µobj = 0.84 cm-1) using a projection 





It is shown in Figure 5.13 that the calculated AUC values for a large κ of 3 × 10-6 
mm3 at θ = ±30° drops to around 0.72 and 0.94, when χ of 1 and 2 were used, 
respectively. A large Sbg may refer to breasts with a higher density or glandularity. The   
findings indicate potential difficulties in detecting low contrast lesions such as masses in 
breasts with high anatomical background noise (i.e., high glandularity). Using a wider 
projection range (e.g., ±40°) could help improve the detectability for low contrast 
objects in noisy backgrounds as shown in Figure 5.13.  
 
 
5.6  Display and Ambient Luminance 
Finally, the display maximum (Lmax) and ambient luminance (Lamb) levels could 
influence the detectability for both small, high contrast and large, low contrast objects. 
The typical Lmax and Lamb values are around 1000 cd/m
2 (Barco MDMG-5221) and 
below 50 cd/m2 (typical radiology room), respectively.  
As shown in Figure 5.14 (a), we calculated the AUC values for detecting six 
spheres (microcalcifications) with dsp of 150 µm and µobj of 15.9 cm
-1. The display pixel 
pitch (adisp) and zoom factor (λ) were fixed to 165 µm and 10, respectively. As expected, 
AUC will reach its maximum value (>0.9) under large Lmax (>1000 cd/m
2) and small 
Lamb (<50 cd/m
2) values. AUC for high contrast microcalcification detection is more 
sensitive to Lmax, because increasing Lmax would increase the human eye contrast 
sensitivity.  
On the other hand, if large and low contrast objects such as masses (dsp = 2 mm and 
µobj = 0.84 cm
-1) are considered. The Lamb has to be controlled as low as possible as 
presented in Figure 5.14 (b). χ of 2 was used to enhance the image contrast. Since the 
contrast for masses are low, high Lamb (>5 cd/m
2) could lead to further degradation of 
the object luminance contrast and AUC. This finding is consistent with the study by 
Pollard et al [191] and requirements for the ambient luminance (<10 cd/m2) for 
mammography radiology room based on the European protocol [192].  
Briefly, a high Lmax (>1000 cd/m
2) is promising for microcalcification detection, 
while a low Lamb (<5 cd/m




required Lmax is higher than current DBT medical imaging display (e.g., Barco 
MDMG-5221). Also, it is suggested that a dark ambient condition should be used, when 
imaging low contrast objects.  
 
 
5.7  Summary 
This chapter evaluated the detectability for various imaging tasks using the 
high-resolution CMOS APS x-ray detector and medical imaging display. High AUC 
values (>0.9) for both high contrast (such as microcalcifications) and low contrast (such 
as masses) objects have been demonstrated with optimized detector noise and display 
zoom factor and luminance properties. 
So far, the electrical properties, 2D and 3D x-ray imaging performance, and 
task-based detectability of high-resolution CMOS APS x-ray detectors have been 
evaluated. Up to date, there is no doubt that CMOS APS detectors achieve the highest 
detector resolution and lowest electronic noise compared with other active-matrix 
backplane technologies.  
To realize a large detector area (e.g., about 24 cm × 30 cm) for DBT using CMOS 
Figure 5.14 Calculated AUC for detecting (a) six spheres (microcalcifications) with dsp of 150 
µm and µobj of 15.9 cm-1, and (b) single sphere (masses) with dsp of 2 mm and µobj = 0.84 cm-1 




APS detectors, it is possible to tile several wafer-scale (e.g., about 12 cm × 13 cm) 
sub-detectors. Fabrication multiple sub-detectors is required with increased fabrication 
cost. The detector tiling may have detrimental impact on the imaging performance 
without dedicated edge pixel design allowing a narrow butting gap comparable to the 
pixel pitch. Alternative large area, high-resolution, low noise x-ray detectors can also be 





Fabrication and Evaluation of High Mobility 
Amorphous In-Sn-Zn-O Thin-Film Transistors 
6.1  Introduction 
 Amorphous oxide semiconductor TFTs, as the next generation TFT technology, are 
being used in the flat-panel display (e.g., TVs) industry to replace the old a-Si:H TFT 
arrays. The high field-effect mobility (>10 cm2/Vs), low leakage current (<10-13 A), 
good electrical stability and fast response properties make them very desirable for APS 
circuits. In addition, low cost, low temperature, large area panel fabrication process has 
been developed. Therefore, indirect or direct x-ray imagers based on amorphous oxide 
semiconductor TFT APS are very promising for DBT, if a pixel pitch (<75 µm) and 
electronic noise (<300 e-) comparable to CMOS APS can be demonstrated.  
Conventional a-Si:H TFTs enjoyed great success on both active-matrix flat-panel 
displays (AMFPDs) and imagers (AMFPIs) over past decades. However, the field-effect 
mobility of a-Si:H TFT is low (typical µeff of 0.5 to 1 cm
2/Vs). This is because the 
hybridized sp3 orbitals of Si atoms form covalent bonds that are very sensitive to the 
bond angle variations. The atomic structure disorder and bond angle / length fluctuation 
of about 3 to 10% create both band tail states and deep trap states associated with the Si 
defects. These trap states significantly affect carrier (electrons and holes) transport in 
the amorphous material [193]. Such a low mobility is not sufficient for future high 
resolution AMFPDs or APS x-ray detectors for DBT.  
On the other hand, for amorphous oxide semiconductor semiconductors, the 




metal cations (such as In, Ga, Sn or Zn) are isotropic. The sphere shaped isotropic metal 
ns orbitals do not greatly affect the carrier transport between a) the metal ns and oxygen 
2p orbitals and b) the metal ns and metal ns orbitals, in the amorphous phase [88]. As a 
result, µeff in the order of 10 cm
2/Vs or higher can be achieved by amorphous oxide 
semiconductors.  
Among various amorphous oxide semiconductors, amorphous In-Ga-Zn-O (a-IGZO) 
TFTs have been intensively studied and being considered for high-resolution displays 
[87]–[89], [99], [194]–[206] and x-ray imagers [76], [84], [207]. a-IGZO TFTs have 
demonstrated µeff ranging from 5 to 20 cm
2/Vs, a low leakage current of <10-13 A, and 
good electrical stability [87], [194], [198], [199]. These properties are very promising 
for DBT APS x-ray detectors [84].  
Based on Equation 1.20, to develop the TFT-based C-APS circuit with a large 
charge gain, TFTs μeff and gm (proportional to μeff, Equation 1.17) should be further 
improved. A large device channel width over length ratio (WAMP/L) for the amplifying 
TFT, a small on-resistance of the readout TFT (RON), and a low data line series 
resistance (RDATA) are also desirable to achieve a high charge gain. At the same time, 
stable electrical properties with low threshold voltage shift (e.g., |ΔVT| < 1V) must be 
demonstrated under constant bias stress.  
In this chapter, to fulfill the requirement for high performance TFT-based C-APS, 
amorphous In-Sn-Zn-O (a-ITZO) TFTs with even higher field-effect mobility of around 
30 cm2/Vs are proposed, fabricated and evaluated. These TFTs will be used to 
investigate the C-APS circuit to be discussed in Chapter 7.  
 
 
6.2  High Mobility Amorphous In-Sn-Zn-O (a-ITZO) TFTs 
Recently, a-ITZO TFTs with a boosted μeff of ~30 cm
2/Vs, VT of ~1 V, and SS of 
smaller than 0.3 V/dec have attracted much attention as an alternative to a-IGZO TFTs 
[203], [206], [208], [209]. Ryu et al reported that the device properties such as VT and 
SS are highly related to the Sn/(In+Sn+Zn) ratio, while improved device stability was 




electron effective mass (me
*) in a-ITZO varies from 0.23 to 0.28 me
 by changing the 
ratio of (In+Sn)/(In+Sn+Zn) [212]. The obtained a-ITZO me
* is smaller than that of 
a-IGZO (0.34 me) [199], indicating increased field-effect mobility. In addition, the 
average interatomic distance between the In/Sn atoms in a-ITZO was found to be 
around 3.59 Å at (In+Sn)/(In+Sn+Zn) = 67%, which is smaller than the In atom 
interatomic distance in a-IGZO (4.35 Å, In/(In+Ga+Zn) = 33%) [212]. The closer In/Sn 
interatomic distance is expected to enhance the overlaps between In-5s and Sn-5s 
atomic orbitals resulting in increased conduction band mobility. The impacts of process 
conditions on device parameters and electrical instability should also be investigated. 
 We fabricated DC sputtered a-ITZO TFTs and optimized the process conditions. 
The normalized weight ratio of our a-ITZO target is In2O3 : ZnO : SnO2 = 1 : 2.67 : 1.24. 
The voltage-dependent field-effect mobility of a-ITZO TFTs were investigated with 
parameters extracted using two different analytical methods. We also studied the 
impacts of channel thickness and oxygen gas flow ratio on device performance. Finally, 
the electrical stability of a-ITZO TFTs under positive and negative BTS was evaluated 
and compared with that of a-IGZO TFTs. 
 
 
6.3  Device Fabrication 
Figure 6.1 shows the cross-sectional and top views of the fabricated a-ITZO TFT by 
shadow masks to avoid influence of the photolithography steps on a-ITZO channel 
optimization. We used highly doped (p++) silicon wafers with a 100 nm thermal oxide 
(SiO2) layer as the substrate. The highly-doped silicon and thermal oxide acted as the 
gate electrode and gate insulator, respectively. The a-ITZO film was deposited on the 
substrate by DC sputtering in a mixture of Ar / O2 gases at a pressure of 0.53 Pa and a 
DC power density of 3.1 W/cm2. The O2 gas flow ratio (O2 gas flow rate / (Ar gas flow 
rate + O2 gas flow rate) × 100%) was varied from 0 to 50%, while the pressure was kept 
constant. After the a-ITZO deposition, the a-ITZO film was annealed at 350 ˚C for 30 
min. Then molybdenum (Mo) was DC sputtered as the source/drain (S/D) electrodes. 




fabricated TFTs were annealed again at 300 ˚C for 30 min. The channel width (W) and 
length (L) of the shadow mask TFTs were measured to be 310 and 180 μm, respectively. 
No passivation layer was used to the device structure. 
 
6.4  Electrical Properties of a-ITZO TFTs 
6.4.1  Current-voltage characteristics of a-ITZO TFTs 
Figure 6.2 (a) shows the output characteristics of a-ITZO TFT under various 
gate-to-source voltages (VGS) ranging from 0 to 20 V. The O2 gas flow ratio and a-ITZO 
thickness were 5% and 50 nm, respectively. A clear distinction between linear and 
saturation regions was observed. Figure 6.2 (b) represents the detail of the output 
characteristics for small drain-to-source voltage (VDS) ranging from 0 to 1.0 V. To 
evaluate the a-ITZO / Mo S/D contact properties, the derivative of the output 
characteristics (∂ID/∂VDS) is also shown. The result represents linear output  





characteristics at small VDS, which indicates that ohmic contacts are formed between 
a-ITZO and Mo S/D electrodes. 
 Figure 6.3 (a) shows the transfer characteristics of a-ITZO TFTs at VDS = 0.1 and 10 
V. The gate current is sufficiently low demonstrating proper device operation. Lower 
off-current (Ioff) is expected for TFTs patterned by photolithography. We initially 
extracted the device parameters such as the VT and μeff using standard MOSFET 
equations in the linear (VDS = 0.1 V) and saturation regions (VDS = 10 V): 
 , ( ) ,D lin eff ox GS T DS
W
I C V V V
L
    (6.1) 
Figure 6.2 (a) An example of output characteristics of a-ITZO TFT fabricated using mechanical 
mask. (b) Zoom-in output characteristics in the region of VDS up to 1.0 V is also shown. The 
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    (6.2) 
where W and L are channel width and length, and Cox is the gate capacitance per unit 
area (~35.4 nF/cm2).  
Figure 6.3 (b) shows the ID-VGS and ID
1/2-VGS relationships in the linear and 
saturation regions, respectively. The linear fitting method based on 10%-90% of 
maximum ID was used for initial extraction of VT and μeff. More accurate models for 
field-effect mobility extraction will be discussed in Section 6.4.2. The SS was extracted 
Figure 6.3 (a) An example of transfer characteristics of a-ITZO TFT in the logarithm scale. (b) 
Device performance in linear and saturation regions is also shown. The a-ITZO film thickness 





at the maximum slope point from the subthreshold region from Figure 6. 3 (a) using SS 
= {Max[dlog(ID)/dVGS]}
-1. The electrical parameters for the a-ITZO TFTs extracted by 
this approach are summarized in Table 6.1. The extracted field-effect mobility in the 
linear and saturation regions are 30.6 and 25.6 cm2/Vs, respectively. These values are 




(VDS = 0.1 V) 
Saturation region 
(VDS = 10 V) 
VT (V) 1.6 1.0 
μeff (cm2/Vs) 30.6 25.6 
SS (V/dec) 0.38 0.39 
Table 6.1 Electrical properties of a-ITZO TFT fabricated using shadow mask 
 
6.4.2  Field-effect mobility of a-ITZO TFTs 
The μeff extracted using the 10%-90% linear fitting method (Table 6.1) neglected 
the gate voltage dependence. Thus these values are considered as average values over 
the TFT operation region. However, it can be seen in Figure 6.3 (b) that the ID-VGS (VDS 
= 0.1 V) and ID
1/2-VGS (VDS = 10 V) curves are not perfectly linear, indicating that the 
slope of this curve or field-effect mobility is gate voltage dependent; i.e. μeff(VGS). The 
μeff(VGS) is associated with the conduction band tail states trapping a portion of electrons 
in the channel [199]. As VGS increases (Fermi level increases), more of these states are 
filled. Thereby, an increased number of free electrons can contribute into drain current 
leading to an increased μeff. For a-ITZO TFTs, a more accurate field-effect mobility 
model taking the gate voltage dependence into consideration needs to be developed. 
First, as shown in Figure 6.4, we extracted the incremental field-effect mobility (μinc) 
as a function of VG in (a) linear and (b) saturation regions using the following equations: 
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The μinc of a-ITZO TFT increases with VGS, which is in agreement with a nonlinear  
ID-VGS behavior. Similar behavior was also observed for a-IGZO TFTs in previous work 
[87]. The maximum μinc (Max(μinc)) for the linear and saturation regions are 36.6 and 
32.8 cm2/Vs. As expected, the Max(μinc) values are greater than the average μeff values 
in Table 6.1.  
Taking the μeff(VGS) into consideration, in the linear and saturation region, Equation 
6.1 and 6.2 can be respectively written as 
 , ( ) ( ) ,D lin eff GS ox GS T DS
W
I V C V V V
L
        (6.5) 
Figure 6.4 An example of the incremental field-effect mobility in (a) linear (VDS = 0.1 V) and 
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  (6.7) 
where γ is a power law mobility coefficient describing the dependence of μeff on (VGS – 
VT) as an indicator of conduction band tail states density, and K (in the unit of cm
2 V-γ s-1) 
is a material dependence parameter [199]. The parameter K is dependent on the a-ITZO 
intrinsic band mobility (μ0), critical voltage (VC), and γ (K = μ0 × VC
1-γ) [87]. 
Considering a μ0 of 50 cm
2/Vs, γ of ~1.15, VC of 1627 V, and K of 16.5 cm
2 V-γ s-1 were 
extracted through SPICE parameters extraction for a-ITZO TFTs fabricated by 
photolithography.  
Substituting Equation 6.7 to Equation 6.5 and 6.6, we have 
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From Equation 6.3, 6.4, 6.8 and 6.9, the incremental field-effect mobility in the 
linear (μinc,lin) and saturation (μinc,sat) regions can be described as  
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In the ideal case, γ = 1, thus the field-effect mobility is a constant K, i.e. μeff = μinc,lin 
= μinc,sat =μ0 = K. In the linear region, ∂μinc/∂VGS = Kγ(γ – 1)(VGS – VT)
γ-2. Assume 1< γ 
<2, then (γ – 2) <0, thus the maximum of ∂μinc/∂VGS is obtained when (VGS – VT) 
approaches zero. Hence, VT in the linear region can be extracted, when ∂μinc/∂VGS 
reaches the maximum. This approach also works for the saturation region. The extracted 
VT values in the linear and saturation regions are 1.3 and 1.1 V, respectively. These VT 
values will also be used to extract K and γ. 
 In this study, we propose two methods to extract VT, K, and γ in the linear and 




the logarithm of drain current ratio by changing the VT value [87], [213].  
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where I0 is a sufficiently large reference drain current at VGS = V0, i.e. I0 = ID(VGS = V0). 
We chose V0 = 5V with I0 = 0.58 μA. For a specific VT value, γ can be extracted from 
the slope of linearly fitted log(ID/I0) vs. log((VGS-VT)/(V0-VT)). By varying the VT value, 
the optimum VT and thus γ were determined, when the RMS standard error of the linear 
fitting reached the minimum. Figure 6.5 (a) shows an example of extracted linear region 
γ and corresponding linear fitting RMS standard error for selected VT ranging from 0.5 
to 1.3 V. When the standard error reached the minimum, VT of 0.9 V and γ of 1.27 were 
obtained for the linear region. Then K = 15.9 cm2 V-γ s-1 can be obtained by operating 
another linear fitting to Equation 6.8. 
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 By applying the same linear fitting to log(ID/I0) vs. log((VGS-VT)/(V0-VT)), we 
extracted the saturation region VT, γ, and K of 0.7 V, 1.32, and 11.9 cm
2 V-γ s-1, 
respectively.  
 The second method (Method 2) first extracts VT from the maximum of ∂μinc/∂VGS 
(i.e. the second order derivative of ID vs. VGS) [87], [214]. We assume that ∂μinc/∂VGS 
increases in the subthreshold region and decreases in the threshold region due to the 
difference properties of deep gap and band tail states in a-ITZO films [92]. Based on 
this method, as shown in Figure 6.4, VT = 1.3 V and 1.1 V were obtained for the linear 
and saturation regions, respectively.  
Equation 6.10 and 6.11 can be modified as  
 ,log( ) log( ) ( 1) log( ),inc lin GS TK V V        (6.14) 
 ,
1
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By linear fitting of log(μinc) vs. log(VGS – VT), (γ – 1) and K can be extracted from 
the slope and intercept of the plot, respectively. As shown in Figure 6.6, using this  
second order derivative method (Method 2), VT = 1.3 V, γ = 1.22 and K = 18.3 cm
2 V-γ 
s-1 were extracted in the linear region. In the saturation region, we acquired VT = 1.1 V, γ 
= 1.33 and K = 12.0 cm2 V-γ s-1. 
Figure 6.7 shows the experimental and calculated μinc and ID by substituting VT, γ, 
and K extracted by two different methods. Calculated curves using both methods fit the 
experimental data in the linear and saturation regions. Parameters extracted using both 
methods are listed in the Table in Figure 6.7. In comparison to the parameters extracted 
previously for a-IGZO TFTs (γ ~1.5, K ~1.8) [87], a smaller γ and a greater K were   
Figure 6.5 Method 1: (a) Extracted linear region (VDS = 0.1 V) γ by linear fitting of log(ID/I0) vs. 
log((VGS-VT)/(V0-VT)) at various VT (V0 = 5V, and I0 = 0.58 μA). The corresponding standard 




obtained for a-ITZO TFTs. The smaller γ demonstrates suppressed μeff dependence on 
VGS and a reduction in the conduction band tail states, while the large K indicates 
increased a-ITZO band mobility in comparison to a-IGZO.  
However, it was observed that VT extracted using the second derivative method 
(Method 2) is greater than the experimental data. We believe the VT deviation can be 
induced by the neglected series resistance of source/drain contacts (RS/D) during the 
parameter extraction. The RS/D will induce a negative threshold voltage shift (∆VT = 
ID×RS/D) to the experimental data, while this shift is neglected for the calculated data. 
Moreover, a greater ID in the saturation region will result in a smaller VT and a reduced 
μinc,sat in compassion to that of the linear region as shown in the table of Figure 6.7 (b). 
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The greater VT extracted by Method 2 will lead to a smaller calculated ID as shown 
in Figure 6.7 (b). For the least square linear fit method (Method 1), the impact of RS/D 
on VT was suppressed by dividing (VGS-VT) by (V0-VT). Therefore, Method 1 is 
suggested for μeff(VGS) and VT extraction to minimize the impact of RS/D. Compare VT 
extracted using Method 1 and 2, a ∆VT of 0.4 V is expected for both the linear and 
Figure 6.6 Method 2: Experimental and linear fitted log(μinc) vs. log(VGS – VT) in both linear 





saturation regions. Taking ID of 8.2 × 10
-8 to 2.6 × 10-8 A at VT ranging from 1.1 to 1.3 V, 
RS/D of 4.9 to 15 MΩ is obtained.  
 
 
6.5  Device Optimization 
6.5.1  Active layer thickness  
To optimize the a-ITZO TFT device performance, the impacts of a-ITZO thickness 
on device electrical properties were evaluated. We fabricated a-ITZO TFTs with a-ITZO 
channel thickness ranging from 15 to 100 nm. As shown in Figure 6.8, VT, and μeff for 
Figure 6.7 Experimental and calculated μinc (a) and ID (b) in both linear and saturation regions 
using parameters extracted by Method 1 (least square linear fit method) and 2 (second order 




devices with various channel thickness (at O2 gas flow rate of 10%) were extracted 
using the 10%-90% fitting method, while SS was extracted at the maximum slope point 
in the subthreshold region. To minimize the statistical error, averaged VT, μeff and SS 
over multiple samples are shown. It is observed that VT and SS decrease with increase of 
the a-ITZO thickness that is consistent with the results of a-IGZO TFTs (also shown in 
Figure 6.8). VT, μeff and SS saturate at a-ITZO thickness larger than 50 nm. 
The SS is generally considered as an indicator of the sum of the deep bulk states 
(NBS, in cm
-3/eV) and gate insulator-semiconductor interface trap states (NSS, in cm
-2/eV) 
Figure 6.8 Averaged (a) threshold voltage, (b) field-effect mobility using the 10%-90% fitting 
method, and (c) subthreshold swing at the maximum slope point in the subthreshold region for 
devices with various a-ITZO thickness. The oxygen gas flow ratio for the fabricated devices is 
10%. Extracted device parameters for a-IGZO TFTs (oxygen gas flow rate = 5%) with active 




[87], [215]. Here we consider an effective maximum area density of states (Neff, in 













  (6.17) 
where k is the Boltzmann constant, T is the temperature, and q is the electron charge. 
Taking the SS values in the linear region (VDS = 0.1 V), the Neff were calculated to 
be 8.5 × 1012, 4.9 × 1012, 1.5 × 1012, and 1.5 × 1012 cm-3/eV for channel thicknesses of 
15, 30, 50 and 100 nm, respectively.  
The trend of VT variation with channel thickness is highly correlated with changes 
of SS. The reduction in Neff will increase the free carriers in the channel. Therefore, the 
VT is decreasing for thicker a-ITZO films. Similar result was observed for a-IGZO TFTs 
with channel thickness from 5 to 50 nm (Figure 6.8). Therefore, to achieve a small 
threshold voltage, low SS, and high field-effect mobility, a-ITZO films of at least 50 nm 
should be deposited.  
The observed high Neff (i.e. increase in VT and SS) for a-ITZO TFTs with thin active 
layers (e.g. 15 and 30 nm) is likely to induce smaller μeff values due to electron trapping. 
This is consistent with our observations for a-IGZO TFTs (Figure 2.17). However, an 
abnormally high μeff was observed for the 15 nm a-ITZO TFT.  
It is possible to explain the high μeff for the 15 nm a-ITZO TFT by the gate-bias 
induced back-channel current. Since the devices were not passivated, hydrogen (H) 
atoms from the atmosphere (e.g. H2O) could possibly diffuse into the a-ITZO 
back-channel and form donor-like trap states [217], [218]. These states would not be 
ionized and remain inactive (neutral) for thick a-ITZO films (i.e. the back-channel is not 
depleted). However, for very thin films (e.g. 15 nm), the donor-like states on the 
backchannel will overlap with the front channel region and be ionized by the positive 
gate bias generating H+ ions. During this process, additional electrons are provided to 
the overlapped channel region, increasing the operational current of the TFT. This 
behavior is similar to having a dual-gate TFT with both the front and back-channel 
currents contribute to IDS [194]. As a result, higher field-effect mobility will be extracted 
for the ultra-thin 15 nm a-ITZO TFT.  




using Method 1 were 0.83 and 0.85 for 15 nm and 30 nm channel thicknesses, 
respectively. We also found that μinc,lin decreases with VGS indicating γ < 1. This is a 
unique feature for TFTs with a large rc [199]. For thin a-ITZO films with thickness < 30 
nm, the large SS and VT indicate a large number of trap states and limited free electrons. 
We expect that the Fermi level will be deeper within the bandgap. As the result, the 
a-ITZO (< 30 nm) / Mo source and drain contacts can be considered as Schottky 
junctions with a large rc rather than ideal ohmic contacts. Therefore, we expect that the 
high μeff for 15 nm a-ITZO TFT should not be due to a low rc. 
 
6.5.2  Oxygen flow ratio optimization 
To optimize the O2 gas flow ratio (PO2) during a-ITZO sputtering, we fabricated 
a-ITZO TFTs with 50 nm channel thickness using various PO2 from 0 to 50%. The 
extracted device parameters such as VT, μeff and SS using the 10%-90% fitting method 
are shown in Figure 6.9. In general, when PO2 is increased from 0 to 5%, VT and SS are 
decreasing while μeff is increasing. Further increase of PO2 (> 5%) leads an increase of 
VT and SS with a reduction in μeff. The PO2 effects on a-ITZO TFT device properties are 
very similar to our previous observations on a-IGZO TFTs [90]. 
For PO2 increased from 5 to 50 %, VT and SS increase, while μeff decreases. The PO2 
is possibly related to the acceptor-like deep states, which can be considered as weakly 
bonded excess oxygen states (O0 or O-) [90], [219]. Our previous study on a-IGZO 
TFTs shows that, for higher PO2, the peak of acceptor-like states (excess oxygen states) 
increases. At the same time, the mean energy position of acceptor-like states shifts to the 
conduction band [90]. Both the peak increment and mean energy position shift will trap 
more electrons in the channel to form ionized stable O2- states. As a result, both VT and 
SS increase, while μeff reduces with increasing PO2.  
Alternatively, the reduction of μeff with increasing PO2 could also be associated with 
the increase of acceptor-like conduction band tail states. Based on our previous 
numerical simulation results, if this is the case, γ must increase for higher PO2 [199]. 
However, the γ values in the linear region extracted using Method 1 are 1.27 and 1.17 
for PO2 of 5 and 50%, respectively. Therefore, this assumption is not valid. It is most 




acceptor-like deep states (O0 or O-) instead of conduction band tail states for higher PO2.  
For PO2 of 0% in comparison to 5%, a higher VT, SS, and a lower μeff are observed. 
The γ in the linear region (γ = 1.29) for PO2 = 0% extracted using Method 1 is slightly 
higher that of PO2 = 5% (1.27). The authors expect that at very low PO2 (0%), i.e. high 
Ar gas flow ratio, the deposited a-ITZO film microscopic quality is reduced because of 
the damages caused by high energy Ar plasma bombardments. The conduction band tail 
states should increase resulting in a larger γ, a low μeff and a high VT and SS [90], [199]. 
The discontinuity of SS at PO2 = 0% may originate from the experimental error. A 
Figure 6.9 Extracted (a) threshold voltage, (b) field-effect mobility using the 10%-90% fitting 
method, and (c) subthreshold swing at the maximum slope point in the subthreshold region for 
devices fabricated using oxygen gas flow ratio from 0 to 50%. The a-ITZO film thickness is 




relatively large SS fluctuation was observed, when a relatively large VGS increment (0.5 
V) was used during the measurement. As shown in Figure 6.9, the optimal PO2 for 
a-ITZO TFT fabrication is 5% for a-ITZO channel thickness of 50 nm. 
 
 
6.6  Electrical Stability 
It is critical to evaluate the electrical stability of a-ITZO TFTs for industrial mass 
production. Figure 6.10 shows the variation of transfer characteristics of a-ITZO TFTs 
(50 nm a-ITZO thickness, 5% O2 gas flow ratio) in the saturation region (VDS = 10 V) 
during (a) positive bias-temperature stress (PBTS) and (b) negative bias-temperature 
stress (NBTS) at stress temperature of 70 °C. During PBTS, a positive DC gate bias of 
VG,stress = +10 V was applied to the gate, while the S/D contacts were grounded. After a 
stress time of 103 seconds, a positive threshold voltage shift of ∆VT = +0.54 V, a 
field-effect mobility drop of ∆μeff = -1.4 cm
2/Vs (5.1%), and a slightly SS increase of 
+0.04 V/dec (13%) were observed (Figure 6.11). The threshold voltage was extracted as 
the VGS when ID = 10
-7 A (constant drain current method); the 10%-90% linear fitting 
method was used to extract μeff; and the SS was extracted by the maximum inverse of 
the log(ID)-VGS slope in the subthreshold region. During NBTS, a negative DC gate bias 
of VG,stress = -10 V was applied to the gate. As shown in Figure 6.11, a negative threshold 
voltage shift of ∆VT = -0.50 V, a field-effect mobility increase of ∆μeff = +4.9 cm
2/Vs 
(18%), and a SS increase of +0.1 V/dec (34%). It should be noticed that no passivation 
layer was used in the device structure. 
We also compared the ∆VT of a-ITZO TFTs with that of a-IGZO TFTs (without 
passivation layer) in Figure 6.11 (c). The ∆VT for a-IGZO TFT is +2.6 and -1.6 for 
PBTS and NBTS, respectively. It is clear that a-ITZO TFTs can achieve better electrical 
stability (i.e. reduced ∆VT) in comparison to a-IGZO TFTs. The improved electrical 
stability of a-ITZO TFT is very promising for APS x-ray imager application, where the 
TFTs are continuously bias-stressed.  
Lee et al reported that the positive ∆VT for a-IGZO TFTs during PBTS increases 




in Figure 6.12. For PO2 from 5 to 50%, ∆VT of a-ITZO TFTs during PBTS keeps 
increasing. This finding indicates that ∆VT during PBTS is oxygen-related, which can be  
associated with the acceptor-like excess oxygen states (O0 or O-). We expect that, during 
PBTS, O2 or H2O in the ambient atmosphere can diffuse into the channel layer and form 
weakly bonded O0 or O- states. These acceptor-like states can possibly trap electrons in 
the channel layer and form more stable O2- states. The generation of negatively charged 
sites in the a-ITZO channel will lead to a positive shift of VT. This effect is enhanced 
when PO2 is increased (i.e. ∆VT increases with the increase of PO2). It is likely that a 
large PBTS ∆VT for PO2 = 0% is due to larger number of conduction band tail states 
induced by Ar plasma bombardment of the channel layer during the film growth [90].  
 On the contrary, we did not observe ∆VT variation with PO2 for NBTS. Thereby, the 
Figure 6.10 An example of the variations of transfer characteristics of a-ITZO TFT during (a) 




negative ∆VT for a-ITZO TFTs during NBTS is not related to oxygen gas. A simple 
mechanism to explain this effect is H+ doping to the a-ITZO film from H2O molecules 
in the ambient air [217], [218]. The H+ ion can be attracted (diffuse or drifted) into the 
a-ITZO film, when VGS is negative. The positive charge sites in the active layer will 
induce a negative shift of VT.  
It is also shown in Figure 6.12 that the experimental window as defined by O2 flow 
ratio is very narrow (5 – 10%) to achieve electrically stable a-ITZO TFTs. The 
optimized O2 flow ratio is 5% taking into account both the device characteristics (VT, 
μeff and SS) and electrical stability. 
Figure 6.11 Variations in (a) field-effect mobility, (b) subthreshold swing, and (c) threshold 
voltage shift at VDS = 10 V after stress time up to 103 seconds at 70 °C. The gate stress voltage is 
+10 and -10 V for PBTS and NBTS, respectively. The threshold voltage shift of a-IGZO TFT 






6.7  Summary 
This chapter discussed the device fabrication, electrical properties, process 
optimization, and stability of a-ITZO TFTs. a-ITZO TFTs have demonstrated both high 
field-effect mobility (>30 cm2/Vs) and good electrical stability, which are promising for 
APS. Oxygen flow ratio of 5% and a-ITZO active layer of 50 nm are recommended for 
device fabrication. Based on the device characteristics, in Chapter 7, we will propose 
a-ITZO TFT C-APS circuits for DBT. The circuit performance will be evaluated using 
SPICE simulation.  
Figure 6.12 Impact of oxygen gas flow ratio on threshold voltage shift of a-ITZO TFTs with 50 
nm channel thickness after 1k seconds stress time. The gate stress voltage is +10 and -10 V for 





a-ITZO TFT APS Pixel Circuit for Indirect X-Ray 
Detectors 
7.1  Chapter Overview 
The objective of this chapter is to evaluate the electrical properties of C-APS 
circuits based on the high mobility a-ITZO TFTs. To realize comparable imaging 
performance of the a-ITZO TFT C-APS with CMOS APS, we need to investigate the 
properties of such pixel circuit.  
The C-APS circuits are based on a combination of a B-doped – intrinsic – P-doped 
(p+-i-n+) a-Si:H photodiode and a-ITZO TFTs. Section 7.2 discusses the 
photolithography fabrication process of the a-ITZO TFTs and the a-Si:H p+-i-n+ 
photodiode. Device characteristics and SPICE models of the a-ITZO TFTs and a-Si:H 
p+-i-n+ photodiodes are presented in Section 7.3. Based on the devices characteristics, a 
SPICE model for the a-Si:H photodiode / a-ITZO TFT C-APS are developed and 
investigated in Section 7.4. Next, Section 7.5 discusses the electrical properties of the 
proposed C-APS circuit. Voltage gain, charge gain, signal linearity, and the impact of 
the a-ITZO TFT threshold voltage shifts on C-APS are evaluated. A layout for a pixel 
pitch of 50 µm and an associated fabrication process are suggested in Section 7.6. Data 
line loadings for 4k-resolution x-rays imagers are computed and taken into 
consideration to study their impact on circuit performances as discussed in Section 7.7. 






7.2  Device Fabrication 
7.2.1  Photolithography process for a-ITZO TFTs 
The fabrication process of the back-channel-etched (BCE) a-ITZO TFT have been 
discussed and published by Nakata et al. [220]. First, a gate electrode (Mo) was 
sputtered on a glass substrate. After patterning the gate electrode, a 470-nm-thick 
amorphous silicon oxide (a-SiOx) as a gate insulator were deposited using the 
plasma-enhanced chemical vapor deposition (PECVD). Next, the a-ITZO film was 
deposited by DC sputtering with an O2 flow ratio of 5% (O2 flow ratio optimized in 
Chapter 6), subsequently patterned by a wet etching process, and then annealed at 
300 °C. Afterward, the S/D electrodes (Mo) were deposited by sputtering and patterned 
by the phosphoric acid, acetic acid, and nitric acid (PAN) etchant. A second annealing 
process at 200 °C were applied in ambient air. Finally, an organic or inorganic film 
acting as a passivation layer is deposited over the a-ITZO TFT [220]. Figure 7.1 (a) 
shows the cross-section view of the fabricated a-ITZO TFT. 
 
7.2.2  a-Si:H p+-i-n+ photodiode 
The fabrication process of the a-Si:H p+-i-n+ photodiode was described in [221], 
[222]. Mo was used as the bottom cathode electrode. Using PECVD, a 50-nm-thick 
heavily P-doped (n+) layer, a 1-µm-thick undoped/intrinsic a-Si layer, and a 50-nm-thick 
heavily B-doped (p+) layer were sequentially deposited. Next, indium-tin-oxide (ITO), a 
transparent anode electrode, was deposited on the top of the p+ layer. Then, the a-Si:H 
p+-i-n+ photodiode was annealed at 150 °C to suppress the excess current coming from 
extrinsic defect generation. The a-Si:H p+-i-n+ photodiode is top-illuminated through the 
transparent ITO anode. This photodiode structure is adopted to realize a low dark 
current under reverse bias and high quantum efficiency. Figure 7.1 (b) shows the 
cross-section view of the a-Si:H photodiode.  
To realize 50 µm pixel pitch C-APS circuit with a high pixel fill factor, the stacked 
structure is proposed for a-ITZO TFT C-APS. The cross-sectional view of the stacked 




structure, the a-Si:H p+-i-n+ photodiode is fabricated on top of the TFT APS array. The 
complete pixel layout and fabrication process will be discussed in Section 7.6.    
 
 
7.3  Device Characteristics and SPICE Models 
7.3.1  a-ITZO TFT electrical characteristics 
Figure 7.2 (a) and (b) (symbols) show the measured transfer (ID vs. VGS) and output 
(ID vs. VDS) characteristics of the a-ITZO TFT with channel width / length (W/L) equals 
to 35 µm/15 µm. The transfer characteristic was obtained by sweeping VGS from -20 V 
to 20 V for VDS at 0.1 V (linear region) and 20 V (saturation region). On the other hand, 
the output characteristic was acquired by sweeping VDS from 0 V to 20 V, while VGS was 
fixed at 0, 5, 10, 15 and 20 V.  
As described in Chapter 6, the incremental field-effect mobility as a function of VGS 
in linear (µinc_lin) region and in saturation region (µinc_sat) can be calculated by Equation 
6.3 and 6.4, respectively. Extracted values of µinc_lin and µinc_sat are 27.6 and 31.2 cm
2/Vs 
at VGS = 10 V. The device mobility is gate voltage dependent with extracted γ of around 
1.15. The minimum subthreshold swing is 153 mV/dec. Fabricated device also achieved 
a IOFF lower than 10
-14 A. Using the linear fitting method based on 10% to 90% of 
maximum ID of transfer characteristics in linear scale, the extracted initial VT is -0.93 V.  





7.3.2  SPICE model for a-ITZO TFT 
We developed an a-ITZO TFT SPICE model by modifying the Rensselaer 
Polytechnic Institute (RPI) a-Si:H TFT model (LEVEL = 35) [223]. All the extracted 
SPICE parameters for the a-ITZO TFTs are listed and described in Table 7.1.  
The field-effect mobility model described in Section 6.4.2 can be used to extract the 
most important parameters above threshold such as VTO, GAMMA, and VAA. 
Specifically, based on Equation 6.7,  
Figure 7.2 Experimental and simulated (using developed SPICE model) (a) transfer 
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  (7.1) 
where MUBAND = µ0, VTO = VT, VAA = VC, and GAMMA = γ – 1.  
The simulated transfer and output characteristics of the a-ITZO TFT using the 
Silvaco SmartSpice software are also shown in Figure 7.2 (solid lines). It has been 
demonstrated that a good fit between the experimental data and simulated curves can be 
achieved in this study.  
 
Table 7.1 SPICE parameters for fabricated a-ITZO TFTs. 
 
 
7.3.3  a-Si:H p+-i-n+ photodiode characteristics 
Figure 7.3 (a) shows the measured dark I-V characteristics (symbols) of an a-Si:H 




VTO Zero-bias threshold voltage -2 V 
GAMMA Power low mobility parameter (i.e., γ – 1) 0.151 
VAA Characteristic voltage for field-effect mobility 1.62 × 103 V 
ALPHASAT Saturation modulation parameter 0.526 
LAMBDA Channel modulation parameter 6.9 × 10-3 V-1 
M Knee shape parameter 1.59 
MUBAND Electron band mobility 50 cm2/Vs 
DELTA Transition width parameter 5 




VFB Flat-band voltage -5 V 
V0 Characteristic voltage of deep states 0.399 V 
GMIN Mid-gap density of states 4.96 × 1014 cm-3eV-1 
DEF0 Dark Fermi level position 1.5 eV 
NC Effective conduction band density of states 5 × 1018 cm-3 
Leakage 
region 
IOL Zero-bas leakage current 10-12 A 
VDSL Hole leakage current drain voltage parameter 103 V 
VGSL Hole leakage current gate voltage parameter 102 
SIGMA0 Minimum leakage current 10-18 A 
Others 
EPSI Relative permittivity of gate insulator 3.9 
EPS Relative permittivity of a-ITZO 10 




p+-i-n+ photodiode adopted from [221], normalized to an active area of 40 × 40 µm2 that 
is suitable for proposed pixel circuit. Considering a 50 µm pixel pitch, this will lead to a 
fill factor of 0.64, which can be realize using the stacked structure (a-Si:H photodiode 
on top of the passivated TFT APS array). A very low dark current of around 2 × 10-16 A 
can be achieved using the a-Si:H photodiode. Such a low dark current is very promising 
to realize a low electronic noise for APS x-ray imagers as described Section 7.8. It 
should be noted that the proposed a-Si:H photodiode was scaled down from a larger 
fabricated device.  
 
7.3.4  SPICE model for a-Si:H p+-i-n+ photodiode 
We have also developed a SPICE model (Figure 7.3 (b)) for the a-Si:H p+-i-n+ 
photodiode using a basic diode (D) model (Level = 1) in combination with the series (RS) 
and shunt resistances (Rsh), photodiode capacitance (CPD), and current source to 
simulate the photocurrent (Iph). Table 7.2 lists all the SPICE parameters for the a-Si:H 
photodiode model. The simulated (scaled down) photodiode (active area: 40 × 40 µm2) 
I-V characteristics using SmartSpice is consistent with the experimental results obtained 
by Weisfield et al. that was also scaled down to a 40 × 40 µm2 photodiode active area 
[221].  
Figure 7.3 (a) Measured [221] and simulated I-V characteristics for an a-Si:H p+-i-n+ 





Parameter Description Value 
JS Saturation current density 6.25 pA/cm2 
N Ideality factor 165 
RS Series resistance 120 Ω cm2 
Rsh Shunt resistance 304 GΩ cm2 
Iph Photocurrent 0 – 9 pA 
CPD Photodiode capacitance 0.12 pF 
Table 7.2 SPICE parameters for the a-Si:H p+-i-n+ photodiode. 
 
7.4  a-Si:H p+-i-n+ Photodiode / a-ITZO TFT C-APS Circuit 
7.4.1  C-APS circuit 
A SPICE model for the C-APS circuit has been developed by combining the 
a-ITZO TFT and a-Si:H photodiode devices models. As discussed in Section 1.4.2, the 
C-APS readout circuit is chosen due to the fast readout speed and high charge gain in 
comparison to V-APS.   
Figure 7.4 (a) shows the circuit schematics for the C-APS circuit using three 
a-ITZO TFTs (reset: TRS, amplifying: TAMP, and readout: TRD) and a top-anode a-Si:H 
p+-i-n+ photodiode. The pixel capacitance (CPIX ≈ 0.14 pF) is a combination of the CPD 
(0.12 pF) and all pixel input parasitic capacitance of around 0.019 pF. Iph is a current 
source simulating the photocurrent. VDD (10 V) and VPD (5V) are dc voltage supplies.  
The operation principle of TFT-based C-APS was described in Section 1.4.2. 
Briefly, TRS resets the input charge stored on the pixel capacitance during the reset 
period. Photodiode detects photo signals and stores collected carriers during the 
integration period. TAMP amplifies detected photo-induced signals and acts as a constant 
current source (IOUT) whose value is controlled by its gate voltage (VIN) during the 
readout period. TRD is treated like an access controlling the connection between APS 
and the external readout circuit.  
The readout circuit is based on the switched integrator including an operational 
amplifier (op-amp), a feedback capacitor (CFB), and an external reset switch (SWER). 
The op-amp provides a high gain to sustain the virtual short between its positive 




voltages (VOUT = QOUT/CFB) used for reconstructing x-ray images by the back-end signal 
processing. The SWER was used to reset VOUT. In this work, the PSpice model of the 
commercial ACF2101 (Texas Instruments) switched integrator was adopted for the 
C-APS simulation [224]. The maximum and minimum output voltages for the op-amp 
are 15 V and -15 V, respectively. With this wide output voltage range, a large CFB is 
unnecessary to prevent VOUT from reaching saturation easily. 
Figure 7.4 (b) sketches an example driving scheme for the C-APS circuit. VRS and 
VRD are the gate voltage pulse for TRS and TRD, respectively. tRS, tINT, tRD, and tframe are 
the, integration, readout time, and frame period respectively. tER is the time when SWER 
Figure 7.4 (a) Circuit illustration of the proposed a-ITZO TFT C-APS with the switched 
integrator readout circuit. (b) Driving scheme of the C-APS circuit. VRS, VRD, VIN and VOUT are 
the applied gate voltage for TRS, TRD, input, and output voltage, respectively; Iph is the 
photocurrent; SWER is the external reset switch signal; tRS, tINT, tRD, and tframe are the reset, 





is open. When Iph pulse is applied, the photocurrent decreases VIN during tINT. A VIN shift 
will vary the gate voltage of TAMP and change IOUT and VOUT consequently.  
 
7.4.2  SPICE simulation 
Silvaco SmartSpice software was used to evaluate C-APS circuit. In the SPICE 
simulation, VDD was set higher than VPD by 5V to ensure that the photodiode is reverse 
biased. The gate OFF/ON voltages were chosen to be -5V / 10V for TRS and TRD. 
During APS operation, since VDD is greater than VIN – VT, TAMP works in the saturation 
region. The TFT channel widths (W’s) and length (L = 3 µm) were determined based on 
a 50 µm × 50 µm pixel area. The pixel layout and fabrication process will be proposed 
in Section 7.6. A 100 pF CFB was used to store the readout charges. An integration time 
of 100 ms was chosen, which is consistent with the current DBT system. A very short 
readout time (tRD = 20 µs) is sufficient to gain a high output voltage. In the simulation, 
only a single row operation is simulated. The frame time for the SPICE simulation is 
tframe = 100.2 ms. Considering a 4k by 4k imager resolution for DBT, the total frame 
time is estimated to be around 200 ms, which is similar to current DBT systems on the 
market [4]. Table 7.3 lists circuit parameters used for the C-APS SPICE simulation. 
 
Table 7.3 SPICE parameters for C-APS circuit and driving scheme. 
Parameter Description Value 
VDD DC voltage supply 10 V 
VPD DC voltage supply to photodiode anode 5 V 
VRS TRS gate voltage (OFF/ON) -5 V / 10 V 
VRD TRD gate voltage (OFF/ON) -5 V / 10 V 
WRS Chanel width of TRS 10 µm 
WAMP Chanel width of TAMP 36 µm 
WRD Chanel width of TRD 36 µm 
L Channel length 3 µm 
CFB Feedback capacitor 100 pF 
tRS Reset time 100 µs 
tINT Integration time 100 ms 
tRD Readout time 20 µs 
tER SWER holding time 40 µs 




Figure 7.5 shows the waveforms of (a) the input voltage (VIN) during the integration 
time (tINT = 100 ms) and (b) the output voltage (VOUT) during the readout time for Iph 
ranging from 0 to 9 pA. During tINT, the photocurrent will discharge CPIX. Therefore, VIN 
decreases. A higher Iph will result in further reduced VIN (VIN saturates at Iph = 7.8 pA) 




Figure 7.5 Waveforms of (a) the input voltage during the integration time and (b) output voltage 




7.5  Electrical Properties of the a-Si:H Photodiode / a-ITZO 
TFT C-APS Circuit 
7.5.1  Voltage gain (AV) and charge gain (G) 
Similar to CMOS V-APS, the input and output signals for a-ITZO C-APS are 
measured by the voltage difference under illuminated (Iph) and dark (Iph = 0) conditions, 
i.e., ΔVIN = VIN(Iph) – VIN(Iph=0) and ΔVOUT = VOUT(Iph) – VOUT(Iph=0). Both VIN and 
VOUT (dark and illuminated conditions) were extracted during the readout holding time 
(tHD = 10 µs as shown in Figure 7.5 (b)).  
Figure 7.6 (a) shows the input-output voltage characteristics (|ΔVOUT| vs. |ΔVIN|) of 
the a-ITZO TFT C-APS circuit. The device dimensions and driving scheme were shown 
in Table 7.3. µeff of the a-ITZO TFTs is 31.2 cm
2/Vs. 
As shown in Equation 1.21, the voltage gain (AV) measures the ratio between output 
and input voltage signal. In this study, AV = |ΔVOUT/ΔVIN| = 1.53 can be extracted from 
the slope of the curve in Figure 7.6 (a). In comparison to the CMOS V-APS circuit 
based on the source follower circuitry (AV < 1), AV greater than 1 can be achieved using 
the C-APS circuit. The voltage gain is equivalent to a conversion gain of qAV/CPIX = 
1.75 µV/e- without further signal amplification.  
Figure 7.6 (b) shows the absolute value of output charge (i.e., ΔQOUT = QOUT(Iph) – 
QOUT(Iph=0) = ΔVOUT CFB) as a function of input charge (i.e., ΔQIN = QIN(Iph) – 
QIN(Iph=0) = ΔIph tINT).  
As shown in Equation 1.20, The charge gain (G) measures the ratio between output 
and input charge signal. In this study, G = |ΔQOUT/ΔQIN| = 1084 can be obtained as the 
derivative of the curve in Figure 7.6 (b). The extracted charge gain is consistent with the 
expression G = AV CFB/CPIX ≈ 1100. A large charge gain is important for on-pixel signal 
amplification to reduce the electronic noise, especially the readout circuit noise.  
When Iph is greater than around 7.8 pA, ΔQOUT will reach the maximum value of 
Qmax = 822 pC. The corresponding saturated ΔQIN, also known as full well capacity 
(FW) for CMOS APS, is around FW = 4.7 × 106 e-. Such FW value is greater than that 




(50 µm). A large FW is critical to realize a wide detector dynamic range and sufficient 
digital levels for projection digital images.  
 
7.5.2  Signal linearity 
For the indirect a-ITZO TFT C-APS x-ray detector, the signal conversion can be 
summarized as: (a) x-ray quanta to optical photon in the scintillator, (b) optical photon 
to electron in the a-Si:H photodiode, (c) electron to VIN on CPIX, (d) VIN to IOUT by TAMP 
and (e) IOUT to VOUT on CFB. Each of these conversions may introduce signal 
nonlinearity. For the C-APS system, we consider the dominant term to be (d) VIN to IOUT 
Figure 7.6 Absolute value of (a) ΔVOUT versus ΔVIN and (b) ΔQOUT versus ΔQIN for Iph ranging 




nonlinearity. In this section, the VIN to IOUT nonlinearity is discussed, while the other 
nonlinearity factors are ignored.  
The nonlinearity between IOUT and VIN was described by Karim et al. [75]. The 
condition to realize a linear circuit response is given by [75] 
 2( ),GS GS TV V V    (7.2) 
where VGS is the gate-to-source voltage of TAMP. From the SPICE simulation, the probed 
VGS values at Iph = 0 and 7 pA (a high photocurrent) are 6.65 and 3.56 V, respectively. 
Therefore ΔVGS is 3.09 V, which is smaller than 2(VGS – VT) =2×(6.65 + 0.93) =15.16 V. 
Therefore, the condition for achieving a linear circuit response is validated. As shown in 
Figure 7.6, the C-APS circuit demonstrates a good linearity for ΔVOUT vs. ΔVIN with a 
Pearson’s correlation coefficient of 0.99998 [225].  
 
7.5.3  Impact of field-effect mobility 
To amplify the signal and reduce the electronic noise, high AV and G are needed for 
C-APS x-ray detectors. Equation 1.20 and 1.21 indicate that both AV and G are 
proportional to the TAMP transconductance (gm) and thus the TFT field-effect mobility 
(µeff). At the same time, a larger TAMP device dimension (WAMP/L) could also increase 
APS gains. However, the TFT device dimension is limited by the small APS pixel pitch 
(50 µm). Also, the conversion gains can be degraded by a nonnegligible TRD 
on-resistance (RON) and data line series resistance (RDATA). Among all the factors, µeff is 
deterministic and has the most significant impact on AV and G.  
To evaluate the impact of µeff on AV and G, we varied the TFT band mobility 
(MUBAND in Table 7.1) from 50 to 20 and 1 cm2/Vs. The µeff values are 31.2, 12.5 and 
0.6 cm2/Vs corresponding to those of a-ITZO, a-IGZO and a-Si:H TFTs, respectively. 
Figure 7.7 shows the extract input-output voltage characteristics for the C-APS using 
TFTs (TRS, TAMP and TRD) with µeff of 31.2, 12.5 and 0.6 cm
2/Vs. The extract AV values 
are 1.53, 0.62 and 0.03, respectively. It is demonstrated that the voltage gain is 
proportional to the TFT field-effect mobility. This observation is consistent with 
Equation 1.21. Therefore, to realize high gain C-APS circuits, the TFT mobility must be 
optimized. The proposed high mobility a-ITZO TFTs are very promising among other 




The impact of µeff on the charge gain follows the same trend for AV. Extracted G 
values for µeff of 31.2, 12.5 and 0.6 cm
2/Vs are 1084, 434 and 21, respectively. As 
discussed later in Section 7.8, a large charge gain is required to reduce the 
post-amplifying noise (σpost-AMP) dominated by the op-amp noise (σamp).  
 
7.5.4  Impact of a-ITZO TFT threshold voltage shift 
It was shown that TFTs under long-term operation suffer from threshold voltage 
shifts (∆VT) [97], [99], [194], [202], which may influence the TFT-based circuit 
performance. Hence, it is necessary to investigate the impact of ∆VT on the C-APS 
performance. Duty ratios for TRS and TRD, operated in linear region as switches, are all 
below 0.1% which are not expected to produce high ∆VT. On the other hand, since TAMP 
is used to amplify photo-induced signals during the readout stage, any ∆VT of this 
transistor will affect the circuit performance. During readout time, TAMP is positively 
biased (VGS >0) with a very small duty cycle of around 0.02%. During reset and 
integration period, TAMP is negatively biased (VGS ≤ 0), since VDS ≈ 0 and VIN ≤ VDD. 
The duty cycle for TAMP under negative bias is very close to 1. Therefore, a negative 
ΔVT is expected for TAMP after a long-time usage.  
Figure 7.7 Absolute value of ΔVOUT versus ΔVIN and for Iph ranging from 0 to 9 pA using TFT 




In this study, the impact of both positive and negative ΔVT is evaluated. The dc gate 
bias-induced positive and negative a-ITZO TFT ∆VT was observed to be +0.54 V and 
-0.5 V, respectively [97]. The ΔVT for a-ITZO TFTs can be included in the SPICE 
simulation by shifting both the VTO and VFB parameters by +0.54 or -0.5 V at the 
same time.  
The extracted VIN and VOUT for ∆VT of 0, +0.54 and -0.5 V are shown in Figure 7.8 
(a). It is observed that a positive ΔVT leads to a smaller IOUT for TAMP. Hence a reduced 
|VOUT| is expected (note: VOUT is negative). On the contrary, a negative ΔVT gives an 
Figure 7.8 Extracted (a) VIN and VOUT, and (b) ΔVIN and ΔVOUT for C-APS with ΔVT of 0, +0.54 




increased |VOUT| (i.e., a more negative VOUT). In comparison to the case without VT shift, 
VOUT changes by 0.81 and -0.74 V for ΔVT of +0.54 and -0.5 V, respectively. 
Nevertheless, since VOUT also shifts at Iph = 0 (VIN ≈ 10 V), ΔVOUT/ΔVIN (i.e., the voltage 
gain) does not change with ΔVT as shown in Figure 7.8 (b). The extracted AV values are 
constant (AV = 1.53) with VT shift. Therefore, it is expected that the VT instability should 
not affect the circuit performance as measured by AV.  
 
7.5.5  Impact of WAMP / WRD ratio 
To optimize the electrical performance of the proposed C-APS circuit, the device 
dimensions should be optimized. Considering a 50 µm pixel pitch and a critical 
dimension (channel length) L = 3 µm, a total channel width for TAMP and TRD (WAMP + 
WRD) of 72 µm can be obtained. We varied the ratio of WAMP/WRD from 63 µm / 9 µm to 
9 µm / 63 µm, while keeping WAMP + WRD = 72 µm and µeff = 31.2 cm
2/Vs. Figure 7.9 
shows the extracted voltage gains using various WAMP/WRD ratios. A narrow WAMP/WRD 
ratio range (0.5 to 1.2) allows a high voltage gain greater than 1.5. The accepted 
WAMP/WRD dimensions are 36 µm / 36 µm and 27 µm / 45 µm. Eventually, WAMP/WRD = 
36 µm / 36 µm (AV = 1.53), which favors the pixel layout design, was selected for the 
pixel layout for a 50 µm pixel pitch C-APS as discussed in Section 7.6.  
Figure 7.9 Extracted voltage gains for various WAMP/WRD ratio ranging from 63/9 to 9/63. TFT 




7.6  Proposed 50 µm Pixel Circuit Layout and Fabrication 
Process 
Figure 7.10 proposes a 50 µm pixel pitch layout for the a-ITZO TFT C-APS. 
Considering the TFT layout, the half-Corbino TFT structure with the inner-drain 
configuration is adopted to acquire higher operation current (IOUT) for TAMP [99]. On the 
other hand, the outer-drain bias condition is used for TRD to reduce the gate-to-source 
capacitance [99], [226], [227] and data line parasitic capacitance to be described in 
Section 7.7. The TFT sizes are the same as those listed in Table 7.3, and the critical 
dimension (minimum width) of metal lines is 3 µm.  
We propose the following 10-mask processing steps for the a-ITZO TFT [97], [220] 
and the a-Si:H photodiode [222] fabrication.  
First, metal #1 (Mo, for gate electrodes of TRS, TAMP, and TRD, and VRS and VRD 
lines) is formed by DC sputtering on glass substrate. The standard photolithography is 
used for metal definition (mask #1). Next, a 470-nm amorphous silicon oxide (a-SiOx) 
as the gate insulator is deposited using PECVD. Then, a 30-nm a-ITZO films DC 
sputtered using the optimized O2 flow ratio of 5%, subsequently patterned into active 
islands by a wet etching process (mask #2) and annealed at 300 °C. The gate contact 
VIA is defined (mask #3) to connect VIN and the gate of TAMP using the reactive-ion 
etching (RIE). At the same time, contact VIAs for VRS and VRD pads are created. 
Afterward, metal #2 (Mo, for S/D electrodes of TRS, TAMP, and TRD and VDD and VM 
lines) are deposited by sputtering and patterned using the back channel etch process 
(mask #4). A 3 µm a-SiOx passivation layer (PSV #1) is deposited over the fabricated 
a-ITZO TFTs. A contact VIA is generated using RIE (mask #5) to electrically connect 
the source electrode of TRS / the gate electrode of TAMP to the patterned bottom Mo 
electrode (cathode) of the a-Si:H photodiode (mask #6). Also, VIAs for the four contact 
pads (VRS, VRD, VM, and VDD) are etched using mask #5. The opaque bottom electrode of 
a-Si:H photodiode also serves as a light shield for a-ITZO TFTs. Using PECVD, a 
50-nm n+ layer, a 1-µm thick undoped/intrinsic a-Si:H layer, and a 50-nm p+ layer are 
sequentially deposited and patterned by photolithography (mask #7). A second 




top electrode area and VIAs for all four contact pads are defined (mask #8). A 
transparent indium-tin oxide (ITO) layer is deposited as the top electrode of the a-Si:H 
photodiode. Then, the a-Si:H photodiode is annealed at 150 °C to suppress the excess 
current coming from extrinsic defect generation. The ITO layer is patterned out of the 
active-matrix array as the top conductive layer for four contact pads (mask #9). After 
etching ITO, the ITO needs to be thermally annealed at around 230 °C [228]. A third 
passivation layer (PSV #3) is deposited to protect the entire structure. Finally, contact 
VIAs for pads VRS, VRD, VM, VDD and VPD are defined out of the active-matrix array by 
etching the PSV #3 (mask #10).  
A 150-µm CsI:Tl scintillator can be directly deposited (or attached using a FOP) on 
top of the passivated a-Si:H photodiode layer to complete the detector fabrication.  
Figure 7.11 illustrates the lithography process steps and cross-sectional views (A to 
Figure 7.10 A 50-µm pixel pitch layout for the proposed a-ITZO TFT C-APS. A critical 
dimension of 3 µm was used for the layout design. The VIA is used to connect the photodiode 
bottom electrode to TAMP gate and TRS source. VM is the data line output voltage connected to the 




A’) of the C-APS pixel referring to the layout in Figure 7.10. Figure 7.12 shows the 
final cross-sectional view (B to B’) of the data line, VRS and VM pads after the entire 
process. The cross-sectional view (C to C’) of the VDD and VRD pads (not shown) is the 
same as Figure 7.12 by replacing VRS with VRD and VM with VDD.  
It should be noted that the a-Si:H photodiode bottom electrode is also used as a 
light shield for a-ITZO TFTs. At the same time, since the photodiode bottom electrode 
voltage is the same as the gate voltage of TAMP, TAMP behaves like a dual-gate TFT with 
top and bottom gates biased together. It was reported by Baek et al. that increased 
operational current can be achieved especially in the saturation region, when the 
dual-gate TFT structure is used [194]. The increased IOUT can lead to higher AV and G, 
which is favorable. Since the top and bottom gates are biased together, instead of having 





Figure 7.11 Cross-sectional view (A to A’) of a-Si:H photodiode / a-ITZO TFT C-APS and 






7.7  Impact of Data Line Resistance and Parasitic 
Capacitance 
For active-matrix arrays, the data line (VM) series resistance (RDATA) and parasitic 
capacitance (CDATA), could cause problems such as degenerated conversion gains, 
feedthrough voltages when gates are pulsed, an increase in readout electronic noise, 
output signal delays, and pixel crosstalk due to capacitive coupling [229]. When RDATA 
and CDATA are taken into consideration for the a-ITZO TFT C-APS, it can be predicted 
that IOUT and both AV and G will be affected. 
RDATA is associated with the Mo data line with a resistivity of 53.4 × 10
-9 Ω·m.  
As shown in Figure 7.13, based on the layout described in Section 7.6, CDATA 
consists of the gate-to-source overlapping capacitance (CGS) of TRD, the overlapping 
capacitance (CRD) between the data line and VRD, the overlapping capacitance (CRS) 
between the data line and VRS, and the overlapping capacitance (CPSV) between the data 
line and the a-Si:H photodiode bottom electrode. Hence, CDATA can be estimated by 
 2
,( ) ( 2 ) ( ) ,DATA GS RD RS PSV ox S ox PSV pixC N C C C C N C L L L C a L          (7.3) 
where N is the number of pixels on a data line, L is the both process critical dimension 
and line width (3 µm), LS is the length of the TRD source electrode (~15 µm), apix is the 
pixel pitch (50 µm), Cox is the gate oxide (470 nm a-SiOx) capacitance (7.34 nF/cm
2), 
Cox,PSV is the passivation layer (e.g., 3 µm a-SiOx) capacitance (1.15 nF/cm
2).  
Figure 7.12 Cross-sectional view (B to B’) of the fabricated data line, VRS and VM pads after 




Considering a large-area x-ray detector featuring a 4k-resolution (N = 4000) with a 
data line metal thickness of 200 nm and a pixel pitch of 50 µm, RDATA is estimated to be 
17.8 kΩ. Using a metal with a lower resistivity such as Al or Cu, RDATA is expected to be 
reduced.  
The estimated CDATA is around 25.3 pF (N·CGS = 13.2 pF, N·CRS = N·CRD = 2.6 pF, 
N·CPSV = 6.9 pF). The dominant parasitic capacitance is CGS of TRD (N·CGS = 13.2 pF). 
Patterning gate electrodes (gate-to-source overlapping width of 0.2 µm) is helpful to 
minimize the overlapping capacitance to further diminish CGS of the half-Corbino TRD 
[227]. The reduced total CGS is expected to be about 1.8 pF, and the total CDATA can be 
drastically decreased to 13.9 pF. Also, self-aligned [230] or coplanar homojunction [231] 
TFT structures could be used to further reduce CDATA. In addition, patterning the bus 
line intersections could also help reduce CRS and CRD.  
To study the data line loading impact on the performance of the proposed a-ITZO 
TFT C-APS, SPICE simulation involving RDATA = 17.8 kΩ and CDATA = 25.3 pF was 
conducted. Figure 7.14 presents the extracted input-output (a) voltage and (b) charge 
characteristics for C-APS circuit with and without RDATA and CDATA. Both the extracted 
AV and G reduced by around 21% to AV = 1.21 and G = 855 with data line loadings. The 
corresponding APS conversion gain also drops from 1.75 to 1.37 µV/e-. 
As shown in Equation 1.20 and 1.21, this reduction is due to the source follower 
degeneration with additional RDATA in combination with RON of TRD. Since additional 
voltage (IOUTRDATA) is dropped on RDATA, it is expected that both IOUT and the circuit 
gains will be degraded. At the same time, the maximum output charge is also reduced 
from Qmax = 822 to 652 pC due to both the reduced G and loss of charges stored on 
Figure 7.13 Cross-sectional schematic of TRD and the data line series resistance (RDATA) and 




CDATA instead of CFB. As expected, the data line loading does not affect VIN or QIN.  
The simulation results with data line loading is used to calculate the electronic noise 
for C-APS as discussed in Section 7.8.  
 
 
7.8  Noise Analysis 
Each electronic noise element is modeled and calculated based on the reported 
Figure 7.14 Extracted input-output (a) voltage and (b) charge characteristics for C-APS with 




C-APS noise model developed by Karim et al [53]. First, the a-Si:H photodiode dark 
current shot noise is given by [232] 
 
PD,shot dark frame / ,I t q    (7.4) 
where Idark (~ 3.7×10
-16 A) is the dark current of a-Si:H photodiode and tframe is the frame 
time (100.2 ms).  
   Similarly, the TRS leakage current shot noise is given by 
 
TFT,shot off frame / ,I t q    (7.5) 
where Ioff (~ 1.5 × 10
-14 A) is the TFT leakage current (off-current) of TRS.  
If uncorrelated double sampling is applied, the reset noise for APS is given by [232] 
 
reset pix2 / ,kTC q    (7.6) 
where k is the Boltzmann constant, T is the Kelvin temperature, and Cpix (~ 0.139 pF) is 
the input pixel capacitance, which is dominated by photodiode capacitance of 0.12 pF.  




pre-AMP PD,shot TFT,shot reset .        (7.7) 
In this work, since TAMP and TRD operate in the saturation and linear region, 
respectively, the noise power spectral density of thermal noise for TAMP and TRD are 
given by [195] 
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All the device and driving parameters can be extracted from the SPICE simulation. 
The corresponding thermal noise equivalent electrons of TAMP and TRD (σth,AMP and 
σth,RD) can be calculated by integrating the noise power spectral density over the noise 
bandwidth of a first-order low-pass filtering circuit using the method and equations 
developed by Karim et al [53].  
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  (7.9) 
where αH is the Hooge’s parameter and f is the circuit frequency. We used the measured 
αH value (~ 1.5 × 10
-3) for a-IGZO TFTs for the flicker noise calculation. A similar (or 
even smaller) αH parameter is expected for a-ITZO TFTs. The flicker noise equivalent 
electrons σfl,AMP and σfl,RD can be calculated by integrating the noise spectral density 
over frequency adopted from the model developed by Karim et al [53]. 
The external readout circuit noise (σamp) is mainly generated by the switched 
integrator. The readout circuit noise can be modeled as having a fixed noise component 
of the amplifier (σamp0) in addition to capacitance dependent component (γampCDATA) 
previously shown in Equation 1.5.  
 0 ,amp amp amp DATAC      (1.5) 
where σamp and γamp are an amplifier’s characteristic constants. CDATA is the capacitance 
loading at the amplifier’s input node. For the specific low-noise amplifier, σamp0 and γamp 
are found to be 250 electrons and as 15 electrons/pF, respectively [224]. 
The output referred post-amplifying pixel noise is given by 
2 2 2 2 2
post-AMP,out th,AMP th,READ fl,AMP fl,READ amp .               (7.10) 
The input referred post-amplifying pixel noise, which can be significantly reduced 
by the C-APS, is given by output referred post-amplifying pixel noise divided by the 
APS charge gain of 855 (σpost-AMP,in =σpost-AMP,out / G). Finally, the total input referred 
noise (σtotal) is given by the square root of the quadratic sum of the input referred 
pre-amplifying and post-amplifying noise.  
 
2 2 2 2 2
, , , , /total pre AMP in post AMP in pre AMP in post AMP out G             (7.11) 
 Table 7.4 lists all the calculated input referred electronic noise components for the 
proposed a-ITZO TFT C-APS. It is shown that all the post-amplifying noise, especially 
the op-amp noise, can be minimized by the high APS charge gain of 855. Similar to 
CMOS V-APS (Section 3.2.5), the dominant noise component is the reset noise σreset of 




In the ideal case, the total input referred electronic noise of the a-ITZO TFT C-APS 
circuit is around 239 e-, which is comparable to that of CMOS V-APS detector (150 e-) 
and much smaller in comparison to a-Si:H PPS detectors (>1000 e-). As discussed in 
Chapter 5 (Section 5.4.2), such a low electronic noise (below 300 e-) is not expected to 
significantly degrade the x-ray imager detectability for subtle features such as 
microcalcifications. Hence, we believe that the indirect a-ITZO TFT C-APS in 
combination with an a-Si:H photodiode could be considered as a promising candidate 
for the next generation x-ray imager to replace the old a-Si:H PPS technology suffering 
from a much higher electronic noise. The integration between a-Si:H photodiode and 
a-ITZO TFT arrays must be resolved at the manufacturing level.  
 
Parameter Description Value (e-) 
σPD,shot PD dark current shot noise 15 
σTFT,shot TRS leakage current shot noise 97 
σreset Reset noise 212 
σth,AMP Input referred TAMP thermal noise 3 
σth,RD Input referred TRD thermal noise 3 
σfl,AMP Input referred TAMP flicker noise 46 
σfl,RD Input referred TRD flicker noise 14 
σamp Input referred op-amp noise 1 
σpre-AMP Input referred pre-amplifying noise 234 
σpost-AMP,in Input referred post-amplifying noise 48 
σtotal Total input referred noise 239 
Table 7.4 Input referred electronic noise of a-ITZO TFT C-APS. 
 
 
7.9  Summary 
In this chapter, we proposed the a-ITZO TFT C-APS circuit for DBT. The C-APS 
circuit electrical properties were evaluated using SPICE simulation. A 50 μm pixel 
layout was designed with corresponding fabrication process suggested. With data line 
parasitics considered, a high charge gain of around 855 is expected. The estimated 




low electronic noise are both favorable for DBT. Active-matrix arrays based on the 






Conclusions and Proposed Future Work 
8.1  Conclusions of Dissertation 
 
In this dissertation, we have evaluated high-resolution large area CMOS APS x-ray 
detectors (Dexela 2923 MAM and DynAMITe) and proposed a novel a-ITZO 
TFT-based C-APS for DBT application.  
Both the Dexela and DynAMITe CMOS APS x-ray detectors have achieved 
superior 2D x-ray imaging performance as measured by the 2D MTF, NPS and DQE 
parameters. The 75 µm pixel pitch Dexela 2923 MAM CMOS APS detector 
demonstrates a high DQE of 0.2 to 0.65 at a very low air kerma of 1.69 µGy (using a 
broadband x-ray radiation at 28 kVp). The detector performance can be further 
improved, if monochromatic synchrotron radiation is used. The Nyquist frequency 
achieved is limited at 6.67 mm-1 according to a pixel pitch of 75 µm. To further improve 
the detector resolution, we evaluated a 50 µm pixel pitch DynAMITe CMOS APS 
detector. The DynAMITe detector achieves even higher Nyquist frequency of 10 mm-1 
and very low electronic noise of around 150 e-. The maximum DQE of around 0.55 has 
been demonstrated at a low DBT Ka below 10 µGy.  
In addition, we have developed a 2D cascaded system analysis model to simulate 
both the 2D x-ray imaging performance and detector electrical properties for CMOS 
APS x-ray detectors. The validated 2D model has been extended to 3D spatial frequency 
space to evaluate the 3D imaging performance of the DynAMITe detector. We have first 
measured and modeled the angle-dependent 2D MTF, NNPS and DQE parameters at 




wider incident projection angle will degrade the MTF and DQE in the high spatial 
frequency range, while the NNPS is not affected. The impacts of acquisition geometry, 
dose and detector parameters were investigated using the 3D cascaded system analysis 
in combination with the FBP reconstruction method to calculated 3D MTF, NNPS and 
DQE parameters. It is shown that a wider projection angle range (e.g. 30°) will prevent 
image information loss at low spatial frequencies, which is suitable for large, low 
contrast objects (such as masses) detection. Low MGD (0.5 mGy) does not affect the 
CMOS APS detector response (in-plane DQE) due to the low electronic noise. We found 
that the dominant factors limiting the investigated CMOS APS detector 3D imaging 
performance include the focal spot size and the scintillator blurring effect. Specifically, 
a large focal spot size will remarkably decrease both the in-plane MTF, and DQE. To 
achieve satisfactory image quality for DBT, a focal spot size of smaller than 0.3 mm 
should be used. A remarkable improvement on the in-plane MTF and DQE are achieved 
when the pixelated scintillator is used to reduce its blurring effect. Although the 
scintillator pixel fill factor can reduce the x-ray photon capture when 50 µm pixel pitch 
is used, we believe that a thicker pixelated scintillator in combination with the CMOS 
APS detector can be used to address this issue. 
To evaluate the DBT image quality using the advanced 50 µm pixel pitch CMOS 
APS x-ray detector, we presented a task-based modeling framework to simulate the 
imaging performance for a high resolution medical imaging system that contains both a 
50 µm pixel pitch DynAMITe detector and a 165 µm high definition medical imaging. 
Detectability index and AUC characteristics for detecting small, high contrast and large, 
low contrast objects were evaluated. The simulation results show that to optimize the 
AUCs for microcalcification detection, a display pixel pitch of 165 µm or smaller and 
zoom factor of greater than 10 should be used. Detector electronic noise of smaller than 
300 e- is promising to distinguish small size microcalcifications (<150 µm). On the 
other hand, to detect large, low contrast masses, 12 bits or higher display gray levels 
would be desirable. Also, image display gray level magnification of greater than 2 can 
increase the AUC. To further enhance the detectability for large, low contrast objects, a 
wider projection angle range of more than ±30° should be used, especially when the 




luminance (>1000 cd/m2) at a low ambient luminance (<5 cd/m2) should be considered 
to realize good image quality as measured by AUC. The task-based simulation 
demonstrates reasonable results for various conditions. The results could help guide the 
hardware design for prototype high-resolution APS x-ray detectors and medical imaging 
displays.  
Another candidate for large area DBT APS x-ray detectors is the amorphous oxide 
semiconductor TFT C-APS. First, we studied the electrical properties of a-ITZO TFTs 
fabricated using shadow masks. The device shows a VT of 1.6 V, a high μeff of 30.6 
cm2/Vs, and a SS of 0.38 V/dec. We have established that μeff is gate voltage dependent. 
To take this into account, we used both the least square error linear fitting (Method 1) 
and second derivative methods (Method 2) to extract parameters such as VT, γ and K 
with high consistency to experimental data. Method 1 was found to be more precise. In 
addition, the impacts of a-ITZO channel thickness and O2 flow ratio on device 
properties were investigated. We found that effective trap states Neff of a-ITZO reduce 
with increasing channel thickness, which leads to improved device performance. The 
variations in device performance at different PO2 could be explained by the acceptor-like 
O0 or O- deep states. Besides, the electrical instability under PBTS and NBTS were 
studied. ∆VT of +0.54 and -0.50 V were achieved after PBTS and NBTS for 10
3 s, 
respectively. The VT shift is smaller in comparison to that of fabricated a-IGZO TFT 
indicating better electrical stability. We also observed that the electrical instability 
during PBTS is highly oxygen-related. The origins of electrical instability during PBTS 
and NBTS can be explained by the increased acceptor-like O0 or O- deep states and 
enhanced H-doping to the a-ITZO channel. Considering both device electrical 
performance and stability, the optimized a-ITZO film thickness and O2 flow ratio are 50 
nm and 5%, respectively. 
Based on the experimental results on a-ITZO TFTs, the a-ITZO TFT C-APS circuit 
in combination with an a-Si:H p+-i-n+ photodiode was proposed for DBT. We developed 
SPICE models for both the a-ITZO TFTs and the a-Si:H photodiode. The extracted 
parameters were used for the C-APS pixel circuit SPICE simulation. Circuit 
characteristics such as voltage and charge gains were extracted from the simulation 




mobility while invariant with the TFT threshold voltage shift. The device dimensions 
WAMP/WRD were optimized to be around 1. Next, we have proposed a 50 µm pitch 
C-APS pixel circuit layout and a 10-mask photolithography fabrication process steps. 
Based on the pixel layout, the data line series resistance and parasitic capacitance were 
estimated and included in the SPICE simulation. The C-APS circuit with data line 
loadings demonstrates both high AV and G of 1.21 and 855. The high charge gain is 
sufficient to minimize the post-amplifying noise, especially the op-amp noise. The 
proposed C-APS circuit demonstrates a low total electronic noise of around 239 e-. 
These properties are very promising for the next generation x-ray detectors for DBT. At 
the same time, the proposed fabrication process for a-ITZO TFT C-APS is reliable for 
large area photolithography process on a glass substrate.  
 
 
8.2  Recommendations for Future Work 
Three directions are recommended for future research:  
• Virtual clinical trial and observer studies for CMOS APS x-ray detectors:  
   To study the DBT image quality, virtual clinical evaluations are suggested. A 
numerical model can be developed to model the x-ray spectrum, x-ray ray tracing and 
scattering in a simulated breast phantom to generate idealized 2D images at each DBT 
projection angles. The developed 2D cascaded system analysis model for CMOS APS 
x-ray detectors can be used to blur and add noise to the idealized images. Next image 
reconstruction can be applied to obtain simulated DBT images. Observer studies can be 
done to evaluate the image quality and compared with the results demonstrated using 
the task-based model [170].  
 
• Direct conversion CMOS APS x-ray detectors: 
The 2D and 3D cascaded system analysis model can be modified by replacing the 
CsI:Tl scintillator, FOP and a-Si:H photodiode by an direct conversion detector such as 
a-Se or HgI2. The direct conversion CMOS APS detector is expected to achieve superior 




by the scintillator blurring. The direct conversion detector ensures high image resolution, 
while the CMOS APS backplane achieves ultra-low electronic noise at the same time. 
2D/3D cascaded system analysis and task-based modeling for direct conversion 
detectors are suggested.  
 
• Fabrication and evaluation of a-ITZO TFT C-APS circuits: 
We have proposed a pixel layout and fabrication process for the a-Si:H p+-i-n+ 
photodiode / a-ITZO TFT C-APS. For future research, we recommend to fabricate the 
a-ITZO TFT C-APS circuit and small size array to evaluate the electrical performance 
such as voltage and charge gains of the proposed circuits. The measured results can be 
compared with the SPICE simulation results presented in this dissertation. In 
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